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Abstract

This thesis summarizes guidelines for the design and control of a highly integrated,
multi-modal, and intuitive teleoperation system that can be used to perform a variety of
different manipulation tasks requiring bimanual and multi-fingered interactions as well as
the collaboration of multiple operators. Hereby, exclusively teleoperation systems using
admittance-type devices are investigated. Bimanual 6 DOF manipulations with high inter-
action forces are realized by newly developed admittance-type haptic interfaces, which are
mounted on a mobile platform and thus also allow performance of manipulations in large
remote environments. Taking into account a large number of mechatronic requirements, a
novel, enhanced, and highly integrated teleoperation system consisting of redundant haptic
interfaces and telemanipulators as well as a stereo-vision-system is developed. Dextrous
fine manipulations are realized by a multi-fingered telemanipulation system, whereby ef-
ficient position and force mapping algorithms are used to map human hand motions to
gripper motions and to provide a realistic force feedback. The usage of admittance-type
devices instead of classical impedance-type devices poses new challenges on the control
concepts. Different types of bilateral control algorithms suitable for admittance-type de-
vices are proposed and robust stability of them is analyzed by using the parameter space
approach. Further improvements are achieved by incorporating human factors in the de-
velopment process. Effects of varied human movement control on task performance and
feeling of telepresence are analyzed by means of experimental evaluation and new design
guidelines for a user-friendly teleoperation system are derived. Finally, different types of
collaborative teleoperation architectures are proposed, application scenarios are described,
and challenges on the control of these systems are formulated. In particular, robust stabi-
lity of a bimanual, a multi-user, and a cooperative teleoperation system is investigated in
detail. A variety of laboratory experiments, characterized particularly by their very high
complexity, serve for the evaluation and validation of all proposed software and hardware
developments.
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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Dissertationsschrift werden Richtlinien zum Entwurf und zur
Regelung eines hoch integrierten, multi-modalen und intuitiven Teleoperationssystems
zusammengefasst, welches zur Durchführung von Tele-Manipulationsaufgaben herange-
zogen werden kann, die sowohl beidhändiger als auch mehrfingriger Interaktion, sowie
der Kollaboration mehrerer Operatoren bedürfen. Dabei werden ausschließlich Teleop-
erationssysteme näher untersucht, die Manipulatoren vom Admittanz-Typ verwenden.
Beidhändige Manipulationen in sechs Freiheitsgraden bei denen zudem hohe Interaktions-
kräfte auftreten werden dabei mit Hilfe von neu entwickelten haptischen Eingabegeräten
vom Admittanz-Typ realisiert. Diese sind ihrerseits auf einer mobilen Plattform montiert,
um auch Manipulationen in ausgedehnten entfernten Umgebungen zu ermöglichen. Unter
Berücksichtigung einer Vielzahl mechatronischer Anforderungen, wird ein neuartiges, wei-
terentwickeltes und hoch integriertes Teleoperationssystem, bestehend aus redundanten
haptischen Eingabegeräten und Telemanipulatoren, sowie einem Stereo-Sichtsystem ent-
wickelt. Feinmotorische Manipulationen werden mit Hilfe eines mehrfingrigen Telemanipu-
lationssystems durchgeführt, wobei effiziente Algorithmen zum Positions- und Kraftmap-
ping herangezogen werden, um menschliche Handbewegungen auf einen Greifer abzubilden
sowie einen realistischen Krafteindruck zu vermitteln. Die Verwendung von Manipulatoren
des Admittanz-Typs im Gegensatz zu klassischen Geräten des Impedanz-Typs bringt hier-
bei neue Herausforderungen an die Regelung dieser Systeme mit sich. Verschiedene Arten
von bilateralen Regelalgorithmen, welche sich speziell für Manipulatoren des Admittanz-
Typs eignen, werden vorgeschlagen und deren Robustheit mit Hilfe des Parameterraumver-
fahrens untersucht. Zusätzliche Verbesserungen werden erzielt, indem auch menschliche
Faktoren in den Entwurfsprozess einbezogen werden. Effekte variabler menschlicher Be-
wegungssteuerung auf die Aufgabenperformanz und das Telepräsenzempfinden werden mit
Hilfe experimenteller Evaluation analysiert und neue Entwurfsrichtlinien für ein benutzer-
freundliches Teleoperationssystem davon abgeleitet. Schließlich werden unterschiedliche
Arten kollaborativer Teleoperationssysteme vorgeschlagen, entsprechende Anwendungs-
felder beschrieben, sowie Herausforderungen an die Regelung dieser Systeme formuliert.
Insbesondere wird die robuste Stabilität eines beidhändigen, eines Multi-User, sowie eines
kooperativen Teleoperationssystems näher untersucht. Eine Vielzahl an Laborexperi-
menten, welche sich insbesondere durch ihre hohe Komplexität auszeichnen, dienen zur
Evaluation und Validierung der vorgeschlagenen Soft- und Hardwareentwicklungen.
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FK forward kinematics
IK inverse kinematics
IJC independent joint control
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HMD head-mounted display
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Mij (i-th row, j-th column).
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1 Introduction

Nowadays more and more tasks and functions which some time ago were exclusively re-
served to humans, are passed to robots. Especially in the field of manufacturing many
tasks are by now executed by robots. This is mainly due to the fact, that in contrast to
humans, robots are able to operate over a long time period with constant precision and
velocity and thus guaranteeing constantly high quality at low costs. Moreover, robots are
able to carry heavy objects and operate with a precision which is below the range of hu-
man hand tremor. Both are necessary in many assembling tasks. Other applications again
require the operation in human-unfriendly or hazardous environments. Thus, at present,
typical application fields for robots can be found in areas where human physical abilities
are exceeded or the usage in human-inaccessible or unfriendly environments is necessary.

As long as the tasks are characterized by very structured and repeated motion sequences
in well known environments, fully automated robots can be used to interact with the
environment in a pre-programmed manner. But if the task requires to operate in variable,
unstructured, unknown, and dynamic working environments, the robot has to adapt to
sudden changes by taking decisions and adapting plans appropriately. Researchers have
been trying to provide robots with cognitive facilities already for a long time. Especially
in recent years, this field enjoys great popularity, which might be partly ascribed to the
continuously increasing computational power that allows realization of complex programs
not implementable at an earlier stage. But nevertheless, human reasoning and decision-
making ability is to date by far not reached by any technical system.

On this account, so called telepresence and teleaction systems have been developed,
which combine skills as human adaptability and decision-making ability with the advan-
tages of robotic manipulation. Using such a teleoperation system the human operator is
not any more in direct contact with the environment, but interacts with it by means of
technical systems. In doing so, the human operator uses a human-system interface, which
allows her/him to control a robot, the teleoperator, that interacts in her/his place with
the environment, see Fig. 1.1. Hereby, the human-system interface provides multi-modal
feedback in form of visual, auditory, and haptic information and is used as control input
for the teleoperator, which executes the commands. All command signals and sensory
information is hereby transmitted over an appropriate communication channel. Different
barriers, like distance and scaling, can be overcome in that way by still preserving the
cognitive abilities of a human being.

In the past years several application areas for such telerobotic systems have been pre-
sented, see [110, 116]: space and underwater exploration, surgery, plant maintenance,
micro-assembly, toxic waste cleanup, telemanufacturing, training as well as entertainment.
In the following some of these applications are explained in more detail: Using a teleop-
eration system for space or underwater exploration, see e.g. [102, 103], prevents exposing
humans to dangerous environments such as outer space and the deep sea. Dangerous
repairs on spacecrafts can for example, be performed by teleoperating a robot from the
inside the space-shuttle or from earth. Barriers typically exist hereby in the hazardous
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Figure 1.1: Multi-modal telepresence and teleaction system

environmental conditions or/and the large distances to the remote location. Large dis-
tances also play an important role in surgery or plant-maintenance, when a specialist is
not located at the site of the patient or plant. In this case, a teleoperation system allows
transference of the specialist’s knowledge and facilities to the required location without
need to travel. In the field of minimal-invasive surgery the barrier exists in the skin of the
human body, which restricts the available space and degrees of motion available for the
surgeon. Also in this case a teleoperation system can help to overcome this barrier, see
[23, 97] for some examples. Finally, an application area should be mentioned, where the
scaling causes severe difficulties: In micro-assembly really precise and small scale manip-
ulations are needed, which a human cannot perform without further technical assistance.
A teleoperation system like [101] can help in performing these small scale manipulations.

What all applications have in common is the demand of a very realistic display of the
remote environment not being affected by technical systems. Ideally, the human operator
should not perceive any difference between direct interaction with the remote environment
and interaction via a teleoperation system. In this ideal case, the system is called trans-
parent and the corresponding measure transparency [77, 139]. If the system is transparent
and thus the human operator is not restricted by the telerobotic system in any sense, an
intuitive interaction with the remote environment is possible. In order to achieve such a
high-quality teleoperation, appropriate design and control concepts must be developed and
human factors must be incorporated in the development process. Providing multi-modal
feedback is hereby of special importance. While the visual and auditory modality are al-
ready rather advanced and several high quality devices are available on the market, the
haptic modality needs further attention.

Although research in the field of telerobotics dates back to the early nineteenth century,
the design and analysis of haptic feedback systems became popular only in recent years. As
a result, a huge variety of haptic interfaces designed for and adapted to specific application
scenarios has been developed, see [19, 87] for an overview. Hereby, basic devices of so called
impedance and admittance type can be distinguished. While impedance-type devices are
characterized by a very lightweight design, which ensures low friction and inertia as well
as a high backdrivability and bandwidth, admittance-type devices are featured by a large
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workspace and high force capability [29]. Most telerobotics literature focuses hereby on
the usage of impedance-type devices, which allows the implementation of high-quality
force controllers. The usage of admittance-type devices is only rarely studied, although
these kind of devices are characterized by completely different properties and approaches
developed for impedance-type devices cannot be simply transfered to them. As will be
shown in this thesis, the high inertia and friction of admittance-type devices requires
different control approaches to realize a high degree of transparency.

This thesis aims to design and control a highly integrated, multi-modal, and intuitive
teleoperation system using admittance-type devices, which can be used for different kind
of tele-assembling tasks, ranging from very simple to more complicated manipulations
requiring both hands and multiple fingers. Fixing of a broken tube is hereby used as
benchmark scenario throughout this work. As not all tasks can be carried out by a single
person, typically multiple users share their facilities and capabilities to achieve a common
goal. On this account, also different types of collaborative teleoperation architectures are
analyzed in detail.

1.1 Problem Definitions and Challenges

The development of an intuitive admittance-type teleoperation system as described above
requires solving different design and control problems, which should be shortly addressed
in the following:

A teleoperation system typically consists of devices used as a human-system interface
as well as a teleoperator. Focusing first on the human-system interface, devices for visual,
auditory and haptic feedback can be distinguished. While for the visual and auditory
feedback off-the-shelf devices such as a head-mounted display or stereo-projection system
can be used, only a few haptic feedback systems are available on the market. Since most
of them are limited in their degrees of freedom (DOF) and have only a small workspace or
a low output capability, they do not enable an intuitive interaction with the remote envi-
ronment. Moreover, most haptic interfaces are fixed to the ground and thus do not allow
any locomotion of the human operator. This thesis aims to face these problems by devel-
oping a new bimanual admittance-type haptic interface, which fullfills the aforementioned
requirements. The presented concept foresees mounting of two haptic interfaces (with a
workspace size of the human arm reach) on a mobile platform. In doing so, the workspace
of the haptic interfaces can be extended to nearly arbitrary large remote environments.
The realization of such a device requires the design of appropriate haptic interfaces and
control algorithms that realize the required behavior.

In order to extend this system to a telemanipulation system, further design requirements
must be taken into account which concern the single devices as well as the whole telema-
nipulation system. Looking at the telemanipulator, it is known that an anthropomorphic
kinematic structure significantly enhances the feeling of telepresence. This reveals a re-
dundant kinematic design with link lengths adapted to the human arm reach. As these
requirements differ significantly from the requirements formulated on the haptic interface,
also different kinematic designs result. But, when coupling two manipulators with differ-
ent kinematics, new complications arise. One of the reasons is the different location of
kinematic and algebraic singularities in the workspace of the single devices. To not restrict
the overall workspace, measures to avoid kinematic and algebraic singularities must be
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adopted. In addition, both workspace sizes have to be matched to avoid fatiguing indexing
and shifting techniques, which would deteriorate the feeling of immersion.

If further dextrous manipulation tasks are required, systems for multi-fingered telema-
nipulation must be installed. Since anthropomorphic hands, see e.g. [31, 62, 106], are
mostly very bulky, they cannot be mounted at the end-effector of the telemanipulator. At
the development stage only simple three-finger grippers were available on the market [1],
which had an acceptable weight and package size. Using such a three-finger gripper in a
telemanipulation setup requires an appropriate motion and force mapping between human
and gripper fingers. Hereby, human finger motions have to be measured and mapped to
gripper finger motions and measured interaction forces have to be fed back to the human
operator. Despite of the non-anthropomorphic structure of the robotic grippers the to be
developed mappings have to be intuitive, easy to predict and understand. To be further
able to perform a variety of manipulation tasks a number of different grasp types ranging
from precision to power grasps [32] must be covered.

A typical attribute of a telemanipulation system is the coupling of single components and
the corresponding energy exchange. In order to avoid instabilities caused by this energy
exchange, an adequate control architecture has to be selected and implemented. While
the literature provides many possible solutions for impedance-type devices, coupling of
two admittance-type devices is typically not considered. Usage of classical two-channel
force-position or position-force architectures, see [57], requires the implementation of force
control on either haptic interface or telemanipulator. But as a consequence of the high
inertia and friction of admittance-type devices, force control can only be realized with
a very poor performance and thus other types of controllers, so called admittance-type
controllers, have to be implemented. Coupling of different admittance-type controllers
has to be investigated and stabilizing control parameter sets have to be determined. As
the human operator can behave in very different ways and possible remote environments
range from free space to hard contact, special attention must therefore be paid on robust
stability of the implemented controllers. Controllers have to be selected in such a way that
they provide a high degree of transparency and simultaneously guarantee stable interaction
despite changing human operator and environment impedances.

Beside optimization of the mechatronic design and control architectures, a teleoperation
system can also be improved by incorporating human factors in the development process.
Having developed a telemanipulation system which allows manipulation of objects in all 6
DOF it is of interest whether the number of freed DOF should be varied depending on the
actual task to be performed to increase e.g. task performance and feeling of telepresence.
Such behavior can be simply achieved by freezing certain motion axis by control. Current
statements in the literature do not provide a clear answer to this question. Thus, it is
investigated whether human movement control is driven by intuition or task performance,
and how varied human movement control influences efficiency and feeling of telepresence.
Depending on the findings of this analysis, the control of haptic interface and telema-
nipulator has to be modified in an appropriate manner to simultaneously increase task
performance and the feeling of telepresence and consequently increase the intuitiveness of
the interaction with the teleoperation system.

If the task to be performed requires more than one person, some people have to collabo-
rate to achieve the required result. As a teleoperation system separates the human operator
from the environment she/he interacts with, different structures of collaboration can be
realized. The following combinations, for example, are possible: each person controls a
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corresponding teleoperator, multiple persons control only one teleoperator, or a teleop-
erated robot interacts with collocated humans. Depending on the architecture, different
challenges on the control can be formulated. Stability of the overall system, which has to
be guaranteed despite changing kinematic configurations, is hereby of special interest. In-
teractions of one manipulator arm with the remote environment as well as the interaction
of two or multiple arms over an object, for example, must be considered. In this context,
especially closed kinematic chains between single entities play an important role, since they
may cause instability. On this account robustly stabilizing controllers that are able to deal
with different kind of kinematic configurations must be selected and implemented.

1.2 Main Contributions and Outline of the Dissertation

The main goal of this thesis is the design and control of an integrated, multi-modal, and
intuitive teleoperation system using admittance-type devices, which can be used for the
execution of different kind of tele-assembling tasks. Depending on the complexity of the
task to be performed, only one or multiple users are hereby considered. While teleoperation
systems composed of impedance-type devices are intensively studied in the literature, this
thesis is dedicated to the design and analysis of teleoperation systems using admittance-
type devices.

The thesis is organized in seven chapters. Chapter 2 and 3 are related to research
issues concerning the design of the teleoperation system. Chapter 4 deals with control
problems of bilateral teleoperation systems with special focus on admittance-type devices.
Chapter 5 analyzes effects of varied human movement control on task performance and
feeling of telepresence. Finally, chapter 6 concentrates on different types of collaborative
teleoperation systems. The thesis concludes with chapter 7, which summarizes the most
important results and formulates directions of future research.

In chapter 2 the concept of a new bimanual mobile haptic interface which enables a
proprioceptive perception of locomotion is presented. In contrast to already existing hap-
tic interfaces, it is characterized by its large workspace and its high output capability.
The large workspace is hereby achieved by mounting two haptic interfaces on a mobile
platform and by controlling these components in a coordinated manner. In this thesis,
the design and control concepts of the manipulator arms mounted on the mobile platform
are intensively discussed. After formulating requirements on the design of them, a de-
tailed description of the chosen kinematic structure is given. To simplify the interaction
between mobile platform and manipulator arms, a special kinematic structure has been
chosen, which enables decoupling of translational from rotational movements. No simi-
lar approach has been reported to date in the literature. Also different types of inverse
functions and motion controllers are analyzed and compared with each other. Depending
on the results design guidelines for the implementation of them are formulated. Further,
the effects of different human arm impedances as well as actuator and sensor dynamics
on the stability of the haptic interface are investigated and reasons for unstable behavior
of admittance-type haptic interfaces are reported. These results lead to a deeper under-
standing of the implemented control architectures and explain effects visible in the real
hardware experiment. Finally, an extensive evaluation of the developed device has been
carried out concerning the Cartesian position tracking performance and the impedance
display fidelity. To determine the specifications of the device the following performance
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measures are analyzed: dexterous workspace, output capability, and backdrivability. All
these specification data are typically not available for haptic interfaces developed by other
research groups.

Chapter 3 deals with the development of a multi-modal teleoperation system, which
integrates components for visual and auditory feedback, as well as haptic interaction. In
the first step, mechatronic design requirements for this system are formulated. While
state-of-the-art teleoperation systems cannot meet all presented requirements at the same
time, the newly developed system is of superior performance. The single components the
system is composed of are presented in detail, and their integration into one high-fidelity
teleoperation system is described. Dextrous telemanipulation is further made possible by
using a multi-fingered teleoperation system. Special mapping algorithms are developed,
which map the human hand configuration to the robotic gripper and provide adequate
force information.

One of the main challenges in telerobotics is the selection of control architectures and
control parameters, which are able to robustly stabilize the overall teleoperation system
despite of changing human operator and environment impedances. In chapter 4 robust
stability of different types of bilateral control algorithms is analyzed. While other works
mostly deal with teleoperation systems composed of impedance-type devices, the main
focus of this chapter is on the analysis of different types of bilateral control architectures
using admittance-type devices. Hereby stability of the system is investigated by using the
parameter space approach, which allows the analysis of uncertain systems with varying
plant parameters. Simple linear models are assumed for human operator, human-system
interface, teleoperator as well as remote environment. The parameter space method is
used for controller design as well as for robustness analysis. Stability of the presented
architectures is evaluated for two different types of mechatronic teleoperation systems.
Finally, some experimental results are reported, which show the validity of the presented
simulations.

Chapter 5 analyzes the effects of varied human movement control on task performance
and feeling of telepresence by using the developed integrated teleoperation system. While
it is well known that humans are able to coordinate and integrate multiple degrees of
freedom, the focus of this chapter is on how humans utilize rotational degrees of freedom
provided by a human-system interface. For the analysis, a telemanipulation experiment
with varying freed degrees of freedom has been conducted and analyzed. The main aim
hereby is to improve the interaction with the teleoperation system by incorporating also
human factors into the development process.

Chapter 6 is devoted to collaborative teleoperation systems. After giving a definition, a
classification of possible collaborative teleoperation systems is presented and five different
architectures are derived. Out of these five architectures three of them are analyzed in
more detail: a bimanual, a multi-user, and a cooperative teleoperation system. In the sta-
bility analysis different types of interactions between the single components are considered.
Simulation results are verified by real hardware experiments using the developed integrated
teleoperation systems. These multi-user teleoperation experiments are world-wide unique
as no similar experiments have been conducted and presented before.

Finally chapter 7 summarizes the main results of this thesis and elaborates directions of
future research.
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Supplementary information in form of videos and publications can be found at the
institute’s web page http://www.lsr.ei.tum.de.
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2 Design, Control, and Evaluation of an
Admittance-Type Haptic Interface

The design of an integrated, multi-modal teleoperation system, which does not restrict
the human operator in the execution of tasks, begins with the design of an appropriate
human-system interface. Typically, such a human-system interface consists of devices for
visual, auditory, and haptic feedback systems. In contrast to visual and auditory devices
which are unidirectional and transfer information only from the remote environment to
the human operator, haptic interfaces can be described as bidirectional devices. On the
one hand they provide the operator with force/torque information from virtual or remote
environments, and on the other hand they are used to read the operator’s motion/force
input. This input is used to manipulate the remote environment.

While visual and auditory devices are relatively advanced and commercially available,
the design and analysis of haptic feedback systems became popular only in recent years:
They found their way into applications such as medical training, rehabilitation, virtual
prototyping, telesurgery, telemaintenance as well as micromanipulation. However, most
existing haptic interfaces are limited in their degrees of freedom (DOF), have only a small
workspace and/or a low output capability (velocity, acceleration, and/or force/torque ca-
pability). Thus, tasks which require 6 DOF manipulations with high interaction forces
(high output capability) in extended remote or virtual environments (large workspace)
cannot be carried out with them.

In order to increase the workspace of such devices, usually hand controlled input devices,
such as a joystick or a mouse, are used [80] or some indexing technique is applied. If
control by the operator’s hand is not possible, as in the case of bimanual manipulation,
these devices are also substituted by a special kind of foot pedal [21, 162].

Since the operator cannot move around, none of these approaches provides a propriocep-
tive perception of locomotion. As shown in [33], such incomplete or false proprioceptive
cues result in a deterioration of the natural orientation and navigation capabilities of a
human operator.

More realistic locomotion interfaces, such as treadmills and tracking systems for human
operator locomotion, can be found in the field of virtual reality applications [58, 113].
These systems allow the human operator to freely move around in the remote environment,
but do not provide any force feedback information. Thus, simultaneous manipulation and
locomotion is not possible.

A known approach to circumvent this problem is to use body grounded haptic interfaces,
such as exoskeletons. However, as reported in [109], working with exoskeletons is very
fatiguing since the range of human arm movements is restricted and/or long time operations
are not possible because of the high weight of the system. In addition, mounting application
specific end-effectors is extremely difficult.

A much more advanced locomotion interface has been proposed in preceding works at
our institute, see [95, 96], and later adapted by [45]. Hereby a haptic interface is mounted
on a mobile platform. Since in this case the weight of the haptic interface is fully supported
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by the platform, the operator fatigue can be significantly reduced. However, these systems
allow only one-handed manipulations and their haptic interfaces are limited to either 3 or
4 DOFs. The first bimanual mobile haptic interface for haptic grasping in large virtual
environments has been presented in [99], but again haptic interfaces with only 3 DOFs
were used. Moreover, due to the small workspace of the haptic interfaces, the platform
has to move even for very small size manipulations. This again means that the maximum
manipulation velocity is restricted by the maximum platform velocity.

In order to overcome all these limitations, this work aims to develop new haptic inter-
faces which are mountable on a mobile platform, allowing bimanual manipulations in a
workspace of the human arm reach and providing high interaction forces. In the following
sections, the design and control concepts of these new haptic interfaces are intensively
discussed.

This chapter is structured as follows: Sec. 2.2 addresses the design concepts of the haptic
interfaces, whereby requirements on the design are formulated and a detailed description
of the selected kinematics is given. Sec. 2.3 deals with control issues. The admittance
control architecture is introduced and different kind of inverse kinematics and motion
controllers are presented and compared. Stability of the haptic interfaces is analyzed in
Sec. 2.4 by evaluating asymptotic stability. Hereby, the effects of different human arm
impedances as well as actuator and sensor dynamics are investigated. The second part
of this chapter is devoted to the evaluation of the newly developed devices. Different
performance measures are listed in Sec. 2.5. While for most haptic interfaces only very few
specifications are available, Sec. 2.6 provides a variety of evaluation results concerning the
Cartesian position tracking performance and the impedance display fidelity. In addition,
the following performance measures are analyzed: dextrous workspace, output capability,
and backdrivability. In order to reduce the measurement effort, some of these measures
are determined by model-based, others by measurement-based performance evaluation.

2.1 State-of-the-Art

Haptic interfaces that achieved a sufficient development status are mostly characterized by
highly lightweight mechanical designs requiring no active force feedback control to provide
a good backdrivability, e.g., the PHANToM family [89] belongs to that kind of system.
Only a few devices, e.g., the PHANToM Premium, as well as, the DELTA haptic device
[49] show an improved, yet still moderate, output capability. If the device size increases,
friction and inertia also increase and thus force sensing is necessary to compensate for these
effects. The HapticMASTER [131] is an example for such a haptic device which provides
100 N continuous force, but is limited to 3 DOF. The 6 DOF device Mirage F3D-35 haptic
system satisfies the force requirements (peak forces of about 100 N), but is limited to a
quite small workspace. More advanced haptic interfaces are the Virtuose 6D40-40 with
30 N continuous force and a workspace of the human arm reach, as well as the INCA 6D
of Haption with 40 N continuous force and an almost unlimited operational workspace.
While the former is very bulky, and thus cannot be mounted on a mobile platform, the
latter seems to be only suitable for one handed operations. A broader overview of existing
haptic interfaces can be found in [19, 87].

Summarizing, it can be stated that at the moment no adequate haptic interface with 6
DOF, a large workspace, and a high output capability, which is furthermore suited to be
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mounted on a mobile platform, is available on the market. In order to bridge this gap, a
new bimanual admittance-type haptic interface called ViSHaRD7 has been developed.
As it is mountable on a mobile platform, this device is not restricted only to desktop
applications but also enables bimanual manipulation tasks with high interaction forces in
extended remote or virtual environments.

2.2 Design of New Haptic Interface

2.2.1 Requirements

The new haptic interface should be used to perform bimanual 6 DOF tele-assembling
and tele-manipulation tasks in large remote environments. Hereby, stiff objects such as
tubes, handwheels, and metal parts of several kinds should be handled and mounted by
using tools like screwdrivers and pincers. The following design objectives of this new
haptic interface were chosen in accordance with this application scenario: workspace of the
human arm reach free of singularities, high payload to accommodate various application-
specific end-effectors as, e.g., an exoskeleton or data glove system for the human hand, high
output capability, redundancy to avoid user interferences and kinematical singularities, and
possible dual-arm haptic interaction with full 6 DOF capability.

To compensate for different dynamic properties of the haptic interface and the mobile
platform, the workspace of the haptic interfaces should be of the size of the human arm
reach. On this account, manipulation tasks which require only a small workspace can be
performed without moving the platform. Fig. 2.1 visualizes a typical human arm reachable
workspace based on the physiological model presented in [73]. Since most manipulations
take place in front of the human operator, only this part of the workspace which can be
approximated by two intersecting hemispheres is considered as design criteria.

To achieve the aim of allowing also bimanual manipulation tasks, the workspace of the
haptic interfaces must overlap. Fig. 2.1 clearly shows the overlapping areas of left and
right hand, which must be covered by the haptic interface.

To be able to extend the manipulation capabilities to a large remote environment, in
addition the following requirements must be fulfilled: First, the device must be compact
and lightweight so that it can be mounted on a mobile platform, and second, the kinemat-
ical design must be chosen in such a way that the interaction of the mobile platform and
the haptic interfaces becomes feasible.

Extending the workspace of the haptic interfaces to very large scale environments re-
quires coupling of haptic interfaces and mobile platform. Different optimization strategies
can be used to position the platform in such a way that the manipulability of the haptic
interfaces is maximized. This optimization is simplified when using a special design con-
cept to decouple translational from rotational movements of the haptic interfaces. The
advantage of such a design is the possibility to compute an offline manipulability mea-
sure for the bimanual setup. This again significantly simplifies the control algorithms that
manage the interaction between mobile platform and haptic interfaces, but as a drawback,
a redundant kinematical design of the haptic interfaces is necessary.

In the following section, a more detailed description of the new haptic interfaces is given.
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Figure 2.1: Reachable workspace of a typical human arm [73, 107], top-left: reachable
workspace of left arm, down-left: reachable workspace of both arms, right: side and
front view of reachable workspace of both arms
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Figure 2.2: Kinematic model of ViSHaRD7

Table 2.1: Link length design
of ViSHaRD7

Link i Length

l1 0.6 m
l2 = l3 0.35 m
l4h = l6 0.2155 m
l4v 0.3411 m
l5 0.082 m
l7 0.0654 m

2.2.2 Design Description

The kinematic structure of one of the haptic interfaces, called Virtual Scenario Haptic
Rendering Device with 7 actuated DOF (ViSHaRD7), is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. It shows
the reference configuration with all joint angles qi (i = 1 . . . 7) defined to be zero. The
corresponding link length design is summarised in Tab. 2.1 and a typical operational con-
figuration is shown in Fig. 2.4.

The first joint has been designed as linear axis and enables vertical motions in zN -
direction. Joint 2 and 3 are arranged in a selective compliance assembly robot arm
(SCARA) configuration and allow positioning in the xN -yN plane. As known from lit-
erature, see e.g. [141], the maximum manipulability of such a two-link planar arm can be
achieved for a construction with equal joint lengths. Thus, the link lengths two and three
have been set to l2 = l3 = 0.35 m.

The SCARA part is in a singular configuration when link 2 and 3 are collinear. Hence,
configurations near the base have to be omitted. Since the device would collide with itself,
this can be easily realized. Joint 4 is used to prevent singular configurations in the wrist
formed by joints 5, 6, and 7. Singularities in the wrist arise when the axes of joint 5 and
7 are collinear, which can be avoided by a rotation of joints 4 and 6. An adequate inverse
kinematics algorithm must be implemented to guarantee singularity-free operation.

ViSHaRD7 has been designed in such a way that joint 4, 5, 6, 7 intersect in a single
point, where the angular DOFs are mechanically decoupled from the translational ones.
As mentioned already in [169], such a mechanical decoupling of the angular from the
translational DOF has several advantages: The natural dynamics of the orientational DOFs
is reduced and the torque capability of the rotational actuators can be chosen to match
the capability of a human wrist so that no additional safety mechanisms are required. In
the case of designing a mobile haptic interface consisting of two independently working
components (haptic interface and mobile platform) such a construction can furthermore
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Figure 2.3: 3D-CAD model of ViSHaRD7

significantly simplify the algorithms that take care of the interaction between these two
components as the complexity of the before mentioned optimization task is reduced.

The link length design guarantees a reachable workspace of almost a half cylinder with
radius and height of 0.7 m. Thereby, possible collisions with the arm itself and the platform
have to be considered. In contrast to this reachable workspace, the specifications of the
dextrous workspace of the device are given in Table 2.2.

The haptic interface is built using commercially available components combined with
aluminum construction elements. The actuation torque of all rotational joints is provided
by dc motors coupled with harmonic drive gears offering zero backlash. The motors and
gears have been selected to meet the specifications summarised in Table 2.2. The corre-
sponding motor, power amplifier, and gear specification data can be found in appendix A.
For the linear axis, an LM Guide Actuator of THK has been chosen, which guarantees
high rigidity and high accuracy. A brushless dc motor, which carries the whole weight of
all movable parts, is used to drive this linear axis. Since brushless dc motors usually have
better thermal properties than comparable dc motors, this results in a more compact de-
sign [19]. An additional brake holds the haptic interface in a fixed position when no motor
currents are provided. While all dc motors of the rotational joints are supplied by Copley
amplifiers configured in torque mode, the brushless dc motor is driven by a 4QEC servo
amplifier DES 70/10 of Maxon motor with sinusoidal commutation and digital current
control.

In order to provide force feedback, the device is equipped with a six-axis JR3 force-
torque sensor mounted at the tip of the end-effector with a bandwidth of 8 kHz. The joint
angles of the rotational joints are measured by digital MR-encoders with a resolution of
4 096 counts per revolution, resulting in a high position resolution when multiplied with
the gear ratio. The position of the linear axis is measured at the drive end by using a
Scancon Encoder with a resolution of 30 000 counts per revolution (quadrature encoder).
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Table 2.2: Specifications of ViSHaRD7

Property Value

transl. workspace

h = 0.6 m

h

r2
r1

d

d = 0.1 m
r1 = 0.2 m
r2 = 0.6 m

rot. workspace∗ pitch, roll: ±360◦

yaw: ±60◦

peak force vertical: 533 N
horizontal: 155 N

peak torque pitch, yaw: 11 Nm
roll: 4.8 Nm

trans. velocity vertical: 0.895 m/s
horizontal: 1.1 m/s

rot. velocity∗ pitch, yaw: 4.3 rad/s
roll: 8.9 rad/s

trans. acceleration vertical: 9.2 m/s2

horizontal: 13.5 m/s2

rot. acceleration∗ pitch, yaw: 183 rad/s2

roll: 318 rad/s2

maximum payload∗∗ 34 kg
mass of moving parts ≈ 13 kg

∗ numbers refer to a device controlled by inverse function,

see Sec. 2.3.3
∗∗ calculated for zero steady state human operator input force

The combination of a slope of 10 mm/round of the linear axis and a maximum motor speed
of 5 370 rpm allows translational velocities of up to 0.895 m/s. The maximum payload of
the linear axis is 340 N and is calculated considering the limit of the average torque of the
motor, the slope of the linear axis, and the mass of all moving parts.

Matlab/Simulink Real-Time-Workshop is used to automatically generate code from
Simulink models (representing the control of the haptic interface), which is then executed
on a RTAI real-time operating system. All models run with a sampling rate of 1 kHz.
Data acquisition is performed by using Sensoray S626 PCI-I/O boards.

2.3 Control

Realization of a human haptic interaction with a remote environment requires control-
ling the motion-force relation between the operator and the haptic interfaces. This can
be achieved by either controlling the interaction force of the device with the operator
(impedance display mode) or the device motion (admittance display mode).
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Figure 2.4: Bimanual mobile haptic interface consisting of two ViSHaRD7 mounted on a
mobile platform

In order to provide effective compensation of the disturbances due to friction and
the natural device dynamics, an admittance control strategy has been implemented for
ViSHaRD7. In contrast to impedance control, which is frequently used for light and
highly backdrivable devices, admittance control is particularly well suited for robots with
high inertia and nonlinearities. The high-gain inner control loop closed on motion allows
for an effective elimination of the nonlinear device dynamics, see [29]. A more detailed
analysis of haptic control schemes can be found in [128].

The implemented admittance control is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The interaction force hh

of the human operator is measured by a force-torque sensor and subtracted from hd, which
can be the measured interaction force of a telemanipulator with a remote environment or
alternatively a force generated by a virtual environment.

The master dynamics relates the force ∆h to the reference end-effector velocity ẋd.
An algorithm for inverse kinematics solution calculates the reference joint velocities q̇d.
Alternatively, the mapping of the end-effector to the joint motion can be realized at the
position, velocity or acceleration level. The joint angles qd are the reference input to a
conventional position control law, e.g., independent joint controllers (IJCs) or a computed
torque (CT) scheme.

In the following subsections, the main components of this admittance control scheme
are discussed in detail.

2.3.1 Master Dynamics

Using an admittance control scheme, stability of the overall system can only be guaranteed
if a minimum target inertia is implemented. When the human operator touches the device
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Figure 2.5: Admittance control scheme

and free space motion is rendered, the device needs to accelerate very quickly. This again
implies very high control gains, which causes potential stability problems during free space
motion. Thus, in free space motion, a minimum target inertia is necessary for stability.
While the translational inertia M p is realized in form of a double integrator

Nf = M p
N ẍ, (2.1)

the implementation of the minimum rotational inertia M o is based on the well known
Euler’s dynamical equation of rotation:

Bµ = M o
Bω̇ +

(

Bω × M o
Bω
)

Bω. (2.2)

In this context the indices N and B refer to the Newtonian frame {N} and the body
coordinate frame {B} defined in Fig. 2.2.

2.3.2 Motion Controller

From the huge variety of motion controllers that are known in literature, two different
approaches were implemented: IJCs as well as a CT scheme [70], see Fig. 2.6. While the
first approach neglects the nonlinear behavior of the plant and cross couplings between the
linkages, the latter linearizes and decouples the system in a series of double integrators,
which can be controlled independently. Thus, the IJCs are more conservative since the
control gains depend hardly on the nonlinearities in the system which change according
to the actual working position. In order to compensate for this effect the CT scheme has
been used.

The corresponding control laws for both types of controllers are given by

τ = Dj(q̇d − q̇) + Kj(qd − q) (2.3)

for the IJCs and

τ = M̃ (q) uq + h̃N (q, q̇) , (2.4)

uq = q̈d + Dct(q̇d − q̇) + Kct(qd − q) (2.5)

for the CT scheme, where M̃ (q) and h̃N(q, q̇) denote estimates of the mass matrix, coriolis,
friction and gravity forces and Dj, Kj, Dct, Kct are control parameters.
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Figure 2.6: Computed torque scheme and servo compensator [141]

2.3.3 Inverse Kinematics

The inverse kinematics, the mapping of the end-effector to the joint motion, can be either
realized on the position or on the velocity level

q = f (x) or q̇ = f (ẋ) , (2.6)

whereby q, q̇∈Rn are the joint angle and velocity and x, ẋ∈Rm the end-effector position
and velocity. Since for ViSHaRD7 n > m the manipulator is redundant with respect
to the end-effector task. This redundancy allows changing of the internal configuration
without changing the position and orientation of the end-effector. This implies that no
unique solution for the inverse kinematics problem given by (2.6) can be derived.

To solve this problem for ViSHaRD7, two different approaches are investigated:

• an inverse function for the whole haptic interface,

• a combination of inverse function and pseudoinverse control.

It should be noted that the decoupling of translational from rotational movements is com-
mon for both approaches. This simplifies the interaction with the mobile platform as shown
in our original work [160].

Inverse Function

A possible approach to solve the redundancy is to define a single inverse function giving the
joint angles for each point of the end-effector space. A simple inverse function is defined
when using the following mapping from joint angles to Cartesian positions:

q1 =

(

2π

0.01

)

z, (2.7)

q2 = arctan 2(y, x) + cos−1

(

x2 + y2

2l
√

x2 + y2

)

, (2.8)

q3 = cos−1

(

1 −
x2 + y2

2l2

)

+ π, (2.9)
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2 Design, Control, and Evaluation of an Admittance-Type Haptic Interface

where (x, y, z) is the end-effector position with respect to the haptic interface base coor-
dinate system SN , qi are the joint angles of the i-th joint, and l is the link length of link
2 and 3. By setting joint angle 4 to q4 = q4,0 −

∑3
i=2 qi, a decoupling of translational and

rotational motions can be achieved. It should be noted that this special inverse function
implies a singular configuration at the point x = y = 0, which has to be omitted.

For the rotational part, an inverse kinematics solution operating at the angular velocity
level has been applied. In a first step, the time derivative of the end-effector orientation
by means of yzx-Euler-angles [α, β, γ], can be calculated from the angular velocity of the
endeffector Bω





α̇

β̇
γ̇



 =





0 cos γ
cos β

− sin γ
cos β

0 sin γ cos γ

1 − sin β cos γ
cos β

sin β sin γ
cos β





Bω. (2.10)

Choosing the Euler angles in such a way that they correspond to the joint angles q5, q6 and
q7 the inverse function for the rotational part is given by

q5 = α, (2.11)

q6 = −β + π/2, (2.12)

q7 = γ. (2.13)

This inverse kinematics solution has a singular configuration for β = kπ/2 with k ∈ N,
which, however, can be easily avoided by introducing a joint limitation for q6. The
drawback of this measure is obvious: The available rotational workspace is restricted to
β ∈ ]−π/2 π/2[.

Partitioned Inverse Kinematic Solution

To overcome this drawback and to enlarge the rotational workspace of the device, a par-
titioned inverse kinematic solution has been implemented. This solution uses the already
mentioned inverse function for translational movements, but applies a pseudoinverse con-
trol [84] for the rotational part.

Using pseudoinverse control, a solution to the inverse problem given by (2.6) can be
formulated as follows:

q̇ = J#ẋ + [I − J#J ]q̇0, (2.14)

where the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse J# = JT
(

JJT
)

−1
of the Jacobian matrix is

used. While the first term describes the minimum norm joint velocity solution, [I−J#J ]q̇0

represents the homogeneous solution of (2.6), which projects an arbitrary joint velocity
vector q̇0 onto the nullspace of J . The homogeneous solution can be used to improve
the device performance when choosing q̇0 to optimize a performance criterion H(q), a
scalar function of the joint angles. Redundancy can then be solved by substituting q̇0 with
µ∇H(q) resulting in

q̇ = J#ẋ + [I − J#J ]µ∇H(q), (2.15)

with µ the step length of the gradient.
Replacing the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse J# by a weighted pseudo inverse

J+ = W−1JT
(

JW−1JT
)

−1
(2.16)
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with W the weighting matrix, the influence of certain joints on the end-effector motion
can further be increased or penalized (for further information see singularity-robust inverse
in [90]). This can be of interest in the case of different joint velocity capabilities or mass
distributions amongst the joints.

Under all these assumptions and considering that qT
rot =

[

q∗4 q5 q6 q7

]

with q∗4 =

q4+
∑3

i=2 qi, (2.15) becomes

q̇rot = J+
rotω + [I − J+

rotJ rot]µrot∇Hrot, (2.17)

where ω is the rotational Cartesian velocity command and J rot∈R3×4 the Jacobian relating
qrot to ω.

In order to avoid singularities, one of the manipulability indices m = f(J) reported in
[169] can be chosen as a performance criterion. However, the most convincing results in
terms of predictability of motions, could be achieved using a rather simple performance
criterion:

H = q2
6 − πq6. (2.18)

It tries to keep the 6th joint fixed to π/2, which is the position farthest away from the
singular configuration.

If other criteria as e.g. collision avoidance with the human operator as well as of the
robot with itself are also of interest, additional performance criteria can be defined. The
overall performance index to be considered in (2.17) then consists of a weighted sum of all
single criteria. See [150] for further details.

2.4 Stability Analysis

As it was already mentioned in Sec. 2.3.1 and is well known from experiments, in admit-
tance control the minimum target mass and inertia of the haptic interface is bound by
stability. This effect is analyzed in detail in this section. On this account simple linear
models are assumed for haptic interface, as well as human operator and stability is analyzed
by testing asymptotic stability of the overall system.

Definition (asymptotic stability): A linear time invariant system described by the
state-space model

ẋ = Ax + Bu, (2.19)

y = Cx + Du, (2.20)

is asymptotic stable, if for all eigenvalues λi of the system matrix A holds:

Re {λi (A)} = σi < 0 ∀ i . (2.21)

2.4.1 Models for Haptic Interface and Human Operator

Below, two different types of linear models for the haptic interface are presented: a rigid
and a compliant model. While the first assumes the haptic interface to be rigid, the latter
takes into account the structural compliance of the robotic arm, which is mainly due to
the elasticity of the harmonic drive gears. Typical values for the stiffness of harmonic drive
gears are namely in the range of 1 000 to 15 000 Nm/rad, which is far below the structural
stiffness of the aluminum elements used to connect them.
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Rigid model

A very simple way to model a haptic interface is to use a mass-damper system [139] as
shown in Fig. 2.7. In this context mm means the haptic interface mass and bm the damping
coefficient. The actuator force is modelled by fm.

Since the human operator interacts with the haptic interface also a simple model of the
human arm is needed. According to [78] a simple mass-spring-damper model can be used.
In this context mh means the human arm mass, ch the human arm stiffness and bh the
human arm damping. The factor α ∈ [0, 1] is used to take into account variable human
arm impedances. The exogeneous force applied by the human operator is modelled by fh.
Finally mem means the end-effector mass and fsm the force measured by the force-torque
sensor located at the tip of the haptic interface.

mm

bm

fmfh

fsm

αch

αbh αmh + mem

xm

Figure 2.7: Rigid model of haptic interface and human operator

The overall system described in Fig. 2.7 is represented by the following differential equa-
tions:

0 = fh + fsm − (αmh + mem) ẍm − αbhẋm − αchxm, (2.22)

0 = fsm − fm + mmẍm + bmẋm.

Compliant model

If the haptic interface cannot be assumed to be rigid, an advanced model as proposed
by [74, 94] can be used, which assumes that the compliance of the haptic interface is
concentrated in a single spring-damper system cm, bm2. This advanced model is shown in
Fig. 2.8.

mm1mm2

bm1
bm2

fmfh

fsm

αch cm

αbh αmh + mem

xm1xm2

Figure 2.8: Compliant model of haptic interface and human
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Again the system can be represented by a series of differential equations:

0 = fh + fsm − (αmh + mem) ẍm2 − αbhẋm2 − αchxm2, (2.23)

0 = fsm − fm + mm2ẍm2 + bm2 (ẋm2 − ẋm1) + cm (xm2 − xm1) ,

0 = mm1ẍm1 + bm2 (ẋm1 − ẋm2) + cm (xm1 − xm2) + bm1ẋm1.

2.4.2 Actuator and Sensor Dynamics

In order to reproduce effects visible in the real hardware experiment, the non-ideal actuator
and sensor dynamics have to be considered. As actuators, dc or brushless dc motors are
used in the experiment. The time constant introduced by these components is given
by their electrical time constant Ta, which can be derived from the quotient of motor
inductance and resistance. A simple low-pass filter is used to model this effect:

f̂m = fm
1

1 + sTa

. (2.24)

Basically two types of sensors are used in the hardware experiment: incremental encoders
as position sensors and a force-torque sensor. While the process of the encoder information
is really fast (T <0.1 ms) and thus this time constant is negligible, the measurements of
the force-torque sensor are typically very noisy and have to be filtered appropriately. In
the experiments, a low pass filter with time constant Tf has been used, which leads to the
following model:

f̂sm = fsm
1

1 + sTf

. (2.25)

2.4.3 Simulation Results

Using the models presented above, asymptotic stability is analyzed for an admittance
controlled haptic interface. The analysis for ViSHaRD7 is simplified, when the cross-
couplings between the linkages are assumed to be compensated by a CT control scheme,
so that each DOF can be evaluated separately. Moreover, in order to reduce the number
of control parameters, the low level position controllers are assumed to be already tuned.
The resulting control law can be formulated as follows:

fm = Dxm (ẋdm − ẋm) + Kxm (xdm − xm) , (2.26)

−fsm = mdẍdm + bdẋdm, (2.27)

whereby Kxm and Dxm mean control parameters of the low level position controller and
md, bd denote the minimal mass and damping parameters necessary to guarantee stability.
The stability boundary is determined by applying a bisection algorithm, which tries to
find for a given mass md the corresponding damping bd, which keeps the system on the
stability boundary. All simulations are carried out by using the model parameters reported
in appendix C.

Fig. 2.9 shows the simulation results obtained by using the rigid model, whereby the hu-
man arm impedance is varied. As expected, instability occurs for small mass and damping
coefficients md and bd. If no damping is assumed, a minimum target mass has to be imple-
mented, which guarantees stability of the overall system. Moreover, a strong dependency
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Figure 2.9: Rigid model: Stability bound-
aries in the (md, bd)-plane for varying hu-
man arm impedance α (Tf = 0.0015 s,
Ta = 0.003 s).
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Figure 2.10: Rigid model: Stability bound-
aries in the (md, bd)-plane for varying ac-
tuator time constant Ta (Tf = 0.0015 s,
α = 1).

on the human arm impedance can be observed. The higher the arm impedance, the higher
is the required minimal mass. As a consequence instability occurs when the human opera-
tor grasps the device very strongly. Interestingly, increasing the stiffness ch of the human
arm does not affect the stability boundaries, so that the effect mentioned before can be
clearly ascribed to the mass of the human arm which is coupled to the system. This again
implies that stability can be influenced by mounting end-effectors with different weights.
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Figure 2.11: Rigid model: Stability boundaries in the (md, bd)-plane for varying force filter
constants Tf (Ta = 0.003 s, α = 1).
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2.4 Stability Analysis

Since it is expected that the dynamics of actuators and sensors also influences the stabi-
lity region, stability is analyzed for different actuator and force filter time constants. The
corresponding results are reported in Fig 2.10 and Fig. 2.11. It can be observed that the
actuator time constant Ta significantly influences the stability region. The bigger the time
constant, the bigger the instability region. Increasing the force filter constant Tf results
initially in an enlargement of the instability region, but filtering even more surprisingly
enhances stability of the overall system.

The same simulations were carried out with the compliant model of the haptic interface.
As already observed when using the rigid model, stability increases with decreasing human
arm impedance, see Fig. 2.12. But, in contrast to the rigid model, the actuator time
constant Ta does not affect stability and a bigger force filter constant always has a negative
effect on stability, see Fig. 2.13. Very interesting is the effect of the structural stiffness on
stability. As can be seen in Fig. 2.14 an increasing stiffness increases the instability region.
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Figure 2.12: Compliant model: Stabil-
ity boundaries in the (md, bd)-plane
for varying human arm impedance
(Tf = 0.0015 s, Ta = 0.003 s,
cm = 30 000 N/m).
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Figure 2.13: Compliant model: Sta-
bility boundaries in the (md, bd)-
plane for varying force filter constants
Tf (Ta = 0.003 s, cm = 30 000 N/m,
α = 1).

To summarize, it can be stated that a small target mass and damping always results in
instability of the overall system. Moreover, a bigger human arm impedance increases the
instability region, independently of the model used for simulation. A force filter constant
has mostly a negative effect on stability and the effect of the actuator dynamics is depen-
dent on whether the haptic interface is rigid or compliant. If the haptic interface can be
considered as rigid, an increasing actuator time constant requires a higher target mass to
guarantee stability.
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Figure 2.14: Compliant model: Stability boundaries in the (md, bd)-plane for varying stiffness
constant cm (α = 1, Tf = 0.0015 s, Ta = 0.003 s).

2.5 Performance Measures

While the prior sections mainly focused on the design and control of the new haptic in-
terface, the following sections are devoted to the evaluation of it. Different performance
measures and measurement procedures for the evaluation of haptic interfaces have been
proposed in the past, see [22, 55, 127]. In the following, the most common performance
measures will be reported. According to [127], basically two types of performance mea-
sures can be distinguished: hardware-related measures and, the so-called, closed-loop per-
formance measures.

Hardware-Related Measures: These performance measures depend on the hardware de-
sign of the haptic interface. The most important ones are as follows:

• dextrous workspace: number and nature (translational or rotational) of DOF, transla-
tional and rotational workspace free of singularities;

• output capability: maximum peak and continuous force, maximum velocity, maximum
acceleration, maximum payload;

• sensorial capability: measured quantities and resolution at the human body interface.

Closed-Loop Performance Measures: Closed-loop performance measures depend on the
control of the device. The following criteria can be distinguished:

• force precision: maximum steady state force error at zero motion;

• dynamic force precision: force control frequency response;

• backdrivability: minimum apparent mass and inertia at the tip, maximum force error,
impedance frequency response;

• stiffness: apparent stiffness at the human-body interface;

• smallest grating that can be rendered correctly.
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Instead of specifying the presented measures only for one special operating point, as
is common in the literature, [55] suggests specifying best and worst case figures over the
entire workspace of the device. Since this would result in a huge number of measurements,
[127] proposes obtaining some of the performance measures by a model-based performance
evaluation. In this work, some of the performance measures will be obtained by model-
based, others by measurement-based performance evaluation.

Different approaches have been proposed in the past to determine the above listed mea-
sures, but no general procedures have been established. The main reasons for that are
the high dependency of evaluation results on the operating point and the behavior of the
human operator, which is part of the system. In order to get reproducable measurement
conditions, the human operator has to be replaced by a machine which simulates the hu-
man grasping behavior. Unfortunately, in the literature, still no clear design specification
for such a system can be found.

2.6 Performance Evaluation

In the following sections, the evaluation results will be presented. Performance measures
such as dextrous workspace and output capability (maximum peak and continuous force,
maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, maximum payload) are obtained by model-
based, the backdrivability and some mechatronic device measures by measurement-based
performance evaluation. The results are based on the previously presented control algo-
rithms, the kinematic model shown in Fig. 2.2, the link length design summarized in Ta-
ble 2.1, as well as the hardware specifications of gears and motors reported in appendix A.

It should be noted that considering the performance measures presented in Sec. 2.5,
difficulties arrise when the system is redundant: Most of the known measurement and sim-
ulation procedures cannot be applied to such systems, because they act on the assumption
that a certain Cartesian position in space can be achieved only by one joint space config-
uration. Thus, most of the following evaluation results have been carried out by using the
inverse function, as presented in Sec. 2.3.3.

2.6.1 Model-based Performance Evaluation

Dextrous Workspace

In order to analyze the input-output transmission of the device, the velocity manipulability
measure

m (q) =
√

det
(

J (q) JT (q)
)

(2.28)

has been computed. The result is shown in Fig. 2.15 and 2.16. It can be clearly seen
that the manipulability measure decreases in the proximity of the singularities and the
boundaries of the workspace. Thus, the dextrous workspace of the device has been chosen,
as stated in Table 2.2, excluding the areas with low manipulability.

Furthermore, the form of the manipulability ellipsoids can be used as a measure for the
isotropic behavior of a device. The closer the ellipsoids to the sphere, the more uniform
the haptic interface can move in different directions. Fig. 2.16 shows the manipulability
ellipsoids in different positions of the translational workspace. Considering only the dex-
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trous workspace of the device, the ellipsoids do not differ very much in size and orientation.
This again reveals that the translational motion is very uniform over the whole workspace.
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Figure 2.15: Translational and rotational velocity manipulability
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Figure 2.16: Translational velocity manipulability ellipsoids

Output Capability

Typical performance measures which can be derived from model-based performance evalu-
ation are the output and sensorial capabilities of the device. These capabilities are directly
dependent on the hardware design and can be estimated using adequate kinematic and
dynamic models of the device, as well as considering the performance characteristics of
single components.
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2.6 Performance Evaluation

In this work, the minimum output capability of the device has been computed according
to an algorithm introduced in [127], which allows analysis of the force/torque, acceleration
and velocity capability of the device. In contrast to other approaches based on the ma-
nipulability ellipsoid, see [60, 142], this approach follows a different strategy. The problem
to determine the minimum output capability of the device is formulated as optimization
problem. The basic idea is to find in a given working point, the direction of manipulation
in which the performance of the device is worst. Extending this procedure over the whole
workspace allows the determination of the minimum output capability of the device.

The computation of the minimum output capability is based on the following equations,
which define the velocity, force, and acceleration of the device:

(

ẋ

ω

)

= Jq̇ (2.29)

h =
(

J−1
)T

τ ; q̇ = 0 (2.30)
(

ẍ

ω̇

)

= JM−1τ ; q̇,h = 0 (2.31)

where J is the Jacobian, which relates the joint velocities q̇ to the Cartesian velocity ẋ

and the angular velocity ω. Assuming the system is in a static case (q̇ = 0) and gravity
and friction forces can be neglected, (2.30) shows the relation between the joint torques
τ and the translational and rotational forces h acting at the end-effector. Finally, (2.31)
denotes the relation between the joint torques τ and linear and angular acceleration ẍ and
ω̇, whereby no external forces and torques are exerted on the system and M means the
mass matrix of the system.

Applying the aforementioned algorithm to ViSHaRD7, the following constraints have to
be taken into account. Since ViSHaRD7 is redundant and the presented algorithm cannot
be applied to such systems, only the non-redundant case can be considered. Thus, the
redundancy of the haptic interface is solved by the inverse function presented in Sec. 2.3.3,
which decouples the rotational and translational movements of the robot. This again means
that the translational output capability will not be affected by the rotational one and vice
versa. In the following paragraphs, the obtained evaluation results are presented.

The continuous and peak force capability of the haptic interface is depicted in Fig. 2.17.
As the figure shows a constant value over the whole workspace, either joint 1 or 3 must
be in saturation. While the linear axis can attain a maximum continuous/peak force of
about 470/533 N, joint 3 can only provide about 27.9/154 N at the end-effector. It must
be noted that the maximum forces of the second and third joint are nearly the same and
thus, these joints represent the bottleneck of the force output capability.

Fig. 2.18 (left) shows the horizontal translational velocity capability of the device. As
supposed, the velocity performance decreases in the vicinity of the singularity near to the
base and at the boundaries of the reachable workspace, whereby the asymmetry around the
base is a result of mechanical joint limitations. Fig. 2.19 (left) shows the corresponding
contour plot. Considering a dextrous workspace, as stated in Table 2.2, the maximum
translational velocity for a horizontal motion results in 1.1 m/s. The maximum vertical
velocity depends on the maximum velocity of the linear axis, which is given by 0.895 m/s.
This indicates that the performance of the overall system could be significantly improved
by decreasing the dextrous workspace and using a motor with a higher maximum motor
speed for the linear axis. Unfortunately, no motor which meets also all other requirements
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Figure 2.17: Horizontal translational continuous and peak force capability

as high acceleration capability, low inertia, and high output torque, is available on the
market.

In order to determine the acceleration capability, a dynamical model of the device is
necessary. Such a model is created by extracting the inertial properties from the CAD
model of the device and computing the mass matrix with Autolev (see [63]). Fig. 2.18
(right) shows the horizontal translational acceleration capability of the system. It should
be noted that the acceleration performance decreases significantly in the vicinity of singu-
larities. Considering the dextrous workspace stated in Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.19 (right), the
worst case horizontal acceleration capability is given by 13.5 m/s2. The maximum vertical
acceleration can be calculated by dividing the peak force of the linear axis through the
mass of all moving parts. Thereby, the inertia of the axis itself (831·10−7 kgm2), the rotor
of the motor (291·10−7 kgm2), and the coupling mechanism between motor and linear axis
(18·10−7 kgm2) have to be considered. This can be realized by computing an equivalent
mass (45 kg) and adding it to the mass of all moving parts (13 kg). Thus, the vertical
maximum acceleration is given by 9.2 m/s2

For the analysis of the rotational output capability of the device the geometrical Jacobian
has been used. Fig. 2.20 shows the rotational output capability against the Euler angles
α and β, which correspond to the joint angles q5 and q6. Using the inverse function
presented in Sec. 2.3.3, the haptic interface has a singularity when β = ±π/2. Thus, the
range of the angle β significantly influences the results on the rotational output capability.
To this extent the analysis of angular velocity and acceleration has been carried out for
different ranges of the Euler angle β. Finally the results for β = 60◦ have been chosen as
specifications of ViSHaRD7.

The limits of the torque capability of the device can be easily determined: Since the
device is controlled by the inverse function described in Sec. 2.3.3 and the Euler angles
are chosen in such a way that they correspond to the joint angles q5, q6, and q7 the torque
capability is given by the maximum torque of the corresponding motor/gear combination
(see Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.18: Maximum horizontal translational velocity and acceleration capability
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Figure 2.19: Contour plot of maximum horizontal translational velocity and acceleration ca-
pability

2.6.2 Measurement-Based Performance Evaluation

Backdrivability

Since in admittance control, the inner position control loop compensates for the natural
device dynamics and friction effects, the evaluation of the backdrivability can be reduced
to the determination of the minimum translational and rotational inertia M p and M o

that can be commanded without producing instability, see Sec. 2.3.1 for more details. As
shown above, the admissible lower bound for mass and inertia is strongly dependent on the
firmness of the grasp of the human operator. In order to determine numbers for this lower
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Figure 2.20: Maximum horizontal rotational velocity and acceleration capability for
β = ±45◦, ± 60◦, ± 80◦
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2.6 Performance Evaluation

bound, the human operator tried to produce instability of the device by grasping it very
strongly or pushing against it in different positions of the workspace. The target inertia
was reduced as long as no point in the workspace could be found which causes instabilities.

Depending on the position control structure and the inverse kinematics, different lower
bounds for the inertia can be obtained. In the experiments, simple IJCs of PD-type were
compared with a more sophisticated position controller based on a CT scheme and acceler-
ation feedforward. Concerning the inverse kinematics, two different solutions, the inverse
function and the partitioned inverse kinematic solution, see Sec. 2.3.3, were compared. To
make the results comparable the motion controllers (IJCs and CT scheme without accel-
eration feedforward) were tuned to have the same step responses. In order to do so, the
following procedure was used: After selecting critical damped control parameters for the
CT scheme, the device was positioned in its working position, steps of 5 cm respectively
5 degrees were performed for each joint, and the control parameters for the IJCs were
adjusted in such a way, that the step responses of both controllers became the same. The
obtained control parameters are listed in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 finally shows also the measurement results of the backdrivability experiment.
For each architecture, the control parameters as well as the mimimum mass and inertia
are given. Please note that independently of the type of inverse kinematics, the advanced
position controller with CT scheme allows to significantly reduce the minimum mass and
inertia. Among the two types of inverse kinematics small differences in the minimum
inertia can be observed. Considering that the two types of inverse kinematics move the
corresponding joints in a different way, these effects can be explained by the slightly dif-
ferent inertias of the moving parts.

Using pseudoinverse control, the motion behavior of the rotatory part of the display can
be significantly influenced by choosing an appropriate weighting matrix. The weighting
matrix, which has been used in the experiments, is given in Table 2.3. It has been empiri-
cally found and is chosen in such a way that motions around joint 5 and 7 are encouraged
while motions around joint 4 are penalized. This prevents really fast motions around joint
4, which may result in collisions with the mobile platform or the human operator.

Mechatronic Device Performance

In order to define measures of the mechatronic device performance two experiments were
performed: The first experiment evaluates the Cartesian position tracking performance and
the second experiment aims to investigate the impedance display fidelity of the device.

To measure the tracking performance of the device, it was positioned in its working
position and step responses for every task space coordinate were recorded. Since the
velocity and acceleration capability of the device are limited (see Table 2.2), a smooth
approximation of a rectangular pulse was used

u =
A

2

(

1 +
atan (B (t − t1))

π/2

)

−
A

2

(

1 +
atan (B (t − t2))

π/2

)

(2.32)

where u ∈ {x, y, z, α, β, γ} denotes a Cartesian coordinate, A and B are constants, which
define amplitude and rising time of the step, and t1, t2 mean the moment of rising and
falling edge, respectively. The parameters A and B of this function are chosen to meet the
target specifications of the device: For the translational part, A = 0.1 m and B = 20, and
for the rotational part, A = 0.087 rad and B = 100 have been set. In doing so, a maximum
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Table 2.3: Minimum mass and inertia for different inverse kinematics and motion controllers

Inverse kinematics Control Control parameters Minimum mass and inertia

Inverse function
IJC

Kj = diag (80000, 16, 14, 2, 3, 1.8, 0.5) M p = diag (3.5, 3.5, 6) kg
Dj = diag (8000, 1, 1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.03) M o = diag (0.008, 0.04, 0.03) kgm2

CT
Kct = diag (400, 1000, 1000, 500, 1500, 1500, 1500) M p = diag (2.5, 3, 3) kg
Dct = diag (40, 63.3, 63.3, 44.7, 77.5, 77.5, 77.5) M o = diag (0.0015, 0.02, 0.02) kgm2

Partitioned inverse
kinematics

IJC
Kj = diag (80000, 16, 14, 2, 3, 1.8, 0.5) M p = diag (4, 4, 6) kg
Dj = diag (8000, 1, 1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.03) M o = diag (0.01, 0.04, 0.03) kgm2

W
1

2 = diag (3, 0.2, 1, 0.1)
CT

Kct = diag (400, 1000, 1000, 500, 1500, 1500, 1500) M p = diag (2.5, 3, 3) kg
µrot = −1 Dct = diag (40, 63.3, 63.3, 44.7, 77.5, 77.5, 77.5) M o = diag (0.0008, 0.01, 0.01) kgm2
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2.6 Performance Evaluation

translational velocity of 0.64 m/s, a maximum translational acceleration of 8.27 m/s2, a
maximum rotational velocity of 2.77 rad/s, and a maximum rotational acceleration of
179 rad/s2 can be achieved. Since pseudoinverse control doesn’t allow a reference input on
the position level, the derivative of the above presented step has been used.

The experiment was carried out for two different inverse kinematics (inverse function
and partitioned inverse kinematics) and two different motion controllers (IJCs and CT
scheme). For the motion controllers the control parameters introduced in Table 2.3 were
used.
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Figure 2.21: Position tracking performance: translational and rotational root mean square
tracking error

For each controller, the translational root-mean-square (RMS) error perms can be com-
puted as follows:

perms =

√

√

√

√

√

N
∑

i=0

|pei|
2

N
=

√

√

√

√

√

N
∑

i=0

|xti − xmi|
2

N
, (2.33)

where xti,xmi are the target and measured Cartesian position at the time step i and N
denotes the total number of time steps.

The rotational error for one time step is given by the vector part ε of the Quaternion
Qtm = [ηtm, εtm] that describes the rotation between the target and measured frame

Qtm = Q−1
m ∗ Qt. (2.34)

Taking this into account the rotational RMS error is given by

oerms =

√

√

√

√

√

N
∑

i=0

|oei|
2

N
=

√

√

√

√

√

N
∑

i=0

|εtm|
2

N
. (2.35)

The translational error pei = (exi, eyi, ezi) consists of three components, which describe
the error in x, y, and z direction. The decomposed RMS tracking error for each axis, see
Fig. 2.22, is then defined as follows:

pxerms =

√

√

√

√

√

N
∑

i=1

e2
xi

N
, pyerms =

√

√

√

√

√

N
∑

i=1

e2
yi

N
, pzerms =

√

√

√

√

√

N
∑

i=1

e2
zi

N
. (2.36)
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The same holds for the decomposed tracking errors of the rotational part oxerms,
oyerms,

and ozerms.
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Figure 2.22: Position tracking performance: decomposed root mean square tracking error

As can be seen, the tracking error does not depend on the inverse kinematics, but varies
with the motion controller used. For the translational part in general smaller deviations can
be observed when using the pseudoinverse controller than when using an independent joint
controller. This is due to the smaller transient and steady-state errors of the CT-controller,
which are a result of the compensated cross couplings between the linkages and the gravity
compensation. For the rotational part the differences between the motion controllers are
not so big, as the masses of the rotational part of the robot are small compared to the
translational part. It should be noted that the obtained results cannot be ascribed to
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differences in the stiffness of both controllers since the experiment was carried out in the
vicinity of the working position and the two joint space motion controllers were tuned to
have the same joint angle step response.

The second experiment makes a comparison between the target impedance specified in
the virtual environment and the rendered impedance, which can be felt by the human oper-
ator. In this experiment linear target impedances (mass-spring-damper systems), ranging
from free space to hard contact, are implemented. In order to identify the displayed
impedance force and position are measured and the rendered impedance is estimated by
using the System Identification Toolbox of Matlab/Simulink. Two different identification
conditions are distinguished: A free space experiment to identify the displayed mass and
damping coefficients and a contact experiment, which is used to identify the rendered
stiffness of the device. It should be noted that the identification of dynamical parame-
ters requires persistent excitation and a good signal-to-noise ratio. This means that high
velocities and accelerations with different frequencies have to be applied.

In the free space experiment, different values for mass and damping coefficient are set
(no stiffness), and the human operator is asked to interact with this virtual impedance by
moving the end-effector with different amplitudes and frequencies. In this experiment, the
force and joint velocity (calculated by differentiating the measured position) are used for
estimation. In order to reduce the measurements only results for impedances measured
in x-direction are reported. The corresponding results are shown in Table 2.4. Since
the inverse kinematics for the translational part is unique for the inverse function and
partitioned inverse kinematics solution, measurements are only taken for different kind
of motion controllers, namely the IJCs and CT scheme with and without acceleration
feedforward. The same control parameters as mentioned in Table 2.3 were used.

The fidelity factor ζ describes the relationship between the apparent impedance and
the impedance specified in the virtual environment, e.g., for the damping fidelity ζb the
following equation holds:

ζb = 1 −
|bt − bi|

bt

(2.37)

where bt and bi mean the target and identified damping coefficient.
The measurement results indicate good impedance fidelity of the device, values above

0.9 can be reached for all kind of motion controllers. In general, the IJCs show a better
impedance fidelity than the controller based on CT scheme. Finally, it should be noted that
due to the high noise in the velocity signal (velocity is derived by simply differentiating the
position measurement) and the consequential bad signal-to-noise ratio, no identification
results for free space motion (zero damping and small mass) could be obtained. Usage of
low-pass filters could reduce this noise, but the introduced time constant would distort the
result of the parameter identification. In order to be able to identify such impedances, a
velocity and/or an acceleration sensor would be necessary.

The contact experiment aims at identifying the rendered stiffness of the device. This
can be realized by implementing virtual walls with different stiffnesses and forcing the
robot to push against this wall. In a steady-state condition the apparent stiffness can then
be identified as a zero order impedance by measuring the applied force and the resulting
displacement of the device. Since the human operator is not able to provide a constant
input force, the necessary force is commanded by using hd (see Sec. 2.3) as desired value.
All measurements were carried out with a force of 30 N in negative xN -direction. Fig. 2.23
shows the corresponding measurement results.
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Table 2.4: Mass and damping fidelity

Motion
Control

target impedance identified impedance fidelity
bt mt bi mi ζb ζm

[Nm/s] [kg] [Nm/s] [kg]

IJC

10 5 9.057 5.135 0.094 0.973
20 5 19.165 5.137 1.042 0.973
50 5 49.346 5.201 1.013 0.960

100 5 96.154 4.944 1.038 1.011
20 10 18.978 10.448 1.051 0.955
20 20 18.745 21.564 1.063 0.922
20 50 21.617 58.645 0.919 0.827

CT

10 5 7.946 5.295 1.205 0.941
20 5 18.634 5.414 1.068 0.917
50 5 49.012 5.814 1.020 0.837

100 5 100.910 6.778 0.991 0.644
20 10 17.573 10.603 1.121 0.940
20 20 14.794 21.353 1.260 0.932
20 50 14.336 51.715 1.283 0.966
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Figure 2.23: Stiffness fidelity

In this experiment, the controller with CT scheme shows a significantly better impedance
fidelity than the IJCs with the same joint angle step response. Moreover, differences
between the CT-controller with and without acceleration feedforward can be observed.
In general, the best result could be achieved by using a CT-controller with acceleration
feedforward. Allowing a maximum error of 5 % the maximum displayable stiffness for this
controller is given by 65 000 N/m. Stiffnesses beyond these values cannot be displayed
with an adequate precision and should be omitted.
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Summarizing, the control based on CT scheme shows the best performance concerning
the position tracking fidelity and the stiffness fidelity of the device. Furthermore, this
controller allows to significantly reduce the minimal mass, which is necessary for stability,
so that the rendering of free space motion is improved. Concerning the stiffness fidelity
of the device, subjects who interacted with it, also reported a more realistic impression
of stiff walls. This might be ascribed to a better performance during transient phases,
which occur, e.g., in the moment of contact with a virtual wall [79]. This, again, can be
explained by an increased bandwidth of the overall system due to the feed forward term
in the controller.

2.7 Discussion

In this chapter a concept for a new mobile haptic interface has been developed, that allows
bimanual 6 DOF manipulations in large remote environments. According to the formu-
lated requirements, a modular system has been proposed which consists of independently
designed and controlled components, namely two haptic interfaces and a mobile platform.
Coupling of these two components by solving an optimization task allows extension of the
workspace of the device to very large scale environments. Depending on the kinematic
configuration of the manipulators, this can be done either offline or has to be performed in
real time. In this work, an appropriate design and inverse kinematics of the haptic inter-
faces is described which assures a decoupling of translational from rotational movements
and thus simplifies this optimization task significantly. Two types of inverse kinematics, an
inverse function and a partitioned inverse kinematic solution have been presented, which
realize this behavior.

One of the main requirements on the interaction with a haptic interface is stability of
the overall system, independent of changing human operator behavior. In this work, an
admittance control strategy has been applied and stability of the haptic interface has been
analyzed by evaluating asymptotic stability. On this account, simple linear models for
human operator as well as for haptic interface were assumed. The results indicate that a
minimal target inertia has to be implemented to guarantee stability. Moreover, a strong
dependency on the human arm impedance could be observed, whereby higher impedances
potentially cause instability of the system. Finally, also a negative effect of the force/torque
filter time constant on stability was found.

In contrast to other haptic interfaces presented in the literature, the new developed
systems have been intensively evaluated and a huge number of performance indexes have
been determined by either model-based or measurement-based performance evaluation.
The following performance measures were analyzed in detail: dextrous workspace, output
capability (maximum peak and continuous force, maximum velocity, maximum accelera-
tion, maximum payload) and backdrivability.

Finally, the mechatronic device performance was analyzed by means of the Cartesian
position tracking performance and the impedance display fidelity. The evaluation results
show different position tracking performances and impedance display fidelities depending
on the type of motion controller used. Two different motion controllers were analyzed
in this work: an independent joint controller and a controller based on computed torque
scheme. Using motion controllers with equal joint angle step response, in general bet-
ter results could be achieved with the computed torque controller. It should be noted
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that even though the computed torque controller showed a smaller position tracking error,
smaller minimal inertias could be implemented, which results in a better free space perfor-
mance. Concerning the impedance display fidelity and the position tracking performance,
of course better results could be achieved with a stiffer independent joint controller, but
this would result in higher values for the minimal inertia that can be implemented. As a
consequence, rendering of free space motion becomes even more difficult. The computed
torque controller, however, seems to be able to realize a good impedance display fidelity
in the two extremes a) contact and b) free space motion, and thus, it is more appropriate
for admittance-type haptic interfaces.

The new developed haptic interfaces represent only one part of the overall teleoperation
system. In the next chapter other components and their integration into a high fidelity
teleoperation system are described.
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3 Development of Integrated Teleoperation
Systems

In the prior section the focus was on the development of a novel haptic interface, which
allows performance of manipulation tasks in large remote environments. Hereby, mainly
interactions of the human operator with the device itself and some virtual introduced
dynamics were studied. This chapter aims at extending the presented system to a highly
integrated multi-modal teleoperation system, which allows the interaction with real remote
environments.

In a typical teleoperation system, a human operator interacts with a human-system
interface and controls a remotely located teleoperator. This teleoperator again interacts
with the remote environment and executes the manipulation task. One of the main efforts
of this thesis is the development of an intuitive teleoperation system, which does not restrict
the human operator in performing manipulations and requires only minor adaptations of
the user to the technical system. This can be achieved by building a teleoperation system,
which mimicks the anthropomorphic manipulation capabilities of a human being. In this
chapter, mechatronic design requirements on such a system are formulated.

In contrast to state-of-the-art teleoperation systems that cannot meet all the formulated
requirements at the same time, a newly developed, highly integrated teleoperation system
of superior performance is presented. This system allows to perform 6 DOF tele-assembling
and tele-manipulation tasks. On this account, different components for visual, auditory,
and haptic feedback are integrated into one single teleoperation system. Providing such
multi-modal feedback increases the feeling of telepresence and thus simplifies the interac-
tion with the remote environment. A detailed description of all necessary components is
given and their integration into the teleoperation system is described. The overall system
is assembled of components built in preceding works, commercially available components
as well as new developed systems.

In Sec. 3.1.1 requirements on a high quality teleoperation system are formulated.
Sec. 3.1.2 reviews state-of-the-art teleoperation systems and clearly shows their deficien-
cies. The new developed, highly integrated teleoperation system is presented in Sec. 3.1.3.
Due to the high complexity, components for multi-fingered teleoperation are presented in
a separate section. Beside device descriptions Sec. 3.2 focuses on implemented position
and force mappings, which allow for mapping between human hand and used robotic grip-
pers. Finally Sec. 3.4 is devoted to a linear one DOF teleoperation system, which has been
developed to study principle effects in teleoperation systems.

3.1 Bimanual Teleoperation System with 6 DOF

Telepresence systems can be used to perform tasks in distant, dangerous or hardly accessi-
ble environments. Many application scenarios like disaster operations, rescue and mainte-
nance tasks require highly dextrous manipulations. In order to avoid operator fatigue and
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to ease the interaction with the technical system, this thesis aims at developing a teleop-
eration system which is able to mimic human manipulation capabilities when performing
bimanual 6 DOF tele-assembling and tele-manipulation tasks. Hereby, the manipulation
of stiff objects such as tubes, handwheels, and metal parts of several kind and the usage
of tools like screwdrivers and pincers is envisaged.

3.1.1 Requirements on Teleoperation System

Typical mechatronic requirements on such a teleoperation system can be formulated as
follows:

Workspace: The workspace of a teleoperation system is defined by the number of degrees
of freedom and the operating domain of the haptic interface as well as the teleoperator.
Typically the size of the workspace is restricted by construction or/and by kinematic or
algebraic singularities. Hereby, kinematic singularities result from the selected kinematical
design and algebraic singularities depend on the chosen orientation representation. If
devices with different kinematical design are used in one teleoperation setup, the overall
workspace is given by the intersection of the dextrous workspaces of the single devices.
Hereby master and slave devices do not necessarily have to be of the same size: If devices
with different workspace sizes are used, motions and feedback forces need to be scaled
appropriately. In case the workspace of the slave exceeds the workspace of the master
device, indexing and shifting techniques can be applied. But these techniques are mostly
unintuitive, time consuming and fatiguing.

Depending on the actual application, different requirements on the workspace of a tele-
operation system can be formulated. In view of the above presented application scenario
haptic interfaces as well as telemanipulators are required, which enable manipulations in
6 DOF and have a workspace of the human arm reach so that fatiguing indexing and
shifting techniques can be avoided. The workspace should be further free of singularities.
Finally, also bimanual manipulation tasks should be possible. On this account devices
for left and right hand must be provided, whereby the corresponding workspaces must
intersect with each other.

Displayable stiffness: Since the application scenario foresees handling of stiff objects, one
of the main requirements is the ability to display stiff remote environments. Boundaries
for the maximum displayable stiffness are hereby given by the mechanical rigidity of the
single devices as well as by the control architecture used for teleoperation (for the latter
see chapter 4 for details).

Extensibility: If the teleoperation system should be used to perform dextrous manipu-
lation tasks, a high payload of the robotic arms is required to mount task specific end-
effectors. Such end-effectors include e.g. an exoskeleton or data glove system for the human
hand at the master side and a robotic gripper or hand at the slave side.

Kinematical design: According to [56] self-identification with an avatar and thus the
feeling of telepresence increases with the similarity of the visual appearance of avatar and
human operator. Moreover, the mapping of human operator movements to teleoperator
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movements plays an important role for the feeling of telepresence. The better the mapping,
the better the feeling of telepresence, because the human operator does not have to think
about how to create control actions [91]. Taking this into account, an anthropomorphic
kinematic design and a human-scaled workspace of the telemanipulator are required.

Multimodality: The human operator perceives its own body and the surrounding envi-
ronment via multiple sources of sensory information. This sensory information, derived
from different modalities, converges into one multi-modal percept of body and environment
[43]. The more sensory information is provided, the more reliable is the percept and thus
the more realistic is the impression of the remote environment. On this account different
kinds of sensory information should be provided to the human operator. This includes
basically visual, auditory, and haptic information.
In the following subsection state-of-the-art teleoperation systems are analyzed with respect
to these requirements.

3.1.2 State-of-the-Art Teleoperation Systems

Although many teleoperation systems exist nowadays, they exhibit severe limitations of
different kinds: limited degrees of freedom, limited workspace (due to small constructions
of haptic input device or telemanipulator, or due to kinematic or algebraic singularities
which restrict the size of the workspace), the necessity of indexing/shifting techniques,
the disability to display stiff environments, as well as lacking possibilities to mount task
specific end-effectors.

The literature provides a considerable number of teleoperation systems, which are lim-
ited to a few degrees of freedoms and/or relatively small workspace, so that full spatial
immersion is not achieved. Only a few more advanced telemanipulation systems operat-
ing in 6 DOF and using a telemanipulator with human scaled workspace are known. In
[27, 54] a teleoperation system with 6 DOF haptic interfaces and telemanipulators is pre-
sented. The haptic interfaces provide only a small workspace so that indexing and shifting
techniques are necessary, which are unnatural and fatiguing to the operator. Moreover,
due to the missing redundancy in the system, singularities cannot be avoided by changing
the internal configuration of the manipulators, so that the motion of the device must be
constrained and the workspace is reduced. Finally, the structure of the telemanipulators is
also not anthropomorphic, as classical industrial robots are used. In [140] a combination
of a 6 DOF haptic interface and a 7 DOF telemanipulator is used. While the haptic input
device is designed in such a way that kinematic singularities can be ommitted, it is not
clear how the telemanipulator redundancy is used to handle kinematic singularities at the
remote site. Because of the small workspace of the haptic input device, even in this ap-
proach, indexing and shifting techniques are required. Finally, [24] as well as [53, 123] deal
with a teleoperation system with 7 DOF exoskeletons used as haptic input devices and 7
DOF humanoid telemanipulators. But as reported in [109], working with exoskeletons is
very fatiguing since the entire range of human arm movements is restricted, and/or long
time operations are not possible because of the high weight of the system. In addition,
mounting of application specific end-effectors is extremely difficult.

Thus at present, no teleoperation system which meets all the above presented require-
ments, namely a human-scaled workspace free of kinematic and algebraic singularities, the
possibility to operate in full 6 DOF using the redundancy of the human arm, the possibility
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to mount task specific end-effectors, as well as the capability to display stiff environments,
is known. On this account a new teleoperation system of superior performance has been
developed.

3.1.3 System Description

The developed integrated teleoperation system is depicted in Fig. 3.1. It consists of devices
for visual and haptic feedback and allows telemanipulation with two arms in full 6 DOF
The single components are further on described in detail:

Teleoperation Master and Slave Devices

Accomplishing complex telemanipulation tasks requires master and slave devices, which
allow manipulation in full 6 DOF. The corresponding hardware solutions are presented
below:

Haptic Interface: In order to enable intuitive telemanipulation and to meet the require-
ments mentioned above, an adequate haptic interface is required. Two different hardware
solutions as shown in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 are used in this work: the redundant haptic inter-
face ViSHaRD7 presented in chapter 2, as well as the hyper-redundant haptic interface
ViSHaRD10 [127, 129]. Both devices are characterized by a very large workspace free of
singularities, a high payload capability to accommodate various application specific end-
effectors, foreseen redundancy to avoid kinematic singularities and user interferences and
the possibility for dual-arm haptic interaction with full 6 DOF.

Telemanipulator: As reported above, an intuitive teleoperation requires an anthropo-
morphic telemanipulator design. Since it is well known that the superior manipulation-
dexterity of humans is a result of the kinematic redundancy of their arms, an anthropo-
morphic bimanual redundant telemanipulator developed by [120, 121] is used in this work,
see Fig. 3.1. It consists of two identical, human-scaled arms, whereby each arm further
consists of two spherical joints with 3 DOF at shoulder and wrist, and one revolute joint
at the elbow.

Stereo-Vision System

Visual feedback is provided by using a stereo-vision system. The stereo-vision system con-
sists of two CCD firewire cameras placed on a 3 DOF pan-tilt-roll head, see [13] for more
details. The video streams are recorded, transmitted to the master site and displayed
either on a head mounted display (HMD; NVIS nVisor SX, resolution 1280 x 1024) carried
by the human operator or on a stereo projection wall by using a stereo-projection system.
In the latter case, the human operator has to wear 3D-glasses to get a 3D impression
[126]. Efficient low-latency real-time video is made possible by the usage of a UDP-based,
MPEG-4-compressed transmission approach using the XviD-codec. Requesting indepen-
dently encoded frames in case of packet loss on the network ensures error resilience. The
HMD is additionally equipped with a built-in tracker (MotionStar or IS900), which is used
for controlling the camera head motion, so that the user can look around in the remote
environment just by turning his/her own head.
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human-system interface teleoperator

telemanipulator
arms

stereo-camera head

head-mounted display
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interfaces

dataglove,
exoskeleton

Figure 3.1: Bimanual teleoperation system using ViSHaRD10 as haptic interface and dual
arm telemanipulator

Audio System

To capture audio data, two microphones are installed in the stereo-camera head of the
teleoperator. As audio transmission systems are already rather advanced, a free available
VoIP software is used to provide audio information to the human operator. Using a real-
time 3D sound synthesis algorithm for spatial audio reproduction the degree of immersion
can be further increased, see [66, 67] for more details.

The so far described teleoperation system allows exploration of the remote environment
and execution of very simple manipulation tasks as e.g. pushing an object. To also perform
fine and dextrous manipulations, multi-fingered interaction with the remote environment
is necessary. On this account, a multi-fingered teleoperation system has been developed
and also integrated in the overall teleoperation system.

3.2 Multi-Fingered Teleoperation System

If dextrous telemanipulation tasks are required, the telemanipulator is additionally
equipped with robotic grippers or robot hands, which must be controlled by the human
operator. In the following, the developed multi-fingered teleoperation system is described
in detail.

3.2.1 System Description

In order to perform complex manipulation tasks a multi-fingered telemanipulation system
consisting of three-finger robotic grippers (BarrettHand), datagloves (CyberGlove) and
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Figure 3.2: Bimanual teleoperation system using ViSHaRD7 as haptic interface and dual
arm telemanipulator

exoskeletons (CyberGrasp) has been developed. The usage of universal grippers allows
operation in highly variable, unstructured, unknown or dynamic working environments.
As a part of a telemanipulation system, the grippers are controlled by a human operator.
On this account human hand and finger motions are measured using a data glove system
and then mapped to the grippers. Sensed interaction forces are fed back to the operator
and displayed through a haptic display, an exoskeleton. Since human hand and grippers
have different kinematic structures, appropriate mappings for forces and motion between
the finger and the gripper are required. Fig. 3.3 shows the resulting system architecture.
Below their components are presented in detail.

Grippers

A BarrettHand (BH) from Barrett Technology Inc. is used as gripper, see [1]. The Bar-
rettHand has three fingers with four actuated degrees of freedom. Each finger consists of
two coupled joints driven by a single dc brushless servo motor. In addition, two fingers
can rotate synchronously and symmetrically around the base joint in a spreading action.
Each finger is equipped with a strain gage joint torque sensor, for measuring the torque
externally applied about the distal joint over a range of +/-1 Nm. Real time operation of
the motors is assured by a low level velocity controller. The high level controllers, as e.g.
position control, are realized on the PC using MATLAB/Simulink Real-Time Workshop
and RTAI Linux.
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Figure 3.3: System architecture of multi-fingered telemanipulation system

Data Glove System

To capture finger and hand motions the data glove system CyberGlove from Immersion
Corporation, see [3], is used. The data glove is equipped with 22 sensors located over or
near the joints of the hand and the wrist. A resistive bend-sensing technology is used
to transform hand and finger motions into real-time digital joint-angle data. In order
to map human hand to robot hand motions, an appropriate position mapping has to be
implemented.

Exoskeleton

In order to provide force feedback to the human operator the CyberGrasp system, an
exoskeleton from Immersion Corporation, see [2], is used. The exoskeleton is attached to
the back of the human hand and guides force-applying tendons to the user’s fingertips.
Desired force values are sent to the local force controller provided by the manufacturer.
Since each finger is only equipped with one tendon only pull but no push-forces can be
applied. Similar to the position mapping algorithm, a force mapping algorithm is also
necessary. In the following, these algorithms are described in more detail.

3.2.2 Position Mapping

As already mentioned above, in a multi-fingered telemanipulation system a kinematic
mapping between human and robot hand motions is necessary. Commonly, the following
three mapping methods can be distinguished: joint-to-joint mapping, pose mapping, and
point-to-point mapping.

The joint-to-joint mapping (or joint angle mapping) is typically applied to telemanipu-
lation systems with an anthropomorphic robot hand [76]. The similarity between human
and robot hand kinematics allows simple mapping of the finger joint angles without any
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further transformation. In some works, the similarity of human and robot hand motion is
further achieved by restricting the human finger motions with an exoskeleton [138]. The
joint-to-joint mapping is especially suitable for enveloping and power grasps. Unfortu-
nately, many of the existing robot hands are not of anthropomorphic type and thus this
method is not applicable.

The pose mapping tries to find robot hand poses, which can be correlated to human hand
poses. In [98] a corresponding transformation matrix with human finger angles as input
and robot joint angles as output has been derived; an interpolation algorithm is used when
switching between the single poses. Recently, grasp identification methods based on neural
networks have also been developed [137]. Dependent on the identified grasp, different types
of predefined joint-to-joint mappings (which represent a special pose) are applied. [39] uses
hidden markov models to identify the grasp type and a neural network to choose between
predefined joint angle mappings.

Some sorts of pose mapping can also be found in the field of “programming-by-
demonstration”. In [7] a nearest neighbor grasp recognition algorithm based on the analy-
sis of the measured finger joint angles is presented. A joint-to-joint mapping is applied to
generate different grasp patterns which are stored in a library and carried out if the corre-
sponding grasp type is identified. In [37] firstly the grasp type is identified, then a correct
grasp pose is chosen and a force-controlled grasping by closing the fingers is applied. In
[65] finally a mapping method based on a virtual finger is presented.

Another type of pose mapping is based on the idea of object-action abstraction (see
[15]), whereby the object to be manipulated and the action to be performed on this object
have to be identified first. Then a set of predefined grasp types is applied. A learning
algorithm finally extends this approach to unknown or slightly modified objects.

When applying one of the presented pose mappings for a telemanipulation system, the
reliability and stability of the grasp identification process plays an important role. This is
the case since in a telemanipulation scenario continuous identification of the human grasp
type is necessary. A well known problem of the pose mapping is namely the unpredictable
switching of the robot hand between different kind of grasp types, when small changes of
the human hand posture occur. On this account only simple grasp postures can be realized
and hence the method is applied in a limited way in telemanipulation systems.

The most common approach used for mapping of human to robot hand postures is
the point-to-point or fingertip mapping, whereby the fingertip positions of the human
hand are mapped to the robot fingertip positions [44, 59, 104]. In order to apply such an
approach the computation of the forward kinematics of the human hand, the mapping of the
fingertip positions, and finally the determination of the robot joint angles by applying the
corresponding inverse kinematics are required. Such a mapping algorithm is appropriate
to represent fingertip positions and is therefore commonly applied for precision grasps.

In the following two subsections a point-to-point mapping algorithm for the above pre-
sented multi-fingered telemanipulation system which allows to map fingertip motions of
the human hand to a three-finger robotic gripper, the BarrettHand, is presented. Existing
mapping algorithms for this gripper, see [15], allow only semi-autonomous teleoperation,
whereby prior knowledge about the user’s intention and the object to be manipulated is
used to select an appropriate grasp type, which is then executed autonomously. The reli-
ability of this mapping algorithm depends strongly on the identification process of objects
and the estimation of human’s intention. By contrast, the here presented mapping algo-
rithm does not require any knowledge about size and form of objects or human’s intention.
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This makes it more reliable as well as easier to understand and to predict. Moreover, no
library with predefined grasp types is necessary.

Principle of Applied Position Mapping Algorithm

For the mapping of the human to robot hand motions, a point-to-point position mapping
has been applied. The principle of the implemented algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.4. The
already presented data glove system is used to measure the human finger joint angles. These
angles, in combination with some prior knowledge about the human hand kinematics, are
used to compute the fingertip positions of the human hand (FK). These fingertip positions
again are mapped to fingertip positions of the robotic gripper. Finally, the motor joint
angles of the BarrettHand are determined by using the corresponding inverse kinematics
(IK). A detailed description of each component is given in the following.

FK IK

of human of

hand

jointjoint

anglesangles

human fingertip gripper fingertip

positionspositions point

point

to

mapping

Cyberglove
BarrettHand

BarrettHand

Figure 3.4: Scheme of position mapping

Kinematics of Human Hand

Fig. 3.5 shows the human hand kinematics. A finger is composed of a distal lk,d, proximal
lk,p and metacarpal lk,m link connected by the corresponding joint angles qk,d, qk,p, qk,m

with k = 1, . . . , 5. The abduction is described by the joint angle qk,a. According to this
kinematic model the fingertip positions with respect to the hand coordinate system can be
calculated as follows:

Hxk (qk) = ak (qk) + rk with k = 1, . . . , 5, (3.1)

whereby qk = [qk,d, qk,p, qk,m, qk,a]
T denotes the joint angles of the k-th finger and rk is a

translation vector. The vectors ak (qk) are defined as follows:

ak (qk) =





sin qk,a (lk,m cos qk,m + lk,p cos(qk,m + qk,p) + lk,d cos(qk,m + qk,p + qk,d))
cos qk,a (lk,m cos qk,m + lk,p cos(qk,m + qk,p) + lk,d cos(qk,m + qk,p + qk,d))

lk,m sin qk,m + lk,p sin(qk,m + qk,p) + lk,d sin(qk,m + qk,p + qk,d)





(3.2)
for the index, middle, ring finger and pinkie (k = 2, . . . , 5) and

a1 (qk) =





l1,d (− sin q1,m sin(q1,p + q1,d) + cos q1,m cos q̂1,a cos(q1,p + q1,d))
− sin q̂1,a (l1,m + l1,p cos q1,p + l1,d cos(q1,p + q1,d))

−l1,d (sin q1,m cos q̂1,a cos(q1,p + q1,d) + cos q1,m sin(q1,p + q1,d))



+





l1,p (cos q1,m cos q̂1,a cos q1,p − sin q1,m sin q1,p) + l1,m cos q1,m cos q̂1,a

0
−l1,p (sin q1,m cos q̂1,a cos q1,p + cos q1,m sin q1,p) − l1,m sin q1,m cos q̂1,a



 (3.3)

for the thumb (k = 1), whereby q̂1,a = q1,a + qo
1,a with qo

1,a a joint angle offset.
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Figure 3.5: Kinematic model of the right human hand

Kinematics of BarrettHand

In this subsection some details about the BarrettHand kinematics are given, whereby all
technical figures are taken from [14].

The BarrettHand is a gripper with three identical fingers. While the finger F3 is fixed
to the carpus, the fingers F1 and F2 are able to rotate 180◦ around the base. Each finger
consists of three links with the lengths l1, l2, l3 and two joints with the joint angles qFk,2

and qFk,3, whereby the index Fk stands for the k-th finger. Fig. 3.6 shows a side view of
the BarrettHand with all mentioned parameters. The fingers F1 and F3 are completely
opened and finger F2 is flexed. The spread angle qFk,1 is shown in Fig. 3.7.

Since the BarrettHand fingers cannot be stretched completely, the joint angle qFk,2 is
composed of a variable ΘFk,2 and a constant part Φ2 = 2.46◦

qFk,2 = ΘFk,2 + Φ2 with 0◦ ≤ ΘFk,2 ≤ 140◦. (3.4)

Similarly the joint angle qFk,3 is given by

qFk,3 = ΘFk,3 + Φ3 with 0◦ ≤ ΘFk,3 ≤ 48◦ and Φ3 = 50◦ . (3.5)

The BarrettHand disposes of four actuators, one per finger plus one for the abduction.
The relation between the four motor joints ΘM1 to ΘM4 and the variable part ΘFk,i of the
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Figure 3.8: Trajectory of the gripper fingertips in the finger coordinate system

joint angles qFk,i is described by the following equation:
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. (3.6)

As can be seen from these equations, the two spread angles qF1,1 and qF2,1 are coupled and
thus the following relationship holds:

qF1,1 = ΘF1,1 = −ΘF2,1 = −qF2,1 . (3.7)

Also the joint angles qFk,2 and qFk,3 are coupled:

ΘFk,2 = 3ΘFk,3 , (3.8)

qFk,2 − Φ2 = 3(qFk,3 − Φ3) . (3.9)

These couplings have severe consequences, since the fingertips cannot be positioned in an
arbitrary manner, but can only be moved along a certain trajectory. This trajectory is
shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Forward kinematics: The forward kinematics of the BarrettHand describes the Cartesian
fingertip position Gxk in the gripper coordinate system SG as a function of the motor angles
ΘM1 to ΘM4. The fingertip position in the corresponding finger coordinate system SF (see
Fig. 3.8) is given by:

F xFk =





0
l1 + l2 cos qFk,2 + l3 cos(qFk,2 + qFk,3)

l2 sin qFk,2 + l3 sin(qFk,2 + qFk,3)



 . (3.10)

To compute the Cartesian position in the gripper coordinate system, F xFk must be mul-
tiplied by a rotation matrix R and displaced by a translation vector t:

GxFk = R(γ)F xFk + t , (3.11)

whereby

R(γ) =





cos(γ) sin(γ) 0
− sin(γ) cos(γ) 0

0 0 1



 , γ ∈ {qF1,1,−qF2,1, π}

and
t =

[

jl4, 0, 0
]T

, j ∈ {−1, 1, 0}

for the corresponding finger {F1, F2, F3}.

Inverse kinematics: For the BarrettHand an analytical inverse kinematics can be com-
puted: In a first step the spread angle qFk,1 has to be determined. In order to do so the
fingertip positions given in the gripper coordinate system SG are transformed into an equal
oriented coordinate system SG′ with origin in the finger base point:

G′

xFk = GxFk − t . (3.12)

Given the fingertip position of F1 in this transformed coordinate system G′

xF1 = [x′

1, y
′

1, z
′

1],
the joint angle qF1,1 can be easily worked out:

qF1,1 = − arctan
x′

1

y′

1

. (3.13)

The motor angle ΘM4 can then be calculated by using (3.6) and (3.7).
Using the spread angle qFk,1, the Cartesian position in the finger coordinate system SF

can be computed by solving (3.11) for F xFk. Inserting these fingertip positions into

qFk,3 = arccos

(

(yFk − l1)
2 + z2

Fk − l22 − l23
2l2l3

)

, (3.14)

qFk,2 = arccos

(

zFk (l3 sin qFk,3) + (yFk − l1) (l2 + l3 cos qFk,3)

(l2 + l3 cos qFk,3)
2 + l23 sin2 qFk,3

)

(3.15)

the corresponding joint angles result. (3.14) and (3.15) are hereby determined when solving
(3.10) for qFk,2 and qFk,3. Finally considering (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) the motor joint angle
ΘMk is given by

ΘMk = 125 (qFk,2 − Φ2)
180

π
, or (3.16)

ΘMk = 375 (qFk,3 − Φ3)
180

π
. (3.17)
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Figure 3.9: Workspace of a typical human finger in y-z-plane with the link lengths lm =50mm,
lp =28mm, ld =22mm

If two different solutions are obtained, the desired position is not reachable with the Bar-
rettHand.

Point-to-Point Mapping by Vertical Projection

Fig. 3.9 shows the workspace of a typical human finger. Since hyperextension is not
important when grasping an object, for this drawing the minimal joint angles have been
set to zero. The maximal considered joint angles have been taken from [36] and are reported
in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Minimal and maximal joint angles of a human finger [36]

joint angles qm qp qd

minimal 0 0 0
maximal 100 115 65

Comparing the workspace of a human finger with that of a BarrettHand finger (as
shown in Fig. 3.8) one can see that the human fingertip position has to be projected onto
a trajectory feasible with the BarrettHand. The drawback of this method is obvious:
different positions of the human fingertip are mapped onto the same fingertip position
of the robotic gripper. This is the case because of the prior presented couplings of the
BarrettHand joint angles. A possible projection method is presented in the following
paragraphs:
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3.2 Multi-Fingered Teleoperation System

In the first step, each BarrettHand finger must be assigned to a human finger. Since
F3 of the BarrettHand is opposed to F1 and F2, this finger is mapped to the thumb.
Considering the right hand, F1 is used to map the index finger. For F2 either middle
finger, ring finger or pinky can be selected. Since the pinky does not play an important
role in manipulations, typically the middle or ring finger is mapped. As the range of
abduction of the BarrettHand is quite huge, the ring finger is selected.

The proposed position mapping algorithm adapts the workspace of the human fingers
to the workspace of the BarrettHand by using a scaling factor. For simplicity, a simple
scalar scaling factor gp is used. Then, the workspace of the human fingers is vertically
projected onto the trajectory of the BarrettHand. Fig. 3.10 shows the workspace of the
human finger, the workspace of the BarrettHand, as well as the projection principle. For
the sake of clarity, the workspace of the human finger is drawn above the BarrettHand
trajectory.

Aligning the rotation axis of the human index finger and one of the BarrettHand fingers,
the abduction angle to be set for the gripper can be easily determined from the abduction
angles of the human hand. Given the abduction between index and middle finger q2,a and
between middle and ring finger q3,a, the abduction angle for the BarrettHand is defined as
follows

qF1,1 = −qF2,1 =
1

2
(q2,a + q3,a) . (3.18)

The factor 1/2 results from the fact that the angle between F1 and F2 of the BarrettHand
is given by 2qFk,1.

The adaptation of the human hand workspace to the BarrettHand workspace is realized
by a scaling factor gp. Hereby, the ratio of maximally opened human and BarrettHand
finger is used. For the index and ring finger the scaling factor is given by

gpk
=

l1 + l2 cos Φ2 + l3 cos (Φ2 + Φ3)

(lk,m + lk,p + lk,d)
for k = 1, 2 (3.19)

and for the thumb by

gp3
=

l1 + l2 cos Φ2 + l3 cos (Φ2 + Φ3)

lt
. (3.20)

To finally project the finger position on the BarrettHand trajectory the motor angles
for a given y-coordinate of the scaled human hand position have to be computed. Since
the inverse kinematics given by (3.14) and (3.15) requires the knowledge of the y and z-
coordinate of the BarrettHand finger, the corresponding z-coordinate has to be determined
first. As without knowledge of the single joint angles it is not possible to compute the z-
coordinate of the BarrettHand finger if the y-coordinate is given, the trajectory of the
BarrettHand is approximated by a circle as shown in Fig. 3.8. Except for the two extreme
positions, the error introduced by this approximation is less than one millimeter. Other
approximation methods as splines might be able to better fit the fingertip trajectory, but
do not provide any benefit taking into account the human ability for fingertip position
perception. In the first step, the finger position is projected on the approximation circle
and then the motor joint angle is computed by using the exact inverse kinematics given
by (3.15) and (3.16) or (3.14) and (3.17).
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Figure 3.10: Vertical projection of fingertip position on BarrettHand trajectory

3.2.3 Force Mapping

Each finger of the BarrettHand is equipped with a strain gage joint torque sensor, which
allows measuring the torque applied on the distal joint. On this account, normal forces Fk

applied to the fingertip can be determined as follows:

fk =
τk

l3
for k = 1, . . . , 3 , (3.21)

whereby τk is the measured torque and l3 the corresponding moment arm. These forces
are fed back to the master site and displayed by the exoskeleton. To guarantee stability
of the overall teleoperation system the forces are multiplied by a scaling factor gf , which
has to be selected appropriately.

3.2.4 Experimental Evaluation

The above presented mapping algorithms for position and force have been implemented in
the real hardware setup, whereby the single components are connected as already depicted
in Fig. 3.3 and communicate over a UDP network. Some of the obtained results are further
discussed in succeeding paragraphs.

Using the position mapping algorithm described in Sec. 3.2.2, distances between the
fingertips and the corresponding finger coordinate system are mapped with a scaling factor
gp onto the BarrettHand. One of the advantages of this position mapping is that the
principle form of the grasp type is hereby maintained, which makes it easy to predict the
gripper motion and thus simplifies the execution of the telemanipulation task. Fig. 3.11
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3.2 Multi-Fingered Teleoperation System

shows some examples of different poses of the human hand and the corresponding pose of
the BarrettHand. For the sake of clearity the pictures have been made without wearing the
CyberGrasp. As can be seen, different grasp types, as defined by [32], namely precision and
power grasps, can be performed. Thus, the mapping is suitable for a variety of different
manipulation tasks.

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

Figure 3.11: Human hand and corresponding BarrettHand poses

One drawback of this position mapping method is that the workspace of the human
hand is not completely covered by the BarrettHand. As can be seen from Fig. 3.10, finger
positions with small y-values cannot be mapped. As such finger configurations are only
rarely used in manipulation tasks this effect is of minor importance. Nonetheless, it should
be mentioned that there exist also other possibilities to project the human finger position
onto the BarrettHand trajectory. A further possibility, not reported here, is presented in
[38], which tries to better fit the workspace of human and BarrettHand fingers.

Evaluations of the proposed force mapping algorithm indicate that people can clearly
distinguish between a soft and a strong grasp. The limited range of the BarrettHand torque
sensor however, restricts the range of applicable forces significantly. A further difficulty
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3 Development of Integrated Teleoperation Systems

observed here is that the BarrettHand uses torque and not force sensors. If humans touch
objects vertically with one of the fingertips no interaction forces can be detected as the
moment arm is zero. This has to be taken into account if interacting with objects. Finally,
it should be mentioned that the quite huge friction in the tendons of the CyberGrasp
makes it difficult to apply really small forces. This can be explained by stick-slip effects
that occur in the tendons.

Nonetheless it can be stated that the implemented position and force mapping algorithms
allow interaction in a very intuitive way with the remote environment, despite a non-
anthropomorphic kinematics of the grippers and a relative poor force feedback performance.

3.3 Integration of Single Components

All the components described in the prior sections are integrated into one teleoperation
system as shown in Fig. 3.12. Master and slave devices as haptic interfaces, exoskeletons,
telemanipulators, and grippers are controlled locally, whereby forces and positions are
exchanged over a communication channel. More details about the used local controllers for
haptic interfaces and telemanipulators, the corresponding redundancy resolution schemes,
and the applied bilateral control architectures are discussed in the next chapter.

Beside haptic information, visual and auditory information is also exchanged. While
video streams are captured by stereo cameras and displayed on a HMD or stereo-projection
wall, audio information is captured by installed microphones and displayed to the human
operator through headphones. When using a HMD, the head position is additionally
tracked, and used to control the remotely located stereo-camera head.

haptic interfaces

datagloves

exoskeletons

HMD/

head tracker

telemanipulator

grippers

cameras

stereo-camera

head

arms

force/ position

force/ position

finger positions

gripping force

video stream

head angles

projection wall

human-system interface teleoperator

communication

channel

stereo

headphones microphones
audio data

Figure 3.12: Integration of single components into overall teleoperation system
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3.4 Linear one DOF Teleoperation System

In the prior sections a highly integrated teleoperation system with multiple DOF has been
presented. Studying principle effects in such a complex system is extremely difficult. On
this account a one DOF teleoperation system, as shown in Fig. 3.13, has been developed.
The teleoperation system consists of two identical linear axes (Thrusttube module) of
Copley Controls Corp., which can be used as master as well as slave devices. To measure
the interaction force, each device is equipped with a one DOF force sensor (Burster, Model
2524). Position is measured by an optical encoder with a resolution of 1 µm. The system
is characterized by its linearity. No trigonometric functions are necessary to compute the
position of the end-effector as e.g. necessary when using rotary joints. Moreover, due to
its simplicity, exact mathematical models can be found which describe the overall system.
These features are extremely helpful when testing new control algorithms.

device I device II

force sensor end-effector

linear axis

Figure 3.13: Linear one DOF teleoperation system

left teleoperator right teleoperator

object to be manipulated

Figure 3.14: Bimanual virtual teleoperator

To study bimanual interactions a simple bimanual virtual teleoperator is used, as shown
in Fig. 3.14. Hereby, the dynamics of the telemanipulator is modelled by a mass-damper
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system and implemented in Matlab/Simulink. The corresponding parameters have been
identified in the real hardware setup (see appendix C) resulting in a teleoperation system
with four equal devices.

Using this very simple hardware setup, principle effects in teleoperation systems can be
studied and new developed algorithms can be easily tested before implementing them on
more complex systems.

3.5 Discussion

Multi-modal interaction with a remote environment by means of a teleoperation system
requires the integration of components for visual and auditory feedback, as well as haptic
interaction. The less adaptations of the human operator to the technical system are nec-
essary, the more intuitive is the interaction and the better is the feeling of telepresence.
In this chapter typical requirements on such an intuitive teleoperation system have been
formulated: a human scaled workspace free of kinematic and algebraic singularities, the
possibility to operate in full 6 DOF, the possibility to mount task specific end-effectors, the
capability to display stiff environments, an anthropomorphic design of the teleoperator, as
well as multi-modal feedback.

Since none of the state-of-the-art teleoperation systems fulfill all these requirements
at the same time, a new enhanced teleoperation system has been developed. On this
account, a variety of single components have been integrated into one teleoperation system.
This includes redundant haptic interfaces and telemanipulators, as well as a stereo-vision-
system.

As many manipulation tasks require also dextrous and sensitive operations, the teleop-
eration system has to be additionally equipped with components for multi-fingered manip-
ulation. The human hand is able to realize a huge variety of different grasp types ranging
from precision to power grasps. A high quality multi-fingered teleoperation system must
cover at least a certain number of them. Thus, quality of a multi-fingered teleoperation
system depends considerably on the kinematics of the robotic gripper or hand used at
teleoperator site, and the mapping algorithm which transfers human hand motions to the
robotic gripper. In this work a three-finger robotic gripper, the BarrettHand, is used. To
map the human hand motion onto this gripper, a simple, but very efficient point-to-point
position mapping is proposed. Since the robotic gripper is not anthropomorphic and each
finger is only allowed to move on a certain trajectory, the position mapping is based on a
vertical projection of human finger positions. The proposed mapping method maintains
the overall form of the grasp and allows realization of a variety of different grasp types. Due
to its simplicity it is furthermore easy to understand and people are able to immediately
predict the gripper finger positions.

The resulting overall teleoperation system composed of all mentioned components is of
superior performance and allows execution of a variety of different dextrous manipulation
tasks, that cannot be carried out using state-of-the-art teleoperation systems.

Beside this very complex teleoperation system, also a one DOF teleoperation system
consisting of two haptic interfaces and two virtual teleoperators is presented. Due to the
simple design, precise linear mathematical models of it can be derived, which allow the
analysis of principle effects in teleoperation systems. Thus, testing of control algorithms
is significantly simplified, as will be shown in the next chapter.
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4 Bilateral Control of Teleoperation Systems
using Admittance-Type Devices

The realization of an intuitive teleoperation system requires not only an adequate mecha-
tronic design, as already discussed in the prior chapters, but also the implementation of
appropriate control algorithms. While in chapter 2 controllers for the developed haptic
interface were analyzed, this chapter aims at extending this analysis to different control ar-
chitectures for bilateral teleoperation systems. In contrast to other works that mainly deal
with impedance-type devices, the focus of this chapter is on the analysis of different types
of bilateral control algorithms for teleoperation systems using admittance-type devices.

In a typical teleoperation scenario the human operator interacts with a variety of objects
which are characterized by different mechanical properties. This may include very stiff
objects as e.g. metal parts and tools, as well as very soft objects like tissues. Depending
on the actual task, the human operator also changes her/his behavior by e.g. adapting the
stiffness of her/his arm. While dextrous and fine manipulations are typically performed
with low stiffness, carrying or pushing of heavy objects requires higher stiffnesses. Thus,
one of the main challenges in telerobotics is the selection of control architectures and
control parameters, which are able to robustly stabilize the overall teleoperation system
despite changing environment and human operator impedances.

In this chapter different bilateral control architectures using admittance-type devices
are proposed and robust stability of these is investigated by using the parameter space
approach, which allows the analysis of uncertain systems with varying plant parameters.
While Sec. 4.1 starts with a description of basic components of a bilateral teleoperation
system and formulates demands on it, Sec. 4.2 introduces the proposed bilateral control
architectures. Sec. 4.3 explains the parameter space approach method and the usage of it
for controller design, as well as for robustness analysis. In Sec. 4.4 simple linear models for
human operator, human-system interface, teleoperator, as well as remote environment are
described, which are required for the stability analysis. The second part of this chapter
is devoted to the stability analysis of two different kinds of mechatronic teleoperation
systems. While corresponding simulation results are reported in Sec. 4.5, Sec. 4.6 validates
the used approach by investigating stability in real hardware experiments.

4.1 Bilateral Teleoperation Systems

Before going into detail, the typical structure of a bilateral teleoperation system and its
components are presented. Fig. 4.1 shows a bilateral teleoperation system formed by the
main components: human operator, human-system interface, communication channel, tele-
operator, and environment. As shown in this diagram, the single components interact with
each other and exchange information in form of energy. Hereby, human-system interface
and human operator are mechanically coupled. The same is true for teleoperator and re-
mote environment. Master and slave devices, however, which are commonly separated in
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their location, interact with each other over a communication channel. Depending on the
type and quality of this channel, algorithms have to deal with non-ideal network condi-
tions. In the context of this chapter only ideal communication channels with negligible
time-delay and packet loss are considered.

human

human

system

interface

tele-

operator

operator

remote

environment

communication

channel

(master)
(slave)

Figure 4.1: Bilateral teleoperation system

Basically two demands can be formulated on such a bilateral teleoperation system:

• Stability: Stability of a teleoperation system is a very crucial demand. Due to the
coupling of the single components and the corresponding energy exchange instability
can occur in a teleoperation system. These instabilities can e.g. cause oscillations
when interacting with remote environments so that no stable contact is possible.
Hence, one of the main goals when designing a teleoperation system is to realize
stable contact with different kinds of remote environments ranging from free space
to hard contact.

• Transparency: A telepresence system is transparent if the remote environment is
exactly displayed to the human operator without being affected by the dynamics of
human-system interface, teleoperator, as well as communication channel. This can
only be achieved if the two devices become “invisible” to the human operator and
an ideal communication channel is assumed. Several transparency measures have
been already defined in the literature: The most common ones are either based on
the comparison of positions and forces at operator and teleoperator side [139] or
the comparison of displayed and environmental impedance the human operator is
interacting with [77].

Typically these two demands are contradictory and cannot be met at the same time.
Thus, a compromise must be accepted, which either attaches more importance on stability
or transparency of the overall system.

In the following sections bilateral control architectures for admittance-type devices are
analyzed. Hereby, special attention is paid to find control parameters, which are able to
stabilize the overall system over a wide range of human operator and remote environment
impedances. The influence of the obtained control parameters on transparency is also
discussed.

4.2 Bilateral Control Architectures for Admittance-Type

Devices

Control architectures for bilateral teleoperation systems are commonly classified accord-
ing to the number and kind of variables transmitted between master and slave device,
see [57] for an overview. So called two-channel control architectures, whereby master and
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slave are connected with each other via two communication channels, represent possibly
the most popular bilateral controllers, see [71] for details. Hereby, forces/positions are ex-
changed between master and slave device and local position or force controllers are used.
While for impedance-type devices, which are characterized by very light-weight construc-
tions with low inertia and friction, high performance force controllers can be implemented,
for admittance-type devices, force control can only be realized with a very poor perfor-
mance [42, 128]. This is mainly due to the high dynamic properties and friction effects of
admittance-type devices, which can only be compensated by using some kind of low level
position controller. On this account, classical bilateral control architectures with local force
control are usually not very appropriate for teleoperation systems using admittance-type
master and slave devices.

Commonly admittance-type devices are controlled by using a so called position-based ad-
mittance control architecture, as already presented in chapter 2. The hereby implemented
low-level position controller compensates for the before mentioned non-linear effects. De-
pending on the application, such an architecture can be used either to render a target
dynamics as e.g. the mass of a tool or to achieve a certain compliant behavior when be-
ing in contact with the environment. In both cases the desired behavior is achieved by
implementing admittances in the form of simple mass-spring-damper systems

f = Mẍ + Bẋ + Cx, (4.1)

whereby x are positions, f are forces and M means the mass, B the damping and C the
stiffness matrix.

When rendering desired impedances, as shown in Fig. 4.2, the impedance is used to
implement a desired target dynamics, e.g. the dynamics of a tool, which is attached to
the end-effector. When trying to achieve a compliant behavior, however, as shown in
Fig. 4.3, the impedance is used to modulate the desired position xd, whereby the stiffness
parameter defines an upper bound of displayable stiffnesses. As reported later, in both
cases the impedance is lower bounded due to actuator limitations. For the sake of clarity
the Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 show block diagrams for one DOF only. The extension to multi
DOF is discussed later in this chapter.

controller

human/

environment

admittance
device

motion
fd f x

(Eq. 4.1)

Figure 4.2: Position-based admittance control used to render a target dynamics (Fa)

In view of the classical two-channel control architectures, position-based admittance
controllers can be implemented for master as well as slave devices and combined into a
teleoperation control architecture when positions and forces are exchanged. Observe that
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controller
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(Eq. 4.1)

Figure 4.3: Position-based admittance control used to achieve compliant behavior when being
in contact (Pa)

then ideal transparency can no longer be achieved as e.g. possible for a classical two-
channel force-position and position-force architecture. This is due to the implemented
desired master and slave impedances which affect transparency.

Taking this into account in principle four different basic bilateral control architectures
can be realized.

Position-position control (PP): Position-position control, see Fig. 4.4, is one of the old-
est bilateral teleoperation schemes. It is well known that this architecture is characterized
by a poor force and position tracking performance [9]. Performance of this architecture
is namely directly correlated to the implemented control parameters, which have to be
selected to guarantee stability for a wide range of remote environmental conditions. The
control law of a position-position controller is given as follows:

fm = Dxm (ẋdm − ẋm) + Kxm (xdm − xm) , (4.2)

fs = Dxs (ẋds − ẋs) + Kxs (xds − xs) , (4.3)

whereby high control parameters Kx and Dx result in a better performance, but cause
instability of the system. Further problems arise, when no task space controller is used
and only joint space controllers are available. Lowering the joint space control parameters
inevitably causes a low tracking performance in task space and a somewhat sluggish be-
havior of the teleoperation system. In order to overcome these limitations, the following
three alternative bilateral control schemes are analyzed:

Position-based admittance control with position-force exchange (FaPa): In the
position-based admittance control with position-force exchange, which is slightly adapted
from the control architecture introduced in [25], positions are sent from master to slave and
forces from slave to master, see Fig. 4.5. Admittance-type controllers are used to control
master as well as slave device. The corresponding control laws are given by

fm = Dxm (ẋdm − ẋm) + Kxm (xdm − xm) , (4.4)

fs = Dxs (ẋm − ẋds − ẋs) + Kxs (xm − xds − xs) , (4.5)

fss − fsm = mdmẍdm + bdmẋdm, (4.6)

fss = mdsẍds + bdsẋds + cdsxds (4.7)
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for master and slave. While at master side a sort of force control is implemented, at slave
side a compliant controller is realized. During free space motion only the master impedance
given by mdm and bdm is active, the slave side is controlled by a pure position controller.
In contact the slave impedance is also active and both controllers influence the impression
of the remote environment. It should particularly be noted that the stiffness parameter
cds defines an upper bound of displayable stiffnesses.

tele-

manipulatorcontroller

controller

human

motion

motion

environment

haptic

interface

fm

fs

xm

xs

(Eq. 4.3)

(Eq. 4.2)

master

slave

Figure 4.4: Position-position control (PP)

Position-based admittance control with force-position exchange (PaFa): The
position-based admittance control with force-position exchange represents the mirrored
version of the last presented control architecture: forces are sent from master to slave and
positions from slave to master. The corresponding control laws are given by

fm = Dxm (ẋs − ẋdm − ẋm) + Kxm (xs − xdm − xm) , (4.8)

fs = Dxs (ẋds − ẋs) + Kxs (xds − xs) , (4.9)

−fsm = mdmẍdm + bdmẋdm + cdmxdm, (4.10)

fss − fsm = mdsẍds + bdsẋds. (4.11)

Position-based admittance control with force-force exchange (FaFa): Finally, the
position-based admittance control with force-force exchange, see Fig. 4.7, is characterized
by a bilateral force-force exchange between master and slave. At both sides an admittance
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Figure 4.5: Position-based admittance control with position-force exchange (FaPa)

control strategy is implemented:

fm = Dxm (ẋdm − ẋm) + Kxm (xdm − xm) , (4.12)

fs = Dxs (ẋds − ẋs) + Kxs (xds − xs) , (4.13)

fss − fsm = mdẍdm + bdẋdm, (4.14)

fss − fsm = mdẍds + bdẋds. (4.15)

In order to guarantee position tracking, the same impedances given by the mass md and the
damping bd have to be implemented for master and slave. On this account, only two control
parameters have to be selected, which simplifies tuning of the controller significantly.

In the next section the parameter space approach, which is used to analyze stability of
the presented bilateral control architectures is introduced.

4.3 Parameter Space Approach

As already mentioned above, in a teleoperation system human and environment
impedances vary significantly over time. Thus, when analyzing stability of such a sys-
tem we have to deal with a plant with uncertain plant parameters p. As the parameters
are typically upper and lower bounded, the corresponding operating domain P can be
described as follows:

P =
{

p | pi ∈
[

p−i , p+
i

]

, i = 1, 2, ...., l
}

. (4.16)
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Figure 4.6: Position-based admittance control with force-position exchange (PaFa)

Typical approaches for the stability analysis of such uncertain systems are either based
on the passivity theorem [100], see e.g. [77, 82, 139], or the analysis of absolute stability
by using Llewellyns stability criteria [85], see [6, 52] for examples. But the drawback of
these approaches is that a passive human operator and remote environment have to be
assumed and no desired dynamics of the teleoperation system can be commanded. This
work aims to analyze stability by using the so called parameter space approach [5], which
allows the analysis of uncertain systems with varying plant parameters without assuming
passive behavior. It is used in the first step for controller design and in the second step for
robustness analysis. The parameter space approach has been already used in [74, 75] to
analyze stability of classical bilateral teleoperation controllers, but the investigations were
limited only to robustness analysis.

The parameter space method is based on the boundary crossing theorem of polynomials
stated by Frazer and Duncan [46]. Given the linear state space model

ẋ = Ax + Bu, (4.17)

y = Cx + Du,

and the corresponding characteristic polynomial

p (s,p) = det (sE − A) = 0, (4.18)

robust stability can be analyzed by mapping stability regions (further on referred as Γ-
regions) defined in the s-plane into the parameter space formed by l uncertain plant or
control parameters collected in the parameter vector p.

For Hurwitz stability e.g. the boundary of the Γ-region is given by

δΓ := {s | s = jω, 0 ≤ ω < ∞} . (4.19)
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Figure 4.7: Position-based admittance control with force-force exchange (FaFa)

According to the boundary crossing theorem, starting from a stable characteristic polyno-
mial p (s,p), a polynomial

p(s,p) = a0(p) + a1(p)s + · · · + an(p)sn = peven

(

s2,p
)

+ spodd

(

s2,p
)

(4.20)

with real coefficients ai (p) can only become unstable if the system crosses the stability
boundary. Depending on whether the stability boundary is crossed on the real axis, imag-
inary axis or at infinity, real root boundaries (RRB), complex root boundaries (CRB) and
infinite root boundaries (IRB) are distinguished, which can be computed as follows:

CRB : Re p (jω) = 0, Im p (jω) = 0, (4.21)

RRB : a0 (p) = 0, (4.22)

IRB : an (p) = 0. (4.23)

Mapping these boundaries into the parameter space requires solving (4.21) to (4.23) for the
parameter vector p = f(ω) and sweeping ω over real frequencies. This finally yields the
complete set of critical points which form the stability boundary in the parameter space.

Also other pole regions Γ defined by

δΓ :=
{

s | s = σ (λ) + jω (λ) , λ ∈
[

λ−, λ+
]}

(4.24)

can be considered, whereby λ means a generalized frequency. Also in this case a RRB,
CRB and IRB can be computed and mapped into the parameter space:

RRB : p (σ0,p) = 0 with σ0 the intersection point of the real axis with δΓ, (4.25)

IRB : lim
α→∞

p (σ (λ) + jω (λ) ,p) = 0, (4.26)

CRB : ΓCRB :=
{

p | p (σ (λ) + jω (λ) ,p) = 0, p (σ + jω) ∈ δΓ, λ ∈
[

λ−, λ+
]}

(4.27)
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4.4 Modelling of Teleoperation System

The parameter space method can be either used for controller design or for robustness
analysis, depending on whether the stability region is mapped into the parameter space of
control parameters or varying plant parameters.

Controller design: The stability boundaries are mapped into a plane formed by two
control parameters k1, k2. This allows determination of the set of control parameters for
which the system is Γ-stable. If a system with n control parameters is considered, n − 2
control parameters must be fixed to a certain value, while the rest can be gridded. For
each grid point the Γ-stability boundaries are computed and projected into the selected
parameter plane.

Designing a controller for an uncertain plant requires basically two steps: In the first
step, sets of stabilizing controllers for some representative operating points (typically the
vertices of the operating domain) have to be computed. The intersection of all these sets
guarantees Γ-stability for all representative operating points, but not necessarily for the
whole operating domain. After selection of appropriate control parameters, this has to be
verified in the second step by a robustness analysis.

Robustness analysis: The stability boundaries are mapped into a plane formed by two
varying plant parameters p1, p2. The system is robustly Γ-stable if the entire operating
domain is contained in the Γ-stable parameter set.

4.4 Modelling of Teleoperation System

To analyze stability of the teleoperation system by using the parameter space approach, a
state space model of the overall system including haptic interface, telemanipulator, human
and environment is needed. As the communication channel is assumed to be ideal, it is
neglected in this chapter. For the haptic interface as well as the human operator, the
already introduced models presented in Sec. 2.4.1 are used. Also the models for actua-
tor and sensor dynamics are the same as reported in Sec. 2.4.2. Finally, the models for
telemanipulator and remote environment are presented below.

4.4.1 Models for Telemanipulator and Remote Environment

The telemanipulator is modelled in a similar way as the haptic interface, whereby ms

means the telemanipulator mass, bs the telemanipulator damping, and fs the force applied
by the actuators. The environment the telemanipulator interacts with is modelled by a
mass-spring-damper model. The end-effector mass and load is modelled by mes, ce and be

denote the environmental stiffness and damping coefficient. The overall system is shown
in Fig. 4.8 and can be described by using the following differential equations:

0 = fs + fss − msẍs − bsẋs, (4.28)

0 = fss + mesẍs + beẋs + cexs.
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Figure 4.8: Model of telemanipulator and remote environment

4.5 Stability Analysis of Bilateral Teleoperation Systems

In this section, stability of the above presented control algorithms for bilateral teleoper-
ation is analyzed by using the parameter space approach. Hereby, firstly sets of control
parameters which stabilize the overall teleoperation system in characteristic points of the
operating domain are determined, and then a robustness analysis is carried out for one
selected set of control parameters.

The numerical stability analysis is carried out for two different types of teleoperation
systems: the linear one DOF teleoperation system already presented in Sec. 3.4, and
the multi DOF telemanipulation system described in Sec. 3.1. In order to simplify the
analysis of the multi DOF system, dynamic compensation of the cross couplings between
the linkages is assumed, so that each DOF can be evaluated separately. This can be
achieved by using a CT controller as already introduced in Sec. 2.3. Moreover, in order
to reduce the number of control parameters, the low level position controllers are assumed
to be already tuned. They are selected in such a way that aperiodic transient responses
are achieved. For both systems simulations using the before presented models have been
carried out. The corresponding model parameters used for simulation are reported in
appendix C.

All simulations were performed for a three-dimensional operating domain P formed by
the varying parameters: environment stiffness ce ∈ [0 10 000] N/m, environment damping
be ∈ [0 200] Ns/m, and load mass mes ∈ [mmin

es mmin
es + 1] kg, see Fig. 4.9. This assump-

tion is made because in a teleoperation system the operator can interact with different
kinds of environments, ranging from free space to hard contact. In addition, the operator
can grasp objects, which has to be considered in the model. On this account a varying
load mass mes is introduced, whereby the lower bound is given by the end-effector mass
mmin

es only.

In the following sections, results of the numerical stability analysis for the above pre-
sented bilateral teleoperation control schemes are reported.

4.5.1 Linear one DOF Device

In the first step, stability of the linear one DOF device is analyzed. Due to its simple
mechanical design, device parameters, which are necessary for simulation, can be deter-
mined relatively exactly, see Table C.3. While the mass of each carriage and end-effector
is measured, the damping coefficient is estimated by system identification and the motor
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mes
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be

Figure 4.9: Operating domain formed by the varying plant parameters environment stiffness,
environment damping, and end-effector mass (including load mass)

time-constant is taken from the technical data sheet. Finally, the force filter constant is
selected to provide a good signal to noise ratio. In the coming paragraphs, basic simulation
results for this device are collected and discussed in detail.

Position-based Admittance Control with Position-Force Exchange (FaPa)

Using the position-based admittance control with position-force exchange five control pa-
rameters mdm, bdm, mds, bds, and cds have to be selected to guarantee stability of the
overall teleoperation system. Hereby, mdm, bdm mostly affect the free space behavior and
mds, bds, cds the impression of contact. Further, it is known that due to the admittance-
type control the minimum target inertia of the master device is bounded by stability, see
Sec. 2.4. On this account mdm has been set to a value which stabilizes the haptic interface,
when used in standalone mode. In order to further reduce the number of control param-
eters cds=1 000 N/m has been fixed. It should be noted that the stiffness parameter cds

mainly influences the perception of stiff environments since it introduces an upper bound
for displayable stiffnesses. Thus, it should be selected carefully.

In the first step, Hurwitz stability is analyzed. Fig. 4.10 shows the resulting stability
boundaries which are mapped into the mds, bds plane, whereby bdm is gridded. Each of
the lines represent a set of stability margins determined for one of the eight vertices of
the operating domain, see Fig. 4.9. The intersection of all these sets describes control
parameters which stabilize all representative operating points. In order to distinguish
stable and non-stable regions it is enough to check stability of an arbitrary point per region.
If the point is stable, then, according to the boundary crossing theorem of polynomials, all
control parameters in this region stabilize all representative operating points. As can be
seen an increasing damping factor at master side increases the set of stabilizing controllers.

Fig. 4.11 further shows the influence of different values of the force-torque filter constants.
With increasing filter constant the stability region decreases. This again implies that high
quality force-torque sensors with low noise level should be used.
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Finally, Fig. 4.12 (left) shows the dependency on the human arm impedance, whereby
lowering the impedance significantly reduces the set of stabilizing controllers. Again, select-
ing one controller out of the set of stabilizing controllers (*) allows robust Γ-stabilization
of the teleoperation system in representative operating points, despite varying human arm
impedance. When selecting this controller the smallest possible damping at operator site
should be chosen since this parameter directly affects the impression of the remote envi-
ronment and reduces transparency of the overall teleoperation system. To finally check if
the selected controller not only stabilizes the representative operating points, but also the
whole operating domain, a robustness analysis must be performed, see Fig. 4.12 (right). As
can be seen, the selected controller allows to robustly Γ-stabilize the teleoperation system
since the entire operating domain is enclosed by the Γ-stability margins. Hereby each line
stays for lower and upper bound of the end-effector mass mes.

After implementing this controller in the real hardware setup, a relatively low damped
behavior could be observed when touching stiff environments. On this account, the analysis
presented before has been carried out again for a new Γ-region as shown in Fig. 4.17. This
new Γ-region guarantees a certain damping d = −σi/ω0 of the overall system. Fig. 4.13
(left) shows the results in the control parameter plane, Fig. 4.13 (right) the results of the
robustness analysis. Although a relatively small damping has been selected, the set of
stabilizing controllers is significantly reduced. Increasing the damping even further would
cause a dramatical reduction of stabilizing controller sets. Summarizing it can be stated
that a certain amount of slave damping and a low slave mass have to be implemented
in order to guarantee a good damped behavior, otherwise the interaction with stiff envi-
ronments would inevitably cause oscillations. A further very interesting result is that the
damping parameter bds is not only lower, but also upper bounded, which indicates that
introducing more damping into the teleoperation system does not always help to robustly
stabilize it.

Position-based Admittance Control with Force-Position Exchange (PaFa)

Again five control parameters mdm, bdm, cdm, mds, bds have to be selected in order to
guarantee Γ-stabilizing behavior. The same principle as presented above is used to reduce
the number of variable control parameters: mds is selected to stabilize the telemanipulator
alone and cdm is fixed.

The results gained from the parameter space approach are shown in Fig. 4.14. The bigger
the slave damping bds, the larger is the set of stabilizing control parameters. Fig. 4.15 shows
the stability margins dependent on the human arm impedance. In contrast to the before
presented architecture, smaller human operator impedances have a stabilizing effect on the
overall teleoperation system.

In order to be able to manipulate objects and to interact with different kind of
impedances, a well damped behavior of the overall system is necessary. Thus, the in-
fluence of the required damping on the control parameters is analyzed in Fig. 4.16. Again
a Γ-region with damping d = −0.1 is selected and the stability margins are plotted. The
analysis shows that the region of stabilizing controllers is significantly reduced. Especially
for high human arm impedances the overall system can only be robustly Γ-stabilized if
small values for the master mass mdm and a certain amount of damping bdm are selected,
whereby also an upper bound on this damping parameter must be taken into account.
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vertices of the operating domain in the
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Figure 4.12: FaPa architecture (linear one DOF device): Stability boundaries of the ver-
tices of the operating domain in the (mds, bds)-plane and robustness analysis in the
(be, ce)-plane for a varying human arm impedance α (mdm = 3 kg, bdm = 10 Ns/m,
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Figure 4.13: FaPa architecture (linear one DOF device): Stability boundaries of the vertices of
the operating domain in the (mds, bds)-plane and robustness analysis in the (be, ce)-plane
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Figure 4.15: PaFa architecture (linear one DOF device): Stability boundaries of the ver-
tices of the operating domain in the (mdm, bdm)-plane and robustness analysis in the
(be, ce)-plane for a varying human arm impedance α ( mds = 3 kg, bds = 60 Ns/m,
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Figure 4.16: PaFa architecture (linear one DOF device): Stability boundaries of the vertices
of the operating domain in the (mdm, bdm)-plane and robustness analysis in the (be, ce)-
plane for a damping of d = −0.1 and varying human arm impedance α (mds = 3 kg,
bds = 60 Ns/m, cdm = 1 000 N/m).
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Please note that all obtained results for this architecture are somhow dual to the position-
based admittance control architecture with position-force exchange.

Position-based Admittance Control with Force-Force Exchange (FaFa)

Using a position-based admittance control with force-force exchange, position tracking
can only be guaranteed if equal desired impedances are selected at master, as well as slave
side. Thus, the number of control parameters can be reduced to a minimum of two variable
parameters md, bd.

The result is shown in Fig. 4.18 (left). Selecting a desired mass md, in general a cer-
tain amount of damping bd is necessary to Γ-stabilize the system. There is only a very
small area where a desired mass md stabilizes the system without implementing additional
damping. The parameter md should be selected at least so large that haptic interface
and telemanipulator are stable when they are operated alone. Fig. 4.18 (right) shows the
stability boundaries in the be, ce-plane. It can be seen that the selected control parameters
stabilize the overall operating domain. Finally, selecting a Γ-region with damping d = −0.1
a certain amount of damping is necessary to Γ-stabilize the system when being in contact
with stiff remote environments, see Fig. 4.19.

jω

ω0

σσi

ωi

Figure 4.17: Γ-region with damping d = −σi/ω0
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Figure 4.18: FaFa architecture (linear one DOF device): Stability boundaries of the vertices
of the operating domain in the (md, bd)-plane and robustness analysis in the (be, ce)-plane
(α = 1, md = 3 kg, bd = 10 Ns/m).
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Figure 4.19: FaFa architecture (linear one DOF device): Stability boundaries of the vertices
of the operating domain in the (md, bd)-plane and robustness analysis in the (be, ce)-plane
for a damping of d = −0.1 (α = 1, md = 3 kg, bd = 60 Ns/m).
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4.5.2 ViSHaRD10 - Dual Arm Telemanipulator

The same analysis as for the one degree of freedom system has been carried out for the
teleoperation system presented in Sec. 3.1. The system consists of a redundant haptic
interface as well as a redundant telemanipulator. Again, different control algorithms are
analyzed.

Position-based Admittance Control with Position-Force Exchange (FaPa)

The results of the Hurwitz-stability analysis are shown in Fig. 4.20. Comparing the result
with the prior achieved results for the one DOF teleoperation system, the set of stabilizing
controllers is a bit bigger, but the stability margins look similar. Considering a Γ-region
with damping d = −0.1, again the same behavior as already found for the one DOF
teleoperation system can be observed: To stabilize the overall system a small value for the
slave mass mds and a certain amount of slave damping bds have to be implemented, see
Fig. 4.22. Hereby again an upper bound on the slave damping bds has to be taken into
account. Further, in contrary to the one DOF system, not only an upper bound, but also a
lower bound on the slave mass mds was found, which is mainly due to actuator limitations.

Position-based Admittance Control with Force-Position Exchange (PaFa)

The results gained from the parameter space approach are shown in Fig. 4.21. Again the
same form of stability margins as already observed in the one DOF teleoperation system
were found, whereby smaller human operator impedances enlarge the set of stabilizing
controllers. If considering further a Γ-region with damping d = −0.1, also for this setup a
relatively high master damping bdm and low master mass mdm have to be implemented to
guarantee robust stability. In contrast to the architecture presented before the unstable
region close to zero, which is mainly due to the actuator limitations, is more developed.
Summarizing, dual to the position-based admittance control with position-force exchange,
upper and lower bounds on the master mass and damping coefficients exist.

Position-based Admittance Control with Force-Force Exchange (FaFa)

For the position-based admittance control with force-force exchange the result is shown
in Fig. 4.24. It can be observed that a single mass is enough to stabilize the overall
teleoperation system, a small damping, however, enhances stability. Hereby, md should be
selected at least so large that haptic interface and telemanipulator are stable when they
are operated alone. Fig. 4.24 (right) shows the stability boundaries in the be, ce-plane. It
can be seen that the selected control parameters stabilize the overall operating domain.
Finally, selecting a Γ-region with damping d = −0.1, similar to the one DOF teleoperation
system, a certain amount of damping is necessary to Γ-stabilize the system when in contact
with stiff remote environments, see Fig. 4.25.
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Figure 4.20: FaPa architecture (ViSHaRD10- dual arm telemanipulator): Stability bound-
aries of the vertices of the operating domain in the (mds, bds)-plane and robustness
analysis in the (be, ce)-plane for α = 0.1 (mdm = 6 kg, bdm = 0 Ns/m, mds = 1 kg,
bds = 50 Ns/m, cds = 600 N/m).
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Figure 4.21: PaFa architecture (ViSHaRD10- dual arm telemanipulator): Stability bound-
aries of the vertices of the operating domain in the (mdm, bdm)-plane and robustness
analysis in the (be, ce)-plane for α = 1 (mdm = 1 kg, bdm = 100 Ns/m, mds = 6 kg,
bds = 20 Ns/m, cdm = 600 N/m).
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Figure 4.22: FaPa architecture (ViSHaRD10- dual arm telemanipulator): Stability bound-
aries of the vertices of the operating domain in the (mds, bds)-plane and robustness analysis
in the (be, ce)-plane for a damping of d = −0.1 (α = 0.1, mdm = 6 kg, bdm = 20 Nm/s,
mds = 1 kg, bds = 80 Ns/m, cds = 600 N/m).
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Figure 4.23: PaFa architecture (ViSHaRD10- dual arm telemanipulator): Stability bound-
aries of the vertices of the operating domain in the (mdm, bdm)-plane and robustness analy-
sis in the (be, ce)-plane for a damping of d = −0.1 (α = 1, mdm = 2 kg, bdm = 200 Nm/s,
cdm = 600 N/m, mds = 6 kg, bds = 20 Nm/s).
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Figure 4.24: FaFa architecture (ViSHaRD10- dual arm telemanipulator): Stability bound-
aries of the vertices of the operating domain in the (md, bd)-plane and robustness analysis
in the (be, ce)-plane (α = 1, md = 6 kg, bd = 10 Ns/m).
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Figure 4.25: FaFa architecture (ViSHaRD10- dual arm telemanipulator): Stability bound-
aries of the vertices of the operating domain in the (md, bd)-plane and robustness analysis
in the (be, ce)-plane a damping of d = −0.1 (α = 1, md = 6 kg, bd = 100 Ns/m).
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4.5.3 Summary

In the prior sections, robust stability of different bilateral control architectures has been
analyzed by using the parameter space approach and guidelines for the control parameter
selection were derived. Table 4.1 summarizes again the main obtained results.

Table 4.1: Boundaries imposed by robust stability on admittance parameters of local controllers
para- control architecture
meters FaPa PaFa FaFa

mdm lower limit {lower and} upper limit lower limit
bdm bdm ↑ ⇒ lower and upper limit lower limit

set of stabilizing controllers ↑
mds {lower and} upper limit lower limit lower limit
bds lower and upper limit bds ↑ ⇒ lower limit

set of stabilizing controllers ↑
α α ↑ ⇒ α ↑ ⇒ α ↑ ⇒

set of stabilizing controllers ↑ set of stabilizing controllers ↓ set of stabilizing controllers ↓

It can be seen that for all analyzed control architectures robust stabilizing control pa-
rameter sets could be found. Hereby the form of the found stability boundaries do not
differ significantly among different analyzed teleoperation systems. Thus, it can be con-
cluded that the obtained results are generalizable, even though the exact numerical values
are valid only for the special analyzed systems.

Comparing the results of the position-based admittance control with position-force ex-
change (FaPa) with the results of the position-based admittance control with force-position
exchange (PaFa) a dual behavior can be observed. Boundaries found for the master param-
eters of one architecture can be found also for the slave parameters of the other architecture.
Very interesting is further that at the side of the compliant controllers the mass and damp-
ing parameters have to be selected out of a certain interval as lower and upper bounds are
imposed on these parameters as shows the stability analysis. This indicates for example
that increasing the damping in the local compliant controllers does not necessarily improve
robust stability of the overall teleoperation system. Concerning the mass parameter, only
very small values guarantee a well damped behavior of the overall teleoperation system,
whereby also a lower bound on this parameter, due to actuator limitations, has to be taken
into account. Finally, an increasing human operator impedance was found to increase the
set of stabilizing controllers for the FaPa architecture, while the same behavior resulted in
a decrease of the set of stabilizing controllers for the PaFa architecture.

The position-based admittance control architecture with force-force exchange resulted
to be very easy to tune as only two control parameters have to be selected and only lower
bounds on the single control parameters have to be taken into account. This simplifies the
selection of appropriate control parameters significantly. In detail the following guidelines
for control parameter selection were found: Depending on the mass distribution in the
teleoperation system, the overall system can be stabilized by implementing either a desired
mass only or a certain combination of mass and damping coefficient, whereby increasing
the damping coefficient allows to achieve a well damped behavior. Finally, an increasing
human operator impedance led to a reduction of stabilizing control parameter sets.

Comparing the architectures from a performance point of view, the position-based ad-
mittance control with position-force exchange achieves the best transparency as only low
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admittance parameters are necessary at operator side. The position-based admittance
control with force-force exchange, however, is much easier to tune, because of the limited
number of control parameters. For a multi-d.o.f. system this is of special importance,
as the number of parameters increases with each motion possibility and already selected
parameters for one degree of motion can influence the others.

4.6 Experimental Evaluation

To verify the obtained simulation results, the presented control architectures are imple-
mented in the real hardware setup and interactions with different kind of remote environ-
ments are tested. As the results are similar for both kind of analyzed teleoperation systems,
only results obtained with the multi-DOF system are reported in this section. But before
going into detail, the above presented control architectures have to be extended to mul-
tiple DOF, which requires taking into account some specialties reported in the following
sections.

4.6.1 Quaternion-based Admittance Control

In the first step, the before analyzed control architectures have to be implemented for a
6 DOF teleoperation system using the already presented redundant haptic interfaces as
well as telemanipulator arms. This involves the implementation of desired impedances for
translational, as well as rotational motions.

For the translational part desired impedances can be implemented in form of simple
mass-spring-damper systems

f = M pẍdc + Bpẋdc + Cpxdc, (4.29)

where f denotes the Cartesian force, M p, Bp and Cp are inertia, damping and stiffness
matrices and ẍdc, ẋdc and xdc acceleration, velocity and displacement.

While forward integration of (4.29) is straightforward and does not pose any difficulty,
the implementation of a corresponding rotational impedance is problematic and requires
special attention.

Rotational motion is naturally described by the torque µ and rotational velocity ω.
The problem is that the simple integral

∫

ωdt does not have a physical meaning and is
unsuitable for the description of the rotational displacement and rotational stiffness. The
commonly used three parameter orientation representations (Euler angles, RPY angles,
etc.) are also unsuitable due to the algebraic singularities at certain workspace points (see
[121] and chapter 2), and geometric inconsistency with the rotational velocity. On this
account the unit quaternion Q = {η, ε}, as a singularity-free representation, is chosen, see
[20]. The rotational impedance is then given by

µ = M oω̇dc + Boωdc + Coεdc, (4.30)

where M o,Bo, and Co are virtual Cartesian inertia, damping and stiffness matrices for
the orientation with

Co = 2ET (η, ε) C
′

o, (4.31)

E = ηI − S (ε) . (4.32)
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The operator S (·) hereby performs the cross product between two (3 x 1) vectors, and
the rotational velocity and the unit quaternion are related by the following quaternion
propagation rule

η̇ = −
1

2
εT ω, (4.33)

ε̇ =
1

2
E (η, ε) ω. (4.34)

All control architectures presented below, use this type of impedance implementation.

4.6.2 Redundancy Resolution

As redundant manipulators are used as haptic interface and telemanipulator, adequate
redundancy resolution schemes must be adopted. At master side, redundancy is solved
by using an inverse kinematic algorithm based on Pseudoinverse control, as presented in
Sec. 2.3.3. The redundancy of the telemanipulator arms is solved by using an augmented
task space formulation. One of the serious problems in Pseudoinverse-based control is
namely the non-repeatability of the joint motion and the inability to specify the self motion
in an open way. While at the operator site the self-motion does not affect the manipulation
performance, at the teleoperator site a predictable manipulator motion is very important.
On this account, a position-based inverse kinematics using an extended task space formu-
lation is used [121, 167]. Hereby, the task space vector x is extended with a vector lying in
the null space of the Jacobian, so that the Jacobian becomes square and can be inverted.
To extend the task space formulation, an additional equation must be formulated which
constrains the variety of possible motion possibilities. In this work, an additional equation
for the elbow angle θ of the telemanipulator is used as such a constraint xE = [x, θ]T . In
case the elbow angle of the human operator can be measured, it can be used as an input
for the inverse kinematics, otherwise the elbow angle can be set to a constant value.

4.6.3 Overall Control Structure

The block diagram of a position-based admittance control with position-force exchange
shown in Fig. 4.26 is exemplary for all bilateral control architectures, and combines the
control of haptic input device and telemanipulator to a two-channel architecture. While
for the haptic interface admittance control is used to render a target dynamics, for the
telemanipulator admittance control is used to achieve a compliant behavior when being
in contact with the environment. Desired positions are sent to the telemanipulator and
the measured interaction forces are fed back to the operator site. For the purpose of
solving redundancy at teleoperator site, an additional parameter for the elbow angle has
to be provided, as mentioned above. On this account, the elbow motion of the human
operator has to be tracked and used as an input to the inverse kinematics. To keep the
measurements simple and to avoid additional tracking equipment, a constant elbow angle
θd = 0 is used in the following experiments.

All other bilateral control architectures are implemented analogously.
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Figure 4.26: Overall teleoperation control architecture of a position-based admittance control
with position-force exchange

4.6.4 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup, see Fig. 4.27, consists of the haptic input device ViSHaRD10,
the 7 DOF slave manipulator and the stereo vision system already introduced in Sec. 3.1.
According to the bilateral control structure, position and force information is exchanged.
The devices communicate over a UDP network with a sampling rate of 1kHz, which is the
same as for the local loop control. To make the experiments simple the elbow angle θ is
kept constant.

The experiment consists of the following two tasks:

• tracking of free space motion

• haptic exploration of different materials (soft and stiff)

slavemaster

force/position

vision

position/force

HMD

stereo camera head

ViSHaRD10 7 DOF telemanipulator

Figure 4.27: Experimental setup consisting of haptic interface ViSHaRD10, dual arm tele-
manipulator and stereo-vision system
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4.6.5 Experimental Results

The following paragraphs report the obtained experimental results for the above introduced
control architectures. To realize a uniform behavior for all directions, diagonal mass,
stiffness and damping matrices M p/o = Mp/oE, Dp/o = Dp/oE, Cp/o = Cp/oE have been
selected.

Position-based Admittance Control with Force-Position Exchange (FaPa)

Using a position-based admittance control with force-position exchange architecture, the
reference position of the teleoperator is modified according to (4.29) and (4.30). Con-
sequently, transparency is influenced by the parameter settings of the slave impedance
control. The stiffer the impedance control of the slave, the smaller the position deviation
and the better the real environment impedance is reproduced. But this stays in contrast
to the stability behavior of the overall system.

Transparency is also affected by the master control, since perfect transparency requires
the master mass to be set to zero. However, this is not possible because the minimum
target inertia of the haptic interface is bounded by stability, see Sec. 2.4. Thus, in free
space motion a minimal mass and inertia necessary for stability of the master control can
be felt.

Fig. 4.28 shows the position and force tracking performance during haptic explo-
ration of different materials. Hereby, the control parameters were selected according to
Fig. 4.22 to guarantee a damped behavior of the overall system. Thus, a slave damping
of Bp = 200 Nm/s, Bo = 10 Nms/rad and a slave inertia of Mp = 2 kg, Mo = 0.1 kgm2

have been implemented. Due to the lower bound of the master inertia, a relatively high
rotational master inertia of Mo = 0.5 kgm2 was necessary.

The shaded areas indicate the contact phases. One can see that during free space motion
the position tracking of the slave arm works very well, while in contact, as a consequence of
the implemented impedance controller, the slave position differs from the master position.
It should be noted that as the force tracking is very good, this position displacement
influences the displayed and felt environmental impedance in such a way that hard objects
are perceived softer than they are. As the master controller is of admittance type which
reacts on the human force input, small forces during free space motion are necessary to
change the actual end-effector position. Ideal transparency would require zero measured
forces.

Finally, Fig. 4.29 shows the force tracking performance when selecting a high slave
inertia. According to Fig. 4.22 this would cause a low damped behavior of the overall
system. As can be observed in the measurements, low damped oscillations occur when
coming in contact with the remote environment. In particular, contact with hard objects
results in high frequency oscillations.

Position-based Admittance Control with Position-Force Exchange (PaFa)

Using a position-based admittance control with position-force exchange, similar measure-
ment results as already obtained with the mirrored version emerge. Since master and slave
impedance are active in free space motion and contact, both impedances deteriorate the
impression of the remote environment simultaneously. Fig. 4.30 shows the position and
force tracking performance, whereby the admittance parameters were selected according
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to Fig. 4.23. Thus, a certain amount of master damping and a small master inertia have
been implemented. The selection of a high master inertia causes low damped behavior,
as can be observed in Fig. 4.31. While contact with stiff remote environments caused
no problems when selecting appropriate admittance parameters, during free space motion
subjects reported a somewhat joggling behavior when interacting with the haptic interface.
This effect might be ascribed to the small deadband introduced in the force measurement
of master and slave device to compensate for modelling errors in the gravity compensation
of the end-effectors.

Position-based Admittance Control with Force-Force Exchange (FaFa)

Finally, the results for the position-based admittance control with force-force exchange are
reported. As Fig. 4.25 shows, robust stability is guaranteed if a certain amount of inertia
and damping are implemented for master as well as slave device. For the experiments an
inertia of Mp = 6 kg and Mo = 0.2 kgm2 have been selected. Fig. 4.32 and Fig. 4.33
show measurement results for a high and low value of implemented damping. If contact
with stiff remote environments is considered, the low damping case shows a larger settling
time than the high damping case. On the other hand, the force tracking error during
free space motion is larger in the high damping case. This indicates that the selection of
an appropriate damping coefficient means to accept a compromise between stability and
transparency of the overall teleoperation system.
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Figure 4.28: FaPa architecture: force and position tracking
(master: Mp = 10 kg, Bp = 20 Nm/s, Cp = 0 N/m, Mo = 0.5 kgm2, Bo = 0.1 Nms/rad,
Co = 0 Nm/rad, slave: Mp = 2 kg, Bp = 200 Nm/s, Cp = 600 N/m, Mo = 0.1 kgm2,
Bo = 10 Nms/rad, Co = 100 Nm/rad)
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Figure 4.29: FaPa architecture: force and position tracking for low damped behavior
(master: Mp = 10 kg, Bp = 20 Nm/s, Cp = 0 N/m, Mo = 0.5 kgm2, Bo = 0.1 Nms/rad,
Co = 0 Nm/rad , slave: Mp = 20 kg, Bp = 200 Nm/s, Cp = 600 N/m, Mo = 1 kgm2,
Bo = 10 Nms/rad, Co = 100 Nm/rad)
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Figure 4.30: PaFa architecture: force and position tracking
(master: Mp = 2 kg, Bp = 200 Nm/s, Cp = 600 N/m, Mo = 0.1 kgm2,
Bo = 10 Nms/rad, Co = 100 Nm/rad, slave: Mp = 10 kg, Bp = 20 Nm/s, Cp = 0 N/m,
Mo = 0.5 kgm2, Bo = 0.1 Nms/rad, Co = 0 Nm/rad)
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Figure 4.31: PaFa architecture: force and position tracking for low damped behavior
(master: Mp = 20 kg, Bp = 200 Nm/s, Cp = 600 N/m, Mo = 1 kgm2,
Bo = 10 Nms/rad, Co = 100 Nm/rad, slave: Mp = 10 kg, Bp = 20 Nm/s, Cp = 0 N/m,
Mo = 0.5 kgm2, Bo = 0.1 Nms/rad, Co = 0 Nm/rad)
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Figure 4.32: FaFa architecture: force and position tracking
(Mp = 6 kg, Bp = 70 Nm/s, Mo = 0.2 kgm2, Bo = 1 Nms/rad)
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Figure 4.33: FaFa architecture: force and position tracking for low damped behavior
(Mp = 6 kg, Bp = 10 Nm/s, Mo = 0.2 kgm2, Bo = 0.1 Nms/rad)
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4.7 Discussion

Beside mechatronic design criteria, the selection of an appropriate control architecture also
significantly contributes to the quality of a telerobotic system. The control of a teleop-
eration system differs from many other control applications as many parameters are not
constant and thus cannot be determined by extraction from CAD data, technical data
sheets or by the application of classical methods of system identification. The control of
a telerobotic system requires dealing with a highly variable operating domain as human
operator and remote environment impedance change significantly over time. On this ac-
count, one of the main challenges in telerobotics is the selection of robustly stable control
architectures and control parameters. In the selection of these typically a compromise
between the two basic demands, namely stability and transparency, must be accepted.

In this chapter, a stability analysis for different types of bilateral teleoperation control
architectures was carried out. While most existing publications in this field focus on
control algorithms for impedance-type devices, this work analyzed different bilateral control
algorithms for teleoperation systems using admittance-type devices. Their robust stability
was investigated by using the parameter space approach, which allows the analysis of
uncertain systems with varying plant parameters. The main advantage of this method is
that in contrast to other approaches known in the literature, no passive human operator or
remote environment have to be assumed and a desired dynamics of the overall teleoperation
system can be guaranteed. Simple varying impedance models with varying parameters
were used instead. In addition, effects as actuator and sensor dynamics were considered
by simply incorporating them in the dynamical equations.

The performed stability analysis and the corresponding experimental results showed
that for all considered control architectures robustly stabilizing control parameters could
be found. Hereby, the best performance could be achieved by using a position-based admit-
tance control with position-force exchange, as transparency was affected the least. Much
easier to tune because of only two variable control parameters however, was a position-
based admittance controller with force-force exchange. This feature is of special importance
if control parameters for systems with multiple DOF have to be selected.

Although the obtained specific numerical results are only valid for the analyzed teleop-
eration system, the form of the stability regions is generalizable and holds also for other
admittance-type teleoperation systems controlled by the same proposed control architec-
tures.

So far, always all available DOF of a teleoperation system have been freed. In order
to further improve the interaction with the developed systems, it should be analyzed
how humans utilize these DOF and whether the number of freed DOF should be varied
dependent on the actual task to be performed. This questions will be addressed in the
next chapter.
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5 Experimental Evaluation: Effects of Varied
Human Movement Control on Task
Performance and Feeling of Telepresence

In the prior chapters a highly integrated teleoperation system has been presented, which
allows execution of a huge variety of different manipulation tasks. Tasks requiring only a
few DOF, as well as tasks requiring all six DOF can be easily performed. The redundancy
in the manipulators allows hereby realization of telemanipulator movements similar to that
of the human arm movements and takes care of singularity avoidance.

To improve the feeling of telepresence when interacting with this teleoperation system,
a variety of mechatronic design guidelines have been proposed and appropriate control ar-
chitectures have been implemented. This chapter aims at further improving this feeling by
considering also human factors in the development process. Our special interest concen-
trates on how varied human movement control can contribute to increase task performance
and feeling of telepresence.

Previous research showed that humans perform translational movements more efficiently
than rotational movements and that humans group available DOF to coordinated motoric
units. Hence known design guidelines for teleoperation systems suggest providing only
those movement dimensions which are required to complete a task, because this would
lead to a better task performance. But it is still unclear how this would affect the feeling
of telepresence and whether human movement control is really driven by task performance.
As shown below, two different consequences can be drawn from findings in the literature.
If human movement control is driven by task performance, telepresence can be increased
by restricting the number of available DOF to the absolutely necessary ones, but if it is
driven by intuition, this would decrease telepresence. In order to test these to views against
each other and to derive appropriate design guidelines, a telemanipulation experiment with
varying freed DOF is conducted. One of the questions is hereby how humans utilize DOF
provided by the human-system interface and whether human movement control is driven
by intuition or task performance. To answer these questions the effects of varied human
movement control on task performance and feeling of telepresence are analyzed.

In the first step the state-of-the-art in the field of human movement control is reviewed.
Depending on the reported findings, adequate hypotheses are derived and collected in
Sec. 5.3. Sec. 5.4 explains the method used for the analysis and finally Sec. 5.5 reports on
the obtained results.

5.1 Definitions

Before going into detail, some explanations for the terms varied human movement control,
task performance and feeling of telepresence are given.
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Varied human movement control: In three-dimensional space, human movement con-
trol can be described by six DOF, consisting of three translational and three rotational
DOF as shown in Fig. 5.1. In a teleoperation system the human operator controls a remote

α (roll)

β (pitch)

γ (yaw)

z

y

x

Figure 5.1: Translational and rotational degrees of freedom x, y, z, α, β, γ

teleoperator via a haptic interface. Depending on the type of haptic interface and telema-
nipulator, different numbers of DOF are provided for human movement control. Using an
advanced telemanipulation system, as described in Sec. 3.1, that enables manipulations in
all six DOF, the number of freed DOF (from one to six) can be modified by control. This
allows analysis of the effects of varied human movement control on task performance and
feeling of telepresence.

Task performance: Task performance is a measure for efficiency and quality of a per-
formed task. In [35] task performance is defined as learning success and the execution of
a learned behavior. Despite the measurement of task performance being strongly related
to the specific task, most measures concentrate on the accuracy or task completion time.
Some typical task performance measures for different modalities are discussed in [91].

Telepresence: Telepresence describes the “sense of being there” in the remote environ-
ment even when one is physically situated at operator site [91, 136]. Subjective and objec-
tive presence measures are distinguished in the literature [61, 105]: Subjective measures
include rating scales, subjective reports, paired comparisons and crossmodality matchings.
Objective measures are more concentrated on the measurement of physiological (e.g. heart
rate, skin temperature, electrodermal activity, eye motion) or behavioral responses (e.g.
reflexive motor acts) of the human operator.

5.2 State-of-the-Art

Early studies about human movement control often showed poor human performance,
which has been attributed to the lack of humans’ ability to coordinate movements in
multiple DOF. Especially for tracking tasks with multiple DOF control devices, it has
been reported that high human coordination performance in one dimension leads to more
tracking errors in at least one other dimension [41, 47, 114]. From these results it was
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concluded that for human operators the ability of goal-oriented coordination of multiple
DOF is limited.

Conversely, later multi-degree of freedom tracking studies showed that this limited ability
of coordination found in earlier studies was likely due to the restrictions of human-system
interfaces at that time. With well designed interfaces, human operators were able to
integrate and control both translational and rotational movements simultaneously [34, 88,
144, 145].

Aside from this ability of simultaneous coordination, some researchers found that it
was much easier for subjects to control translational than rotational movements. Thus,
translational movements could be performed more efficiently than rotational movements,
whereas the degree of efficiency depended not only on humans’ coordination abilities, but
also on the task and the respective human-system interface [34, 134, 143].

In addition, it is known that humans control their motoric subgroups in such a way that
as few DOF as possible are involved in performing a task. The composition of these so
called coordinated motoric units has been referred to as the degrees-of-freedom problem
[16, 125].

Design guidelines arising from these results suggest that in telepresence and teleac-
tion systems, the human-system interface should only provide those movement dimensions
which are required to complete a task successfully. Furthermore, it has been advised to
give as much visual depth information as possible to the human operator, since with an
increasing number of visual depth cues, a better movement coordination has been found
[34].

However, from the research regarding human movement control it stays unclear how
especially rotational DOF which are provided by a human-system interface are utilized
by a human operator. Because coordination and integration of both translational and
rotational movements are possible, rotary motions can be regarded as general motion
units of humans. According to this view, rotational movements are performed intuitively
by the human operator without considering the efficiency of task performance (cf. [86]).
Optimization of task performance by restricting the number of DOF of the human-system
interface would consequently lead to a worse feeling of telepresence. With regard to the
finding that rotary motions are less efficient performed than translational movements, it
can be suggested that rotational movements are generally avoided by a human operator to
achieve a better task performance. Thus, restricting the number of DOF would result in
a better feeling of telepresence and in a more intuitive usage of the teleoperation system.

In order to test these two views against each other and to investigate the human op-
erator’s usage of rotational movements, in this work a telemanipulative task was realized
which could be more efficiently performed using only translational movements, but evoked
the intuitive usage of rotary motions. Providing different numbers of DOF, the effects of
this varied human movement control on task performance and feeling of telepresence are
investigated.
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5.3 Hypotheses

Regarding the human task performance, the following hypotheses were gained from previ-
ous research reported above:

HDOF1: The task should be more efficiently performed by the human operator with
a fewer number of provided DOF.

HDOF2: When human movement control is driven primarily by intuition, provided
rotational movements should be exploited by the human operator. Accor-
dingly, the feeling of telepresence should be higher with the possibility of
rotatory motions. Contrary, when human movement control is driven by
efficiency of task performance, rotational movements should be avoided
by the human operator, the feeling of telepresence should be equal or less
when providing rotary motions.

HDOF3: With an increasing amount of visual depth cues, the human task perfor-
mance should become better.

Since not all tasks require the same number of DOF, the following hypothesis is formu-
lated:

HDOF4: The usage of rotary motions is task-dependent.

A very interesting question is whether the usage of rotary motions can be influenced
by letting the subjects train with different numbers of freed DOF. If human movement
control is driven by intuition, this would have no effect on the usage of rotary motions
during the experimental session; if it is driven by task performance, subjects trained with
a fewer number of freed DOF will not use the rotary motions as much as people trained
with all DOF. On this account, the following hypothesis is formulated:

HDOF5: The usage of rotary motions depends on the prior experience of the
subject.

5.4 Method

In order to test the hypotheses proposed in the former section, a tele-experiment was con-
ducted whereby the human task performance and the feeling of telepresence with move-
ment control in three, four and six DOF were compared. Additionally, the amount of
visual depth cues was varied by two different modes of visual feedback.

5.4.1 Measures for Performance, Rotation, and Feeling of
Telepresence

The dependent variables in this experiment resulted to be task performance, usage of
rotary motions and feeling of telepresence. They can be operationalized as follows:
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Performance Measures

A typical performance measure is the task completion time T , which describes the period
from starting a task at time ts and finishing it at time te:

T = te − ts. (5.1)

Another measure for task performance is the covered distance s when performing a
manipulation task. The smaller the covered distance, the more efficiently the task has
been carried out. This measure is determined by calculating the Euclidean norm of the
vector difference ∆x = [∆x, ∆y, ∆z] of two consecutive measured positions and summing
up these distances over a certain time period given by n time-steps.

s =
n
∑

i=1

‖∆x‖ . (5.2)

Since the telemanipulation system provides force-feedback information, the average and
maximum of the exerted force fmean and fmax, measured by the force-torque sensor located
at the tip of the robotic arms, can also be used as performance indexes. They result
when computing the Euclidean norm of the force vector for each time step i with n to be
considered time steps and taking its average and maximum value:

fmean =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

‖f i‖ , (5.3)

fmax = max (‖f 1‖ , . . . ‖fn‖) . (5.4)

Beside the already presented performance measures, which are based on real measure-
ments, performance can be also measured subjectively by rating scales. In this experiment
two instructors rated independently the quality of the performed task on a scale from 1 to
10, where 1 meant “very bad” and 10 “very good”.

Rotation Measures

Since this experiment also aims to analyze the usage of rotary motions, appropriate rotation
measures have to be derived. In the context of this experiment, orientations were given in
form of Quaternions Q = [η εx εy εz]. Thus, the corresponding rotation angle θ and the
axis of rotation r are defined as follows:

θ = 2 arccos η (5.5)

r =
1

sin (θ/2)
ε with ε = [εx εy εz] . (5.6)

The difference of the maximum and minimum rotation angle, as well as the difference of
the maximum and minimum of the Euclidean norm of the rotation axis, form the used
rotation measures.

Finally, average and maximum torque also serve as rotation measures, whereby µi de-
scribes the torque-vector measured at time step i:

µmean =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

‖µi‖ , (5.7)

µmax = max (‖µ1‖ , . . . ‖µn‖) . (5.8)
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Feeling of Telepresence

The feeling of telepresence is evaluated by using a subjective presence measure. After each
experimental trial the participants were requested to rank the following three questions,
which were adapted from the presence questionnaire formulated by [108], on a scale from
1 to 7, where 1 meant “very weakly” and 7 “very strongly”, in order to determine their
feeling of telepresence:

1. How natural did your interaction with the environment seem?

2. How well could you move or manipulate objects in the remote environment?

3. How strongly did you feel immersed in the remote environment?

5.4.2 Experimental Setup

The experiment was conducted with the teleoperation system presented in chapter 3. The
complete experimental setup, consisting of components for bimanual and multi-fingered
haptic telemanipulation and different types of stereo vision systems, is shown in Fig. 5.2.

haptic interface

head mounted display

exoskeleton

data glove

coupling

mechanism3D glasses

stereo camera

head

telemanipulator

arms

grippers

a)

head tracker

b)

c) d)

x

z

y

Figure 5.2: Experimental setup: operator site (a-c), teleoperator site (d)

The two hyper-redundant haptic interfaces ViSHaRD10 [127, 129] are used to control the
dual arm redundant 7 DOF telemanipulator arms [120, 121] located at the remote site.
Using different control algorithms, the number of DOF is changed to meet the actual task
requirements. In order to allow fine-manipulations, the telemanipulator is additionally
equipped with two-finger grippers (Schunk, PG70), which can be controlled by the human
operator. On this account human finger motions are also measured using a data glove
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system (CyberGlove) and mapped to the grippers. Finally, finger-interaction forces are
measured by using strain gauges and displayed through a haptic interface, an exoskeleton
(CyberGrasp). In order to provide an effective compensation of disturbances, position-
based admittance control as presented in chapter 3.1 has been implemented for both de-
vices. To close the teleoperation loop a position-based admittance control architecture
with force-force exchange (see chapter 4 for details) has been used. For the experiment
the following matrices have been selected for haptic interface as well as telemanipulator:
M p = diag {6, 6, 6} kg, Bp = diag {70, 70, 70} Ns/m, M o = diag {0.2, 0.2, 0.2} kgm2, and
Bo = diag {1, 1, 1} Nms/rad. Hereby M p, Bp represent translational and M o, and Bo

rotational 3x3 mass and damping matrices.
The stereo-vision system used is described in detail in Sec. 3.1. Two different types of

methods to display visual information are used: a head mounted display (HMD; NVIS
nVisor SX, resolution 1280 x 1024) worn by the human operator or a stereo-projection
system. In the latter case, subjects had to wear 3D-glasses to get a 3D impression, see
Fig. 5.2. The HMD is additionally equipped with a magnetic built-in tracker, which allows
control of the position of the camera head motion, so that the user can look around in
the remote environment just by turning her/his own head. In case of using the stereo-
projection-wall a fixed view has been used.

5.4.3 Procedure

In the first step the participants were assisted in putting on the datagloves and the ex-
oskeletons for the finger force-feedback. After coupling the hands to the haptic interfaces
they got a short briefing in the usage of the haptic input devices. In the condition “pro-
jection wall” the participants had to wear 3D-glasses, in the condition “HMD” a head
mounted display was used for visual feedback. In the latter case, the eye base was ad-
justed in order to gain a good 3D view for each participant. After the adjustment to the
system, the participants had to perform four training sequences where they learned to
execute the task appropriately. In this training phase, the provision of either three, four
or six DOF served as between-subjects factor. In the case of 3 DOF, only translational
movements were provided, in the case of 4 DOF a rotation around the x-axis (“roll”) was
additionally freed. Finally, in the case of 6 DOF motions in all translational and rotational
dimensions were possible. This was done in order to determine whether the participants
retain the established strategy of task execution during the subsequent experimental trials,
when different numbers of DOF are provided.

After these four training sequences, the participants performed six experimental trials,
in which they executed the same task as already done in the training phase. During the
experimental session pink noise was presented over closed headphones in order to mask
any sounds made by the system. Each condition of DOF (3, 4 vs. 6) was presented two
times to each participant. The order was balanced sequencially across participants. The
participants were instructed to try out the available movement dimensions, i.e. the number
of provided DOF, before executing the experimental task.

The experimental task consisted of the repair of a pipe burst by using a clamp as shown
in Fig. 5.3. First, the participants had to grasp the clamp with their right hand. Then, the
participants had to move the clamp over the two tube ends (phase 1). At the beginning
of each trial both tube ends were aligned to each other and could be moved afterwards
by the subject. After accomplishing the positioning of the clamp over the tube ends, the
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participants should grasp the red knob at the left end of the clamp and turn the green
wheel by the right hand in clockwise direction (phase 2). The LED on top of the clamp
was switched off automatically when one round was accomplished. After each trial the
two tube ends, as well as the wheel, were returned to the initial position by the instructor.
The task induced different degrees of motions. While the positioning of the clamp required

a) b) c)

d) e) f )

Figure 5.3: Experimental task: repair of a pipe burst, phase1: a-d, phase2: e,f

only translational movements, the turning of the wheel was constructed in such a way that
it was more intuitive to use the fourth rotational DOF to turn the wheel. However, the
wheel could also be turned using only translational motions when simply pressing against
the circumferential grooves. This translational movement strategy was more efficient than
the rotational movement strategy, since the task could be performed in a shorter time with
less movements. The participants were not informed at any time how to perform the task,
therefore they had to create their own strategy of how to accomplish the positioning of the
clamp and the turning of the wheel.

After each experimental trial the participants were requested to rank the three presence
questions and the two instructors rated the quality of the performed task.

At the end, the participants filled out a questionnaire that included a query of biograph-
ical data on items such as age, gender, handedness, amount of experience with virtual
environments and telepresence systems, and the amount of hours spent playing 3D com-
puter games per month (see appendix E).

5.4.4 Experimental Design

For each experimental phase within each trial and each participant, the task completion
time, the covered distance (derived from the actual positions of the human operator),
the average and maximum exerted force, the average and maximum exerted torque, the
angle and the axis of rotation, the ratings of the telemanipulation quality, the ratings for
the feeling of telepresence, and the applied task execution strategy served as dependent
variables.
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The independent variables were the number of freed DOF during the training session
(3, 4 vs. 6), and the mode of the visual feedback (projection wall vs. HMD) as between-
subjects factors, the number of freed DOF during the experimental session (3, 4 vs. 6),
the experimental phase (phase 1 or phase 2), the repetition (2 levels), and the hand (left
and right) as within-subjects factors.

5.4.5 Participants

Sixteen subjects participated in this experiment. They were between 20 and 34 years
old (mean 26.25 years, standard deviation 3.96 years). Eight subjects were female, eight
male. All were right-handed. Fifteen participants had none to middle experience with
virtual environments or telepresence systems, one participant high degree of experience
with such systems. The average time spent playing 3D computer games was stated to be
2.64 hours per month (standard deviation 5.54 hours, range from 0 to 20 hours). Half of
the participants had visual feedback by using the projection wall, the other half by using
the HMD. Six subjects had training sequences with 3 DOF, six with 4 DOF and four with
6 DOF

5.5 Results

The task completion time, the covered distance and the average and maximum exerted
force as well as the quality ratings of the instructors served as efficiency measures, whereas
the average and maximum exerted torque and the angle and axis of rotation were the
measures for the usage of rotary motions. The feeling of telepresence was assessed by the
three rating questions.

None of the biographical data collected showed a relationship to any of the dependent
variables. Thus, the results are independent from age, gender, experience with virtual
environments or telepresence systems and average time spent playing 3D computer games.

The descriptive data for the dependent variables for each independent variable are de-
picted in appendix D. In the next section the experimental results are reported in detail.

5.5.1 Task Execution Strategy

Regarding the task execution strategy of the participants, two general patterns could be
observed for each experimental phase. Concerning the positioning of the clamp over the
tube ends in phase one, either one or two hands were used to accomplish the task. In
the second phase the clamp was either positioned horizontally or vertically (see Fig. 5.4).
Regarding the turning of the wheel, in the condition with three DOF provided, only trans-
lational movements could be used to turn the wheel by pressing against the circumferential
grooves. With both, 4 and 6 DOF, the usage of the rotational movements was only possible
when the clamp has been oriented horizontally. Table 5.1 shows the frequency of the used
strategies over all experimental trials and subjects.

The two strategies were coded for each experimental phase and used as additional de-
pendent variable in the following analysis.
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Table 5.1: Frequency of the used strategies for first and second experimental phase over all
experimental trials and subjects

freed DOF during experimental session
3 DOF 4 DOF 6 DOF

phase 1 one-handed 15 12 14
two-handed 17 20 18

phase 2 rotary motions 0 17 17
translational motions 32* 15 15

* here only this strategy was possible due to the experimental conditions

Figure 5.4: Used strategies of the participants. Left: horizontal orientation of clamp. Middle:
vertical orientation of clamp, fixing of wheel by pushing against grooves. Right: vertical
orientation of clamp, fixing of wheel by rotation

5.5.2 Analysis of Variance

In order to test the hypotheses established in Sec. 5.2, a multi-variate analysis of variance
with mixed design using the between-subjects factors mode of visual feedback (projection
wall vs. HMD) and number of freed DOF during the training session and the within-
subjects factors number of freed DOF during the experimental session (3, 4 vs. 6), ex-
perimental phase (phase 1 vs. phase 2), repetition (2 levels), and hand (left vs. right)
was computed. As dependent variables the efficiency measures, the measures for the usage
of rotary motions, the quality ratings of the instructors, and the ratings of the feeling of
telepresence had been taken.

According to Hypothesis 1, there should be a main effect of the number of freed DOF
during the experimental session on the efficiency measures. Considering Hypothesis 2,
when human movement control is primarily driven by intuition, main effects of the factor
number of freed DOF on the feeling of telepresence and the rotary motions are expected.
If the movement control is primarily driven by efficiency of task execution, there should be
no effect of the factor freed DOF on the before mentioned dependent measures. Since the
visual feedback using the HMD yields more visual depth cues (especially head tracking)
the factor mode of visual feedback should show a main effect on the efficiency measures
(Hypothesis 3). If the usage of rotary motions is task dependent a main effect of the
factors task phase and hand on the efficiency measure and the rotation measure is expected
(Hypothesis 4). Finally, if the usage of rotary motions depends on the prior experience of
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a subject, a main effect of the factors training and repetition on the rotation and efficiency
measures must be observed (Hypothesis 5).

The main effects as result of the computed analysis of variance are explained here,
whereby detailed numbers are reported in appendix D:

HDOF1: As can be seen from Tab. D.4, the number of freed DOF only shows an effect
on the mean of the exerted force, but not on the other efficiency measures task completion
time, maximum exerted force, covered distance and quality rating. According to Table D.2,
the exerted force becomes smaller with additional freed rotational DOF and contrary to
the prediction, the task is not performed more efficiently with decreasing numbers of DOF,
as stated in Hypothesis 1. When also taking into account the rotation measures additional
effects on the applied torque and the angle and axis of rotation can be observed, see
Table D.4. While for the torque similar results as for the applied forces are obtained, the
angle and axis of rotation increase with additional freed DOF, so people tend to really use
the additional provided DOF.

HDOF2: The factor freed number of DOF has significant effects on all measures for the
usage of rotary motions and on the feeling of telepresence. According to Table D.1, the
applied torques do not differ very much comparing the 3 and 4 DOF condition, but are
significantly reduced in the 6 DOF condition. Also the amount of rotations increases
with the number of freed DOF, see Table D.2. Further, an adaptation of the selected
strategy can be observed: With increasing number of freed DOF the strategy is adapted
in such a way that mostly rotary motions are used to turn the wheel. Finally, also the
feeling of telepresence increases with an increasing number of freed DOF, see Table D.3.
Therefore, rotational movements are primarily exerted intuitively. The participants tended
to exert the familiar rotational motions, and thus, applied reduced forces and torques to
the system. Hereby, the efficiency of task performance, given by the path length, is of
minor importance.

HDOF3: The factor mode of visual feedback shows main effects on exerted force, covered
distance, and quality rating, see Table D.5. As depicted in Table D.1 the human task
performance for these two dependent variables is better when wearing a HMD than in the
condition with the projection wall. It can be concluded that the additional visual depth
cues provided by the HMD lead to the better task performance.

HDOF4: While testing hypothesis four, main effects of the factor task phase on the maxi-
mum of the exerted force and the covered distance can be observed, see Table D.6. During
the first phase of the experiment, higher forces are exerted and longer paths are recorded,
which seems to be plausible considering the experimental conditions. An additional effect
of the task phase on the maximum exerted torque can be seen. Contrary to the expecta-
tions, higher torques are exerted in the first phase of the experiment. This can be explained
by the fact that in the first phase of the experiment the clamp and the tube ends can tilt.
The effect on the rotation axis is also significant and as expected, turned out to be bigger
in the second phase.
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In addition, significant effects of the factor hand can be observed on the covered distance
and on the rotation measures, see Table D.7. This can be explained by the fact that all
subjects were right-handed and main parts of the task had to be carried out by using this
hand. Summarizing it can be stated that the usage of rotary motions is task-dependent.

HDOF5: As Table D.8 shows the factor training has effect on neither of the dependent
variables. On this account, the training does not influence the task execution during the
experimental session. The factor repetition, see Table D.9, only shows effects on the task
completion time and the quality rating. Since these effects can be directly explained by
training effects due to the increased number of trials, they are not further considered.
Summarizing, it can be stated that the directly induced prior experience has no effect on
the usage of rotary motions and thus Hypothesis 5 is refused.

5.6 Discussion

To improve the interaction with a teleoperation system, an optimization of the mecha-
tronic design, as well as of the implemented control architectures is necessary. Thus, from
a technical point of view controllers have been selected which optimize the main criteria
stability and transparency of a developed system. But as the human operator is part of
the teleoperation loop and significantly influences it, further improvements can be achieved
when also considering human factors in the development process. One of the main ques-
tions answered in this chapter is how humans utilize DOF provided by the human-system
interface, and how varied human movement control influences task performance and feeling
of telepresence.

In contrast to earlier studies, not only the path length and the task completion time were
used as a measure for task performance, but also the forces and torques applied during
a telemanipulation task were considered. While the results obtained for the path length
are in accordance with earlier studies that mainly focused on pointing tasks and used
the task completion time as well as the path length for measuring task performance, the
results on the applied forces and torques indicate that providing all 6 DOF for movement
control in three-dimensional space led to a better task performance compared to providing
a fewer number of DOF. In addition it has been found that the participants were able
to integrate translational and rotational movements very well and used the rotational
motions intuitively in a coordinated manner. Furthermore, providing the full range of
three-dimensional movements had a beneficial effect on the feeling of telepresence, the
participants felt more immersed when having the possibility to control all 6 DOF.

Thus, for high-quality human-system interfaces and teleoperation systems as used in
this study, it is beneficial to allow movement control for all DOF to the human operator.

Also selection or usage of technical systems related to other modalities can be improved
when considering human factors. So it could be shown that an increasing amount of visual
depth cues comprised by a HMD, as opposed to a projection wall, improved human task
performance and thus the interaction with the teleoperation system. It can be assumed
that this effect is in large part due to the head tracking, which was present in the HMD
condition, but not in the condition with the projection wall. These results indicate that
a HMD with head tracking should be preferred to a projection wall, when developing a
high-quality teleoperation system.
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5.6 Discussion

Prior parts of this thesis have been devoted to the development of a highly integrated and
intuitive teleoperation system, whereby design and control aspects as well as human factors
have been considered. Hereby, all investigations were limited to single-user teleoperation
systems. Systems, considering also multiple users, are subject of the next chapter.
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Telerobotic systems combine skills like human adaptability and decision-making ability
with the advantages of robotic manipulation. While the former enables operation in highly
variable, unstructured, unknown or dynamic working environments, the latter allows per-
formance of complex tasks in remote and inaccessible environments. In the past years
several application areas for such telerobotic systems have been presented: space and un-
derwater exploration, surgery, plant maintenance, telemanufacturing, training as well as
entertainment.

Most telerobotic systems known in this context focus on single operator, single robot
systems, whereby only one human operator is responsible for carrying out the task. If the
execution of a task, however, exceeds the capabilities of a single person, further assistance
is needed. As long as the task is known beforehand, special auxiliary tools can be used
to extend the human capabilities. If this is not the case people typically collaborate and
assist each other in performing a task. Hereby, different facilities and capabilities are
shared among a group.

Extending a teleoperation system by the ability to collaborate with other people a so
called collaborative teleoperation system results. As many problems for single operator,
single robot teleoperation systems are still not solved and because collaborative teleoper-
ation systems are characterized by an increased complexity, to date such systems are only
little studied in the literature. This chapter aims at classifying collaborative teleoperation
systems, formulating new research challenges, and making first attempts at analyzing sta-
bility of systems where multiple operators and/or multiple robots collaborate in order to
perform a common task.

In the first step, Sec. 6.1 gives a definition and classification of collaborative teleoperation
systems. Starting from this classification, five different collaborative teleoperation archi-
tectures are derived and discussed in detail. Sec. 6.2 reports on the state-of-the-art in the
control of such collaborative teleoperation systems. The few known approaches are hereby
divided into approaches dealing with unconstrained and constrained interaction between
the single components. Deficiencies of the presented approaches are discussed and research
challenges are formulated. The second part of this chapter is devoted to implementation of
some of the presented collaborative teleoperation architectures. In particular a bimanual,
a multi-user, and an intercontinental cooperative teleoperation system are investigated in
detail.

6.1 Collaborative Teleoperation Architectures

In collaborative environments, humans multiply their output by sharing facilities and ca-
pabilities necessary to perform a common task or achieve a common goal. Collaboration
is hereby characterized by a shared goal and a joint intention [124]. Combining this abil-
ity with classical teleoperation, a collaborative teleoperation system results. It should be
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noted that the terms collaborative and cooperative are used interchangeably throughout
this thesis.

In principle, the following collaborative teleoperation systems can be distinguished:

• multiple operator, multiple robot systems (MOMR),

• single operator, multiple robot systems (SOMR), and

• multiple operator, single robot systems (MOSR).

Referring to this classification, five different collaborative teleoperation architectures can
be constructed, see Tab. 6.1. The first architecture represents a MOMR system. In order
to control a robot located in a remote environment, each operator interacts with a human-
system interface. Depending on the given task visual, auditory and haptic feedback are
provided. To accomplish a common task the robots can share the same workspace. In
such a case a collision free coordinated motion can be considered as the simplest form of
collaboration. More complicated situations result when robots interact directly or via an
object. Applications for such an architecture are situations when more than one person
is required to perform a given task, as e.g. while transportation or assembling of heavy,
bulky or fragile objects. Direct contact between the robots can be necessary to guide the
motion of the collaborating operator or to call his attention. Also social conventions like
hand-shaking are possible.

The second architecture describes a similar situation with similar interaction and collab-
oration possibilities, but in this case only one operator is responsible for multiple robots.
E.g., bimanual telemanipulation can be treated as such an architecture, whereby each
human-system interface is controlled by one human hand. Even possible is an architecture
whereby the human operator controls multiple robots by using only one human-system
interface. In this case the telerobots possess local intelligence which can be used to avoid
collisions between other participants and the environment, to commonly grasp and/or hold
an object or to achieve a superior mission which cannot be obtained by a single telerobot
because of limited time or missing tools. Thus, such an architecture is suitable for inspec-
tion or transshipment tasks, whereby the transportation of heavy, bulky or fragile objects
can also be considered. In the latter case, multiple robots can grasp an object and form a
closed chain with it. While local force controllers guarantee the contact with the object,
the human operator is responsible for the positioning of the object.

The third architecture shows a MOSR situation. In this case, multiple operators are
simultaneously responsible for one robot that is controlled according to an average or sum
of all operator inputs. Applications for such an architecture can be found in the entertain-
ment sector, as well as in student/teacher scenarios, whereby the teacher interacts with
the student, corrects him or gives instructions. Modifying this architecture in such a way
that only one operator controls the robot which is located remotely, but the information
provided by the human-system interface is available for more than one operator this ar-
chitecture can be used to teach motion sequences and procedures. Such an architecture,
described by the fourth scheme, can also be used to increase the situation awareness of an
operator before the control of a robot is switched from one operator to the other.
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Table 6.1: Architectures for collaborative teleoperation

N◦ Type Architecture

1 MOMR
H

H

HSI

HSI TOP

TOP

O

2 SOMR
H

HSI

HSI TOP

TOP

O

3 MOSR
H

H

HSI

HSI

TOP O

4 MOSR
H

H

HSI

HSI

TOP O

5 MOSR
H HSI TOP

O

H

H HSI

TOPO

human

object teleoperator

human-system interface

Finally, the fifth architecture shows a MOSR system, whereby a human collaborates
with a robot controlled by a remote human operator. As for the first architecture, the
simple case of coordinated motion, as well as the more complicated case of direct contact
and interaction over an object can be considered. Such an architecture can be of interest
when the task requires an expert who is not located at the remote site. In this case the
expert can operate remotely assisted by a local human operator.

In all these systems, basically two different types of collaboration between the partici-
pants can be distinguished. Constrained collaboration refers to situations where multiple
participants are in contact with the same object or with each other so that the motion of
each participant is tightly associated with the other’s motion. In the unconstrained case,
each participant is controlled independently, but in order to perform a common task they
share the same workspace and need to avoid collisions.
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6.2 Control Approaches for Collaborative Teleoperation

Systems

The specific type of collaboration plays an important role by the selection of an appropri-
ate control algorithm since challenges on the control of collaborative teleoperation systems
differ depending on the level of interaction. While unconstrained collaboration requires
algorithms for collision avoidance and coordinated motion behavior, constrained collabora-
tion requires higher precision, stricter synchronization and a higher level of coordination.
In the past, many control algorithms were proposed for the SOSR system which were able
to deal with linear and nonlinear telemanipulation systems [51, 77, 83, 139, 146] as well
as time delay [8, 28, 93]. In the succeeding sections some state-of-the-art control concepts
for unconstrained and constrained collaborative teleoperation systems are described.

6.2.1 Unconstrained Teleoperation Systems

The demands on control algorithms for unconstrained collaborative teleoperation systems
can be summarized as follows:

• enable a coordinated motion behavior, and

• avoid collisions between the participants.

Several control concepts referring to one or both of these topics can be found in the
literature:

In [122] concepts for the coordinated motion control of a distributed autonomous robotic
system were developed. They presented a web-based framework for a human-system inter-
face with visual and auditory feedback, which allows coordination of tasks and organization
of mobile robots of a SOMR teleoperation system. For the purpose of carrying out inspec-
tion tasks cooperative formations among multiple mobile telerobots were proposed.

To improve collaboration and avoid collisions several approaches based on predictive
graphical displays can also be listed. [72] presented a SOMR system which allows selection
of one of multiple mobile telerobots and control of it in order to perform a certain task.
To avoid collisions with the other participants, a distributed sensor-based path-planning
algorithm at the remote site and a predictive graphical display at the human operator site
is used.

6.2.2 Constrained Teleoperation Systems

While in unconstrained teleoperation systems the telerobots are in contact with different
objects, and thus tasks can be described by decoupled parallel linkages, in constrained
teleoperation systems the following two configurations must also be considered:

• direct coupled linkage between the robots: telerobots are in direct contact with their
end-effectors and

• indirect coupled linkage via an object: the end-effectors of the telerobots are coupled
via a common object.
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These additional configurations enable an increased dexterity, loading and handling capa-
bility, as well as enhanced efficiency and feasibility. Beside these advantages, also increased
safety (due to the distributed energy), and improved robustness (which results from the
manipulation redundancy) can be achieved.

But in order to reap the benefits of such a system, stable control algorithms for all
these possible configurations must be implemented. This means that depending on the
actual configuration, control algorithms have to deal with uncertainties in the environment,
the specific task trajectory and the object manipulation, as well as constraints on the
motion of the robots and the manipulated object. Since the manipulation is accomplished
remotely and all signals are typically send over LAN or internet, algorithms have also to
be robust against non-ideal network conditions. Finally, properties as transparency and
quality of tele-coordination should also be addressed. In order to implement an appropriate
control algorithm which guarantees a synchronous operation, efficient coordination and safe
manipulation, all these mentioned effects and requirements have to be considered.

While many investigations exist in the field of coordinated control of robots [17, 69,
111, 132, 135], only few works on constrained teleoperation systems have been conducted.
Below, the few known approaches which address this problem, are discussed. Hereby,
approaches using only one and approaches using multiple human-system interfaces are
distinguished.

Approaches using One Human-System Interface

Approaches using only one human-system interface to control multiple teleoperators (see
Fig. 6.1) are often based on a semi-autonomous teleoperation structure. This means e.g.
that the cooperative grasping of an object is achieved by a local grasping controller, while
the overall motion of the multiple teleoperators and the grasped object are commanded
via teleoperation. This assures a permanent contact with the object and thus a secure
grasping regardless of network time delay. Basically, the following two approaches which
realize such a behavior can be found in the literature.

Figure 6.1: Telemanipulation system using only one human-system interface
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Control of internal and external forces: The forces acting on the object can be split
into forces which cause motion of the object and forces which cause internal forces to build
up within the object and which produce no motion. The former are called move (external)
forces fm, the latter squeeze (internal) forces f s. The sum of both forces represents the
total force exerted on the object:

f = fm + f s . (6.1)

Consider an object held by two manipulators at different contact points which exert the
forces f 1 and f 2 on the object. If C is a potential contact point with the environment,
the forces acting at this point can be computed as follows:

f c = AT f , (6.2)

whereby

f =

[

f 1

f 2

]

. (6.3)

Given that the components of the force vector f which are in the nullspace of AT comprise
the squeeze forces and the components in the vector space of AT comprise the move forces,
fm can be computed using the Moore-Penrose inverse of AT

fm = A+f c = A
(

AT A
)

−1
AT f . (6.4)

Since the force f is known by measurement and the internal and external forces can be
computed from (6.1) and (6.4) they can be controlled independently. In order to do that
[11] proposes a squeeze controller for the internal force control and a so called general
compliant motion controller [10, 12] for the motion control of the object. The latter
enables the control of the move forces, as well as the control of the motion inputs due to
teleoperation.

Control based on passive decomposition: While in [11] no evidence of stability of the
chosen approach is given, [81] follows an approach based on the passivity theorem, which
guarantees stability of the overall teleoperation system. Using passive decomposition,
the dynamics of multiple telerobots is decomposed into two decoupled dynamics while
preserving energetic passivity: the shape system describing dynamics of the cooperative
grasping, and the locked system representing the overall behavior of the multiple telerobots.
Based on this, a local grasping controller can be developed which controls the shaped
system consisting of multiple telerobots and the grasped object. In addition, a bilateral
teleoperation loop can be constructed which allows the human operator to control the
overall behavior of the shaped system and to perceive combined environmental forces acting
on it. Combining this approach with a scattering based communication, which passifies
the communication channel, an overall energetic passivity of the closed-loop system can
be achieved.
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Approaches using Multiple Human-System Interfaces

In contrast to the presented approaches using only one human-system interface to control
multiple telerobots, approaches using multiple human-system interfaces (see Fig. 6.2) allow
the extension to a bimanual, as well as to a MOMR teleoperation system (see the first and
second presented architectures for collaborative teleoperation). Since the telerobots are
no longer controlled autonomously but are teleoperated by different human operators,
appropriate control algorithms must be defined. Some state-of-the-art approaches are
discussed subsequently.

Figure 6.2: Telemanipulation system using multiple human-system interfaces

Replay of Preimplemented Primitives: In [133] a web-based framework for a human-
system interface with visual and auditory feedback has been developed, which enables
performance of cooperative tasks such as ’group-object-handling’. This is achieved by
preimplementing primitives for recurrent actions and replaying them on demand. In this
way, multiple human operators can accomplish collaborative telemanipulation tasks by
selecting primitives, which will then be carried out autonomously by multiple teleoperators.
Since only one operator is authorized to identify one step at a time, coordination between
the operators can be guaranteed.

Event based control: While the last presented system provides only visual and auditory
feedback, in the following, systems with additional force feedback are depicted. In [40] an
approach for an event synchronous MOMR teleoperation system based on Petri Net models
and the rigid grip condition has been presented. They defined a so called coordination index
ε, which is a measure for the quality of coordination and devised that n robots coordinate
with tolerance ε if max (|f ei (s)|) ≤ ε, whereby f ei denotes the external force sensed by
the robot i, and s describes the action reference, a non-time based variable. Based on this
definition the following control algorithm has been implemented:
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If the measured force is equal or greater than the maximum allowed, that is the coordi-
nation index, the direction of desired motion is compared to the direction of force. If the
direction of desired motion is in the reducing force direction the command is executed else
it is discarded. Meanwhile, the measured force is fed back to the operator and displayed by
the haptic display.

This algorithm guarantees a certain predefined coordination index in the non time-
delay situation, but can only be used if the grasp is assumed to be rigid. Furthermore,
since motion commands could be discarded, operator and teleoperator position can differ
significantly. In [40] this approach has been also extended to teleoperation systems with
delayed communication considering event-transparent and event-synchronous controlled
robots. They show that n event-transparent and event-synchronous robots can be tele-
coordinated via the Internet to any coordination index, which is possible under no delay
conditions, with no assumptions regarding the delay encountered, the object manipulated
or the external forces.

Bilateral teleoperation architectures / hybrid control: To enable bimanual constrained
telemanipulation tasks [74] built a system consisting of two independent and bilateral SOSR
controllers using common two or four channel telemanipulation architectures. It should be
noted that designs based on single master/single slave teleoperation systems, which do not
address the performance and stability requirements of collaborative teleoperation, often
fail since they neglect the additional interaction possibilities. However, direct interaction
or interaction through an object can lead to a violation of the passivity of the environment
which can result in instability of the system. To analyze stability of this system under
consideration of all possible interaction possibilities, the so called parameter space approach
has been chosen, which needs a mathematical description of the system investigated. The
analysis of the considered system showed that:

• hard contact with the environment can only be achieved using a position-force ar-
chitecture (position control for the human-system interface and force control for the
telerobot),

• a coupled linkage via an object with low stiffness can also be realized with a force-
position architecture, and

• a high quality representation of free space motion requires generally force-position
architectures.

Consequently, a dual-hybrid control architecture with position-force control during contact
and force-position control to represent free space motion behavior is proposed. An online
estimation of the environmental impedance is used as indicator to decide on switching
from one architecture to the other. As a consequence of the overall system complexity,
no evidence of stability of the resulting switching controller has been supplied and no
transparency measure has been proposed.

µ-synthesis control: While the last presented system can be described by a collection of
single master/single slave teleoperation units working in a shared environment, [117, 118]
proposes a framework which allows for transmission of position and force information be-
tween all master and slave robots rather than merely between corresponding units. A linear
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µ-synthesis-based controller design guarantees robust stability of the cooperative teleoper-
ation in the presence of dynamic interaction between slave robots and the object, as well
as unknown passive operators and environment dynamics. In addition, task coordination
is enhanced by the optimization of relevant cooperative performance objectives, such as
transparency measures, as well as internal force control. Combining all these objectives in
the vector of performance indices E, the overall objective of the controller design can be
formulated as follows: achieve robust stability in the presence of uncertain operators’ and
environment dynamics while optimizing the performance measure by minimizing ‖E∞‖.
This approach has been validated using a one DOF two master/two slave experiment.

Adaptive control: While this µ-synthesis controller assumes linearized models for the
operators, masters, slaves and environment, the same group also proposes an adaptive
nonlinear controller to accommodate nonlinearity and parametric uncertainty in the sys-
tem dynamics, see [119]. Similarly to the linear approach, a multi-lateral controller is used
instead of several bilateral control architectures. This allows establishment of a position-
position kinematic correspondence between the masters and slaves and facilitates the co-
ordination among the operators. The latter is achieved by imposing virtual constraints on
the position of the slaves and masters and by introducing internal force components which
help to maintain contact between the slaves and the object. As a controller, an adaptive
motion/force controller inspired by [146] is used. This controller guarantees good force and
position tracking, which enables good transparency conditions. Stability in the presence
of parametric uncertainties in the dynamics is proven via Lyapunov analysis, whereby free
space motion, and contact with flexible and rigid environments are considered.

Multi-model LQG control: Another approach proposed by [115] foresees the usage of
a multi-model control strategy that enables multiple operators to cooperatively manipu-
late a rigid tool. In this approach a centralized controller is also used and information
is exchanged between all entities. Distinct to the before presented approaches constant a
priori known time delay can be handled. The LQG controller is used to optimize perfor-
mance indices as position and force tracking and virtual tool impedance shaping. Since
this approach is model based, adequate models for human operator, master, slave and
remote environment are required and robust stability against parameter variations has to
be analyzed.

6.2.3 Summary

Summarizing, it can be stated that approaches using only one human-system interface can
not be extended to a bimanual or MOMR system. The shown event-based approach can
only be applied for rigid grasp conditions and produces an error between master and slave
positions. Designs based on single master/single slave teleoperation systems often fail,
because they do not address the performance and stability requirements resulting from
different interaction possibilities. Considering these interactions and using independent
bilateral controllers, stable behavior has been experimentally shown by using a dual-hybrid
control architecture. But neither a proof of stability, nor a transparency measure exists
for this control scheme. In order to be able to facilitate the coordination and establish
a kinematic correspondence between master and slave, multi-lateral controllers have been
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proposed in the literature. But these controllers mostly require an exact knowledge of
the dynamic model of the manipulators, which is difficult to obtain. Moreover, these
approaches have only been tested in one DOF experiments using typical impedance-type
devices.

In the context of this thesis, control algorithms for collaborative teleoperation systems
using admittance-type devices are developed and tested in the real hardware setup. Three
of the before presented collaborative teleoperation architectures are hereby analyzed in
detail. In contrast to one DOF experiments described in the literature, experiments using
all 6 DOF are conducted.

6.3 Bimanual Teleoperation

A bimanual configuration, as represented by architecture two (see Fig. 6.1), is the simplest
form of collaborative teleoperation system. Hereby, only one human operator is responsible
for the control of two teleoperator arms by using two human-system interfaces, one for the
left and one for the right arm, see Fig. 6.3.

Depending on the actual task to be performed, different types of interactions with the
remote environment can occur. Basically, constrained and unconstrained interactions can
be distinguished. While unconstrained interactions refer to free space motion, constrained
interaction is related to different contact situations with the remote environment. Per-
forming a maintenance task as described in Sec. 5.4.3, the following contact situations can
occur:

• interaction of one teleoperator arm (+ object) with the remote environment

• interaction of both teleoperator arms via an object

The first type of interaction occurs when one telemanipulator arm is in contact with one
of the tube ends, which is the case when disaligning and aligning them, as well as when
moving the clamp over them. The second type of interaction occurs in the screw tightening
phase. In this phase a closed kinematic chain between left and right teleoperator arm is
formed, whereby the chain is closed over an additional object, the clamp.

H

HSI

HSI TOP

TOP

O

Figure 6.3: Bimanual teleoperation system: one human operator (H) interacts with a left and
right handed haptic interface (HSI) and controls corresponding teleoperator arms (TOP)

One of the main goals in designing controllers for such a teleoperation system is to
guarantee robust stability for all possible types of interaction. If only one teleoperator arm
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is in contact with the environment, the stability results already obtained in chapter 4 can
be used. But for the interaction of both teleoperator arms via an object, an appropriate
control algorithm has to be selected and a stability analysis considering the closed kinematic
chain between the two arms has to be performed.

As a variety of control algorithms have already been successfully implemented and tested
for the SOSR teleoperation system, it stands to reason the same controllers can also be used
in the bimanual setup. This would imply the control of left and right hand teleoperation
system by two independently working bilateral controllers as already presented in chapter 4.
Adopting such a configuration, stability for the bimanual case, including closed kinematic
chains, has to be investigated.

In the coming sections stability of these closed chain configurations is evaluated by
analyzing asymptotic stability. Since this analysis requires a dynamic model, a model of
the closed kinematic chain formed by the two telemanipulators and the object is used.

6.3.1 Modelling of Bimanual Teleoperation System

When analyzing stability of a bimanual teleoperation system, the already derived models
for human-system interface and teleoperator can be used, see Sec. 2.4.1 and Sec. 4.4 for
details. The dynamic models for the human-system interface are shown in Fig. 6.4. The
corresponding differential equations are given by
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Figure 6.4: Model of bimanual human-system interface and human

As proposed by [74] the interaction of both teleoperator arms via an object is modelled
by a closed kinematic chain shown in Fig. 6.5. Hereby, the object is represented by the
mass me, and the strength of the grasp is modelled by two spring-damper systems cl

e, bl
e
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and cr
e, br

e. The differential equations of the overall system are given by:
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Having a model of haptic interface, human, telemanipulator and environment, stability
of the overall system can be analyzed.
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Figure 6.5: Model of bimanual telemanipulator and environment

6.3.2 Stability Analysis

As shown in chapter 4, the position-based admittance control with force-force exchange
resulted to be the easiest to be tuned bilateral control architecture. Thus, it has also been
selected for the bimanual manipulation case, whereby two independent bilateral controllers
are used for left and right-handed teleoperation system. The corresponding controllers for
one bilateral teleoperation pair are hereby given as follows:

fm = Dxm (ẋdm − ẋm) + Kxm (xdm − xm) ,

fs = Dxs (ẋds − ẋs) + Kxs (xds − xs) ,

fss − fsm = mdẍdm + bdẋdm, (6.8)

fss − fsm = mdẍds + bdẋds.

As already mentioned in Sec. 4.5.1, for position tracking, equal parameters of the desired
mass md and damping bd have to be selected at operator as well as teleoperator site.
Assuming additionally that the low level position controllers are already tuned, only two
parameters have to be selected for stabilization of the overall teleoperation system. Hence,
adequate parameter sets are determined by analyzing asymptotic stability.

For stability analysis the parameters md, bd are gridded and the poles of the correspond-
ing characteristic polynomial are computed. The stability margin is then determined by
finding for a fixed md the corresponding parameter bd which lies on the stability boundary.
As instability typically occurs for hard contacts, the worst case scenario to be analyzed is
characterized by bl

e = br
e = be and cl

e = cr
e = ce, which means that left and right hand grasp

the object with equal strength. If only this worst case scenario is taken into account, the
analysis can be further simplified. Finally, a stability analysis for a two-dimensional operat-
ing domain formed by the varying parameters environment stiffness ce ∈ [0 10, 000] N/m
and environment damping be ∈ [0 200] Ns/m is performed.
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Figure 6.6: Stability region for the bimanual telemanipulation system in the md, bd-plane
for me = 1 kg and the usage of two bilateral position-based admittance controllers with
force-force exchange

The results of the stability analysis are shown in Fig. 6.6, whereby different human
operator impedances αl = αr = α are assumed. As can be clearly seen for small values
of the desired mass md and damping bd instability of the overall teleoperation system
occurs. Moreover, an increasing human operator impedance reduces the set of stabilizing
controllers. The strength of the grasp, however, did not influence stability. Comparing
these results with the stability maps obtained for a single bilateral teleoperation system
presented in Fig. 4.24, similarities can be observed. On this account, it can be stated that
using a position-based admittance control with force-force exchange parameter sets can be
found which stabilize the overall system independently of the type of interaction.

6.3.3 Experimental Results

To verify these results a bimanual telemanipulation task, as already presented in Sec. 5.4.3
and illustrated in Fig. 5.3, has been carried out, whereby only the case with all freed DOF
has been considered. The task is divided into two phases:

1. grasping of the clamp with the right hand and positioning of it over the two tube
ends

2. holding the clamp with the left hand and fixing the clamp by turning the green wheel
with the right hand

While the first phase mainly contains sequences where only one hand is in contact with
the environment or both hands are only loosely coupled, in the second phase both hands
clearly form a closed kinematic chain over the clamp.

The setup presented in Sec. 4.6.4 and shown in Fig. 5.2 has been used again. The
complete system consists of components for bimanual and multi-fingered haptic telema-
nipulation and a stereo-vision system (head mounted display). The telemanipulation de-
vices ViSHaRD10 and the dual arm redundant 7 DOF telemanipulator are controlled
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by the before presented force-force bilateral teleoperation architecture. For the experiment
the following matrices have been selected for haptic interface as well as telemanipulator:
M p = diag {6, 6, 6} kg, Bp = diag {70, 70, 70} Ns/m, M o = diag {0.2, 0.2, 0.2} kgm2, and
Bo = diag {1, 1, 1} Nms/rad. Hereby, M p, Bp represent translational and M o, and Bo

rotational 3x3 mass and damping matrices.
The experimental results are reported in Fig. 6.7 to 6.10, which show the force and

position tracking performance of left and right hand for each phase of the experiment. For
a better understanding, five sub-phases are distinguished: in sub-phase one the human
operator grasps one of the tube ends with the left hand and disalignes both endings, in
sub-phase two the right hand grasps the clamp and puts it over the left tube end, in sub-
phase three the two tube ends are aligned and the left hand is used to move the clamp
over the two tube ends, in sub-phase four the left hand grasps the red knob, and finally
in sub-phase five the right hand turns the green wheel four times in clockwise direction.
Shaded areas indicate experimental phases where both arms are tightly coupled and form
a closed kinematic chain over the clamp.

In general, a good position tracking performance in free space and a good force tracking
performance in contact can be observed. Due to the implemented impedances, some forces
are necessary to move the device in free space motion, and in contact, positions slightly
differ from each other. But stable behavior during all experimental phases can be achieved
by selection of only one parameter set.

6.4 Multi-user Teleoperation

While for the before presented telemanipulation task the two tube endings were fixed in
such a way that they always remained at the same height, and thus execution of the task
by a single person was possible, below a more general case with looser tube endings or even
flexible tubes is considered. If still only one person has to perform the task, the clamp has
to be passed from left to right hand several times, which increases the risk to lose it. In the
case of flexible tubes, carrying out the task by a single person is definitively not possible.
This problem can be solved if a second person assists in performing the task, which results
in a multi-user teleoperation system represented by architecture one. In this configuration
multiple operator-teleoperator pairs exist and at least two people collaborate in achieving
a common goal, see Fig. 6.11.

When repairing a broken pipe with flexible tube endings, sub-tasks have to be distributed
among different human operators. While one person takes care e.g. of positioning the
clamp, the other aligns both tube endings. In the second step one person holds the clamp
in a certain position and the other tightens the screws. Analyzing this scenario, the
following types of interactions can be distinguished:

• interaction of one teleoperator arm (+object) with the remote environment,

• interaction of two or more teleoperator arms via an object.

Especially in the second case, multiple kinematic chains are closed over different teleoper-
ator arms, which may cause instability of the system.

The described collaborative task has been executed by using the teleoperation system
depicted in Fig. 6.12, which consists of two human-system interfaces and two teleopera-
tors. Sec. 3.1 describes the single components in detail. Each operator is responsible for
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Figure 6.7: Force and position tracking of right arm during mounting phase.
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Figure 6.8: Force and position tracking of right arm during screw tightening phase.
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Figure 6.9: Force and position tracking of left arm during mounting phase.
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Figure 6.10: Force and position tracking of left arm during screw tightening phase.
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H1

H2

HSI

HSI TOP

TOP

O

Figure 6.11: Multi-user teleoperation architecture: two human operators (H1, H2) inter-
act with different human-system interfaces (HSI) and control corresponding teleoperators
(TOP)

controlling of one of the teleoperators by using visual, auditory, and haptic information.
Therefore, each teleoperation arm pair is independently controlled by a force-force bilat-
eral teleoperation architecture, as presented in the former section. Fig. 6.13 shows some
snapshots taken during the execution of the collaborative telemanipulation task. As the
experimental results look quite similar to that of the bimanual setup, they are not reported
any more. Also in this experiment, stable behavior for all possible configurations using
only a single parameter set (the same as in the bimanual setup) could be achieved.

6.5 Intercontinental Cooperative Teleoperation

In this section another collaborative teleoperation architecture, which considers tele-
cooperation of two humans located at distant sites, is analyzed in detail. While in the
former section each human operator controlled a corresponding teleoperator, in the here
presented scenario only one human operator teleoperates a remotely placed humanoid
robot, but is assisted by another human, who is collocated with the telerobot. As shown
in Fig. 6.14, a human operator (H1) controls a remotely located telerobot (TOP) via a
human-system interface (HSI). When carrying out the task, she/he is assisted by another
human (H2) located at the remote site. Such a configuration is useful, when a task requires
an expert, who is not located at the building site or if a task is too difficult to be carried
out by one teleoperated robot.

As the scenario clearly foresees human operators in distant locations, this architec-
ture has been tested in an intercontinental, haptic tele-cooperation experiment between
Germany and Japan. A human operator controlled a free-flying humanoid robot which
collaborated with another human located at the remote site. The task to be carried out
consisted in jointly grasping an object, moving it to a new position and finally releasing
it. No similar experiment has been reported in the literature before. The closest related
work is described in [48], where a collaborative telemanipulaton task has been performed
between the NASA’s Robonaut and a human in order to evaluate the impact of force
feedback on the telemanipulation performance.

As in our experiment operator and teleoperator site are located at different continents,
signals have to be send over internet. Thus, one of the research challenges associated with
such a tele-cooperation setup, is the time-delay in the communication channel, which can
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 6.13: Collaborative fixing of a broken tube by telemanipulation. a) teleoperators ap-
proach maintenance site, b) operator I grasps clamp, c) operator I moves clamp over one
tube ending, d) aligning of both tube endings, e) operator II moves clamp over both tube
endings while operator I holds them, f) fixing of clamp by operator II

destabilize the overall system. In the context of tele-cooperation this issue is not addressed
in prior works and thus it is subject of the following sections.

6.5.1 Stability Analysis

In the standard teleoperation stability analysis, passivity-based approaches commonly use
the passivity argument for environment and human operator, see e.g. [57, 77, 82, 139]. As
far as known, no results in known literature exist on how to model human operators in
cooperative tasks. Because of the lack of concise results in this direction, it is assumed
that both the human operator and the remotely located human collaborator behave like a
passive system and have bounded impedances. In consequence, the stability of the overall
teleoperation system can be analyzed using the concept of absolute stability. Further
analyses concerning passivity in a cooperative telemanipulation task are subject of future
research.

Definition: A linear two-port is said to be absolutely stable if no set of passive termi-
nating one-port impedances exist for which the system is unstable. Otherwise, the system
is potentially unstable.

A necessary and sufficient condition for absolute stability is given by Llewellyn’s absolute
stability criteria [85]:

• h11 and h22 have no poles in the right half plane
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H1 HSI TOP

O

H2

Figure 6.14: Multiple operator, single robot teleoperation system: an expert (H1) controls
a remote teleoperator (TOP) and collaborates with another human (H2) located at the
remote site

• any poles of h11 and h22 on the imaginary axis are simple with real and positive
residues

• for all real values of the frequency ω, the following conditions hold:

Re [h11] ≥ 0, Re [h22] ≥ 0, (6.9)

2Re [h11] Re [h22] − Re [h12h21] − |h12h21| ≥ 0, (6.10)

whereby hij with i, j = 1, 2 are parameters of the hybrid matrix [6], which describes the
linear two-port.

If this criteria is satisfied by the two-port network, then the teleoperation system is
stable if the two terminating impedances, namely the human operator interacting with
the haptic interface, as well as the remotely located collaborating human, act in a passive
way. Note that absolute stability allows passive terminating impedances, which results in
a robust, but rather conservative control design.

As in this experiment a haptic interface and teleoperator of admittance-type are also
used, the already presented bilateral teleoperation architectures, see Sec. 4 are analyzed
for stability considering time-delay in the communication channel. Hereby, absolute sta-
bility of two of these bilateral teleoperation architectures, namely the position-based ad-
mittance control with force-position exchange and position-force exchange, is tested and
design guidelines for the selection of control parameters are derived. The goal is to choose
impedance parameters M , B, and C, see (4.1), that stabilize the overall system despite
changing human operator and environment impedances.

Assuming diagonal mass, damping and stiffness matrices, as well as CT control of the
manipulators, the stability analysis of the overall system can be carried out for each degree-
of-freedom separately. The hybrid matrices of the remaining one degree-of-freedom tele-
operation system are given by

[

Fh (s)
−Vs (s)

]

=

[

h11 h12

h21 h22

] [

Vm (s)
Fe (s)

]

(6.11)

for the position-based admittance control with position-force exchange and

[

Vm (s)
Fe (s)

]

=

[

g11 g12

g21 g22

] [

Fh (s)
−Vs (s)

]

(6.12)
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for the position-based admittance control with force-position exchange, where Vm, Vs, Fh,
Fe are the Laplace transforms of ẋm, ẋs, fh, and fe, respectively.

If further high-gain position controllers and the compensation of external forces are
assumed, Fig. 4.6 can be simplified significantly and the hybrid matrix of the resulting
two-port network is given as follows, see [26] for more details:

hc
11 =

Fh (s)

Vm (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Fe=0

=
mdms2 + bdms + cdm

s
, (6.13)

hc
12 =

Fh (s)

Fe (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vm=0

= e−Tsms, (6.14)

hc
21 =

−Vs (s)

Vm (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Fe=0

= −e−Tmss, (6.15)

hc
22 =

−Vs (s)

Fe (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vm=0

=
s

mdss2 + bdss + cds

, (6.16)

where Tms and Tsm represent the time-delay from master to slave and slave to master,
respectively. The time-delay is assumed to be constant, an assumption which is justified
by measurements, see Sec. 4.6.

Testing absolute stability for this two-port network would give really conservative results,
because infinite terminating impedances are considered. Taking into account that the
human impedance is typically bounded, and adapting the two-port model to incorporate
this knowledge, a much less conservative result can be obtained, see [52]. Hereby, Zh,max

and Ze,max mean the maximum impedances of human operator and remote environment.
The modified two-port network with limited human and remote impedances is shown in
Fig. 6.15. The corresponding parameters hij are:

hm
11 =

Zh,maxh
c
11

Zh,max + hc
11

, (6.17)

hm
12 =

Zh,maxh
c
12

Zh,max + hc
11

, (6.18)

hm
21 =

Zh,maxh
c
21

Zh,max + hc
11

, (6.19)

hm
22 = hc

22 −
hc

12h
c
21

Zh,max + hc
11

+
1

Ze,max

. (6.20)

Analogously, the coefficients gc
ij for the position-based admittance control with force-

position exchange are given by

gc
11 =

Vm (s)

Fh (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vs=0

=
s

mdms2 + bdms + cdm

, (6.21)

gc
12 =

Vm (s)

−Vs (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Fh=0

= −e−Tsms, (6.22)

gc
21 =

Fe (s)

Fh (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vs=0

= e−Tmss, (6.23)

gc
22 =

Fe (s)

−Vs (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Fh=0

=
mdss

2 + bdss + cds

s
, (6.24)
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Figure 6.15: Two-port network with limited human impedances

and the coefficients gm
ij describing the modified two-port network can be obtained from

(6.17) to (6.20) by simply exchanging h with g, Ze,max with Zh,max, h11 with h22, as well
as h12 with h21.

Given these coefficients for the two before mentioned control architectures, stability can
be analyzed by evaluating Llewellyn’s stability criteria.

6.5.2 Numerical Stability Test

Considering a cooperative telemanipulation task, stability for two basic experimental con-
ditions is required:

• stability when interacting with the remote collaborator

• stability when interacting with the remote environment

These two experimental conditions are represented by different upper bounds of the
remote impedance Ze,max. If the interaction with a human operator is considered, Ze,max

reflects an upper bound for the human arm impedance, which can be modelled as follows

Ze,max = bh,max +
ch,max

s
. (6.25)

ch,max = 40N/m and bh,max = 6Ns/m denote the maximum stiffness and damping the hu-
man operator can apply to the system. The corresponding parameters are taken from
[78]. If stability for the interaction with stiff remote environments should be tested,
Ze,max = 104N/m is assumed.

For the analysis of the position-based admittance control with position-force exchange,
cds is set to zero and cdm = 600 N/m. It should be noted that cdm represents an upper
bound for displayable stiffnesses on the master side and thus it should be selected carefully.
To reduce further parameters, a constant mass mdm for the desired master impedance is
selected. Perfect transparency would require the master mass to be set to zero. However,
in admittance control, this is not possible because the minimum target inertia is bounded
by stability, see Sec. 2.4 and [30]. So a minimum mass mdm has been selected, which is
able to stabilize the master system when operated alone.
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Figure 6.16: Position-based admittance con-
trol with position-force exchange: ab-
solute stability for a fixed master mass
mdm = 1 kg

Figure 6.17: Position-based admittance con-
trol with position-force exchange: ab-
solute stability for a fixed master mass
mdm = 5 kg

Finally, the remaining parameters mds, bds, and bdm are gridded and absolute stability is
tested for each grid point. For the analysis, a constant time-delay of Tsm = Tms = 150 ms
is assumed. Fig. 6.16 and 6.17 show the corresponding simulation results, whereby the
area enclosed by the envelopes means control parameters, which stabilize the overall tele-
operation system. As can be seen, stability can only be guaranteed if a certain amount
of master and slave damping is implemented. Moreover, the number of stabilizing control
parameters increases with increasing master mass mdm. It should be noted that due to
actuator limitations a certain amount of mds has to be implemented, which implies an
appropriate selection of mdm. Summarizing, it can be stated that for a position-based
admittance control with position-force exchange stable behavior for the two conditions a)
interaction with a remote collaborator and b) interaction with a stiff remote environment
can be achieved if enough damping at master and slave side is provided.

For the position-based admittance control with force-position exchange, correspondingly
cdm = 0 N/m and cds = 600 N/m have been selected and the remaining parameters mdm,
bds, and bdm are gridded. A stability analysis with ch,max = 40 N/m and bh,max = 6 Ns/m
and Ze,max = 104 N/m showed that absolute stability is always guaranteed when a minimal
slave damping bds is implemented, see Fig. 6.18. Observe from the larger enclosed area
that the force-position exchange architecture with local position-based admittance control
allows a larger class of stabilizing controllers than the position-force exchange architecture.

6.5.3 Experimental Evaluation

One of the above presented control architectures has been tested in an intercontinental co-
operative telemanipulation task, whereby the operator site is located in Munich, Germany
and the teleoperator site in Tsukuba, Japan. As slave the humanoid robot HRP-2 and
as master the haptic interface ViSHaRD7 is used. The experimental task is shown in
Fig. 6.19. The execution consists of jointly grasping an object, moving it to a new position
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Figure 6.18: Position-based admittance control with force-position exchange: absolute stability
for a fixed slave mass mds = 5 kg

and finally releasing it. Hereby the task of the human collaborator was to follow the motion
commanded by the human controlling the telerobot. In order to give the human operator
a realistic impression of the remote environment visual, auditory, and haptic information
has been exchanged over Internet, see Fig. 6.22. The experimental setup is explained in
detail in succeeding paragraphs.

a) b) c) d)

Figure 6.19: Cooperative telemanipulation task: a) approach, b) grasp, c) lift, d) put down

Experimental Setup

Teleoperator: Fig. 6.20 shows the HRP-2 humanoid robot when interacting with a hu-
man. HRP-2 has 30 DOF: six for each leg and arm, one for each gripper, two for the chest,
and two for the head. In the experiment only the right arm and the head have been used,
whereby the chest was allowed to rotate around the vertical axis to increase the manipula-
tion area. HRP-2 has four cameras: one wide-angle and three narrow-angle cameras. For
the teleoperation experiment the images of two narrow-angle cameras were used and send
to the remotely located human operator. To provide force information HRP-2 is equipped
with 6 DOF force/torque sensors located at the wrist of each hand. HRP-2 is controlled
by using low-level high-gain joint PD controllers running at 1 kHz. The position reference
signal is hereby provided by an outer control loop running at 200 Hz. More details about
HRP-2 and the used full-body controller can be found in [64, 92].
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Figure 6.21: Operator site: human operator
and human-system interface

Human-system interface: Fig. 6.21 shows a human operator interacting with the human-
system interface, which consists of devices for visual, auditory and haptic feedback. The
redundant haptic interface ViSHaRD7, see chapter 2, is used to provide force-feedback
information to the human operator and allows to control the remotely located telerobot. It
is characterized by its relatively large workspace, high payload, as well as its redundancy
to avoid kinematic singularities. In order to allow fine-manipulation, the telemanipulator
is additionally equipped with a two-finger gripper. To open and close this gripper the
distance of thumb and index finger is measured by a linear potentiometer. No finger-force
feedback is provided.

The recorded video streams are transmitted to the operator site and then displayed on
a head-mounted display (HMD; NVIS nVisor SX, resolution 1280 x 1024) carried by the
human operator. The HMD is additionally equipped with an ultrasonic tracker (IS900),
which is used for controlling of the camera head motion, so that the user can look around
in the remote environment just by turning his/her own head.

Network: The packet rate, i.e. the network sampling rate, has been chosen to 50Hz. At
this packet rate, the packet loss probability was negligible (< 1%) while undesired effects
of sampling on performance still remained hidden as observed in preliminary experiments
as well as during the experiment itself. Similarily, the round trip time-delay between
Germany and Japan was measured to Tms + Tsm = 278 ms±5 ms. Observe that the time-
delay variance over time of 5ms is below the sampling time interval of 20ms justifying the
assumption of approximately constant delay.

Overall control architecture: Since position-based admittance control with force-
position exchange seems to have a greater variety of stabilizing controllers, this archi-
tecture has been implemented for the presented teleoperation system. As shown in
Fig. 6.23, admittance-type controllers with low level joint-controllers are used for mas-
ter, as well as slave devices and connected by using a two-channel force-position ar-
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Figure 6.22: Data exchange in the teleoperation experiment

chitecture. Hereby, forces are sent from master to slave and positions from slave to
master. The stability analysis presented above distinguishes between stable and non-
stable regions, but gives no information about the transient behavior of the overall sys-
tem. In order to guarantee a well damped behavior, the following parameters for the
desired master and slave impedances have been found in the experiment: mdm = 1 kg,
bdm = 200 Ns/m, cdm = 600 N/m, bds = 200 Ns/m, mds =10 kg for the translational
part and mdm = 0.02 kgm2, bdm = 2 Nms/rad, cdm = 20 Nm/rad, bds = 1 Nms/rad,
mds = 0.2 kgm2 for the rotational part.

The relatively high mass and damping factor at slave side limits hereby the bandwidth
of the system significantly and thus ensures stability of the overall teleoperation system
despite of significant time delay in the communication channel.

In order to measure zero forces during free-space motion, the end-effector masses have
been compensated. Since the center of gravity of the end-effectors is only approximately
known, small deadzones are used. The small position errors introduced by these deadzones
can be compensated by the human operator as she/he is provided with visual feedback of
the remote scene.

Experimental Results

Fig. 6.24 shows a typical example for position and force tracking during the experiment.
Basically, an approaching and grasping (1), moving (2), and releasing phase (3) can be
distinguished. In the approaching phase the human operator approaches and grasps the
object, in the moving phase the humans move the object from the starting to the target
position and finally in the releasing phase the object is released after being in contact
with the remote environment. During free space motion (phase 1) the position tracking
is very good. While in this phase at slave site no forces can be measured, some forces
at master site are necessary to change the position of the device. This is mainly due to
the implemented impedances in the master and slave controllers. In the contact phase
(phase 3), the force tracking is good and the positions slightly deviate from each other.
This can be explained by the compliant behavior introduced by the admittance controller
implemented at master site. As a consequence, the perception of the remote impedance is
also altered. In y-direction, the remote collaborator behaves as a task follower, because the
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Figure 6.23: Overall control architecture: position based admittance control with force-
position exchange

shape of the manipulated object makes it difficult to apply forces in these directions. On
the contrary, the shaded area in phase 2 indicates a region, where the human collaborator
located at the remote site applies forces in positive x-direction onto the carried object.
This results in small deviations of master and slave position.

Summarizing, it can be stated that stable behavior during all experimental phases can
be observed when implementing the proposed position-based admittance controller with
force-position exchange.

6.6 Discussion

Many tasks in our daily life cannot be performed alone because the abilities of a single
person are limited. This is e.g. the case when transporting heavy, bulky objects or when
performing complicated manipulation tasks which require more than two hands. In such
a case we strongly depend on the assistance of an auxiliary tool or the cooperation of
other people. Auxiliary tools are typically used if the task is known before and/or it is
carried out multiple times. A teleoperation scenario, however, is mostly characterized by
unknown, varying environment conditions and thus the collaboration with other people,
who can adapt to the actual situation, becomes necessary. Hence, so called collaborative
teleoperation systems result.
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Figure 6.24: Force and position tracking during experiment. 1: approaching phase, 2: moving
phase, 3: releasing phase, shaded area: human located at the remote site applies forces
to the object

In this chapter, a definition and classification of collaborative teleoperation systems has
been given. Starting from a classification into MOMR, SOMR and MOSR systems, five
possible architectures for collaborative teleoperation have been derived. Thereby, differ-
ent collaboration strategies have been formulated and typical application areas for each
architecture have been described. Dependent on the type of interaction between the par-
ticipants different challenges on the control of such systems, have been formulated. Typical
challenges found in this context are: coordinated motion behavior, collision avoidance, syn-
chronization, robust stability despite of uncertainties, changing kinematic configurations,
closed kinematic chains, non-ideal network conditions, and safety issues.

Some of the few state-of-the-art approaches which deal with collaborative teleoperation
systems, have been described. Hereby, approaches for unconstrained and constrained in-
teraction as well as approaches using only one or multiple human-system interfaces are
distinguished. The analysis of these algorithms showed that: Approaches using only one
human-system interface cannot be extended to a bimanual or MOMR system. The event
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6 Collaborative Teleoperation Systems

based approach can only be applied for rigid grasp conditions and produces an error be-
tween master and slave positions. Designs based on single master/single slave teleoperation
systems fail if they do not address the performance and stability requirements of collab-
orative teleoperation and the resulting additional interaction possibilities. The proposed
multi-lateral controllers require a dynamic model of the manipulators and have only been
tested for one DOF experiments using impedance-type devices.

As a first attempt to address some of the above formulated research challenges on col-
laborative teleoperation systems, three out of the five presented collaborative teleoperation
architectures have been implemented by using prior presented hardware and software de-
velopments: a bimanual, a multi-user, and an intercontinental cooperative teleoperation
architecture. No similar experiments of the described complexity have been presented be-
fore in the literature. The main focus in these investigations was on the finding of robustly
stable controller parameters, which guarantee stability despite changing kinematic configu-
rations and varying human operator and environment impedances. It could be shown that
a position-based admittance control with force-force exchange can be used in the biman-
ual as well as multi-user setup, whereby a single parameter set allows stabilization of the
system for all interaction possibilities. For the intercontinental cooperative teleoperation
task, stabilizing controllers under the assumption of passive human operator behavior and
environment could be also found. Hereby, the strong assumption on the passive human
behavior during a cooperative manipulation task has to be verified in the future. A further
open research question is whether advanced multi-lateral controllers as proposed in the lit-
erature can also be implemented for admittance-type devices and whether they are able
to increase transparency of the overall system with respect to the here proposed bilateral
controllers.
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7 Conclusions and Future Directions

7.1 Concluding Remarks

This thesis describes the design and control of a world leading, highly integrated, multi-
modal, and intuitive teleoperation system that can be used to perform a variety of manip-
ulation tasks of different complexity. Hereby, tasks requiring bimanual and multi-fingered
manipulations as well as tasks requiring more than one person are considered. Distinct to
other developments, exclusively teleoperation systems using admittance-type devices are
investigated.

The development of such a teleoperation system starts with the design of an appropriate
human-system interface, which allows bimanual 6 DOF manipulations with high interaction
forces in large remote environments. In chapter 2, typical requirements of such a system
are formulated and a modular system, consisting of independently designed and controlled
components, namely two haptic interfaces and a mobile platform, is proposed. When
coupling the haptic interfaces with the mobile platform the workspace of the device can be
extended to nearly arbitrarily large environments, but this requires solving an optimization
task. In order to simplify this optimization, an appropriate design and inverse kinematics of
the haptic interfaces which assure a decoupling of translational from rotational movements
is described. When interacting with the haptic interface a stable behavior is required. The
performed stability analysis showed a strong dependency on the human arm impedance,
whereby higher impedances potentially cause instability of the system. In this context, the
human arm mass had the biggest influence on stability. Additionally, a negative effect of
the force/torque filter time constant on stability was found. The newly developed system
has been intensively evaluated and a huge number of performance indexes, typically not
available for other haptic interfaces known from literature, has been determined. Finally,
the effect of different motion controllers on the performance of the device has been analyzed.
The results indicate that a computed torque controller is able to realize a good impedance
display fidelity in the two extremes contact and free space motion and that it is more
appropriate for admittance-type haptic interfaces than an independent joint controller.

As the haptic interface represents only one component of the overall teleoperation sys-
tem, the integration of other components for visual and auditory feedback, as well as haptic
interaction is covered in chapter 3. To realize a very intuitive interaction with the teleoper-
ation system, the main focus in the development is on a human-friendly design, so that the
human operator needs to only slightly adapt to the technical system. Typical mechatronic
design requirements for the realization of such a system were found to be a human scaled
workspace free of kinematic and algebraic singularities, the possibility to operate in full
6 DOF, the possibility to mount task specific end-effectors, the capability to display stiff
environments, an anthropomorphic design of the teleoperator, as well as multi-modal feed-
back. Taking into account all these requirements a novel, enhanced, and highly integrated
teleoperation system consisting of redundant haptic interfaces and telemanipulators, as
well as a stereo-vision system has been presented, which allows performance of bimanual
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7 Conclusions and Future Directions

manipulation tasks. To be also able to realize dextrous, fine operations, this system has
been extended by components for multi-fingered telemanipulation. On this account, the
telemanipulator arms are equipped with three-finger robotic grippers that allow the re-
alization of different grasp types ranging from precision to power grasps. A simple, but
efficient position mapping algorithm, which maps human hand motions to robotic gripper
motions is proposed and successfully evaluated in experiments. Although this mapping
method is based on a vertical projection, the overall form of the grasp is basically main-
tained. Closing the loop by providing finger force feedback to the human operator finally
allows a realistic impression of grasping remotely located objects.

Beside mechatronic design criteria, also the implemented control algorithm significantly
influences the quality of a telerobotic system. On this account, chapter 4 analyzed dif-
ferent types of bilateral control architectures with special focus on teleoperation systems
using admittance-type devices. In contrast to impedance-type devices, which are charac-
terized by very light-weight constructions with low inertia and friction, admittance-type
devices have higher dynamic properties and friction is typically not negligible. Hence, using
admittance-type devices force controllers can only be realized with a very poor performance
so that classical two-channel control architectures resulted to be not suitable for these kind
of devices. Instead of pure force controllers, local position-based admittance controllers are
used and connected to bilateral teleoperation control architectures by exchanging position
and force information. The main challenge in parameterizing these controllers turned out
to be the fact that human operator and remote environment impedance change signifi-
cantly over time and thus control parameters have to be found which are able to robustly
stabilize the system despite uncertainties. Robust stability of the proposed bilateral con-
trol architectures has been evaluated by using the parameter space approach. This method
is used in the first step for controller design and in the second step for robustness analysis.
The main advantage of this method is that no passive human operator or remote environ-
ment have to be assumed, which is necessary when using classical approaches. Moreover a
desired dynamic behavior can be specified. As shown, also effects as actuator and sensor
dynamics can be easily incorporated in the analysis. The results indicate that the best
performance can be achieved by using a position-based admittance control with position-
force exchange, as transparency is affected the least. To guarantee robust stability for
this architecture, a number of control parameters has to be selected, as indicated by the
stability analysis. Much easier to tune because of only two variable control parameters
however, is a position-based admittance controller with force-force exchange. This feature
is of special importance if control parameters for systems with multiple DOF have to be
selected.

While chapter 2 to 4 focused on the optimization of both the mechatronic design and
of the implemented control architectures, further improvements can be achieved by in-
corporating human factors in the development process. Earlier findings in the literature
suggested providing only that DOF to the human operator, which are absolutely necessary
to perform a certain task, because this would increase task performance. But as it was still
unknown how this would affect the feeling of telepresence and whether human movement
control is really driven by task performance, chapter 5 investigated effects of varied human
movement control on task performance and feeling of telepresence. In contrast to earlier
studies, the obtained results indicate that providing all six DOF for movement control led
to a better task performance compared to providing a lesser number of DOF. In addition,
providing the full range of motion possibilities had a beneficial effect on the feeling of
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telepresence as the participants felt more immersed when having the possibility to control
all six DOF. This indicates that for high-quality teleoperation systems, as developed in
this thesis, all DOF should be provided to the human operator, regardless of the task to
be performed. As a side-result of this analysis, it could be further shown that an increas-
ing amount of visual depth cues comprised by a HMD, as opposed to a projection wall,
improved human task performance and thus the interaction with the teleoperation system.

If a task that exceeds the abilities of a single person should be performed, e.g. when
carrying heavy or bulky objects or performing complex manipulation tasks, we clearly de-
pend on the assistance of other people. While a classical teleoperation system has been
found to combine skills such as human adaptability and decision making ability with the
advantages of robotic manipulation, collaborative teleoperation systems, as presented in
chapter 6, extend these features by the ability to collaborate with other humans by means
of a teleoperation system. As in a teleoperation system, the human operator is separated
from the environment she/he wants to interact with, different types of collaborative tele-
operation architectures can be constructed. Based on a classification into MOMR, SOMR,
and MOSR systems, five possible architectures for collaborative teleoperation have been
derived and typical application scenarios have been presented. Two different types of pos-
sible interactions between the participants have been distinguished, namely unconstrained
and constrained interactions, whereby both types of interactions impose different challenges
on the control of the corresponding teleoperation system. The most important challenges
found in this context are: coordinated motion behavior, collision avoidance, synchroniza-
tion, robust stability despite of uncertainties, changing kinematic configurations, closed
kinematic chains, non-ideal network conditions, and safety issues. With focus on some of
these issues three out of the five presented collaborative teleoperation architectures have
been implemented by using the developed teleoperation systems. Robust stability for all
these architectures could be shown despite changing kinematic configurations and varying
human operator and environment impedances. The hereby conducted experiments are
worldwide unique, no similar experiments have been presented before.

7.2 Outlook

This thesis covered a variety of design and control issues in the development of a highly
integrated, multi-modal, and intuitive teleoperation system. In the following paragraphs,
possible extensions of this work and collocated future research directions are pointed out:

In accordance with the concepts developed in this thesis the realization of a mobile haptic
interface requires positioning of the mobile platform which carries the two haptic interfaces
in such a way that the manipulability of both haptic interfaces is maximized. This can be
achieved by using an optimization algorithm which maximizes the manipulability of both
haptic interfaces. The implementation of such a holistic control concept that combines
haptic interfaces and mobile platform into a common control framework, represents a
logical extension of the presented work. Possible solutions for this problem are also subject
of our original work [160].

Concerning the developed multi-fingered teleoperation system, improvements are pos-
sible by using an advanced robotic gripper with more DOF, as e.g. represented by the
SCHUNK Dextrous Hand (SDH) [112] or DLR hand [18]. The closer the kinematics to the
human hand, the more dextrous manipulations can be performed and the more intuitive
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is the usage of it. More developments are also necessary in providing a better finger force
feedback to the human operator, as to date fingers can only pulled and not pushed and
force feedback is strongly affected by friction.

The developed multi-modal teleoperation system provides a huge variety of different
sensory information the human operator has to integrate. Due to different processing and
communication times, a temporal inconsistency in the presented information may result,
which might affect transparency of the overall teleoperation system and the integration of
multi-modal information. At the moment, no thresholds for still acceptable inconsistencies
are known. Thus, more studies on the temporal multi-modal integration capacity of a
human operator have to be performed.

While this thesis aimed at realizing an intuitive teleoperation system which requires only
few adaptations by the human operator, clear technical limitations are imposed on this
ambitious intention. This is mainly due to restrictions of available hardware components
or the implemented control architectures, which are not able to realize a really transparent
interaction with the remote environment. Thus, manipulations performed by means of a
teleoperation system are typically characterized by an increased execution time, failure
rate, and stress level of the human operator. To reduce these effects, future teleoperation
systems need to be able to assist the human operator in performing the task by still keeping
her/him fully in charge of the operation strategy. Some early attempts in designing such
systems are described in [116]. More recent developments can be found in [50], where
a shared control dextrous telemanipulation system is realized which facilitates grasping
of objects. Another approach to assist in teleoperative tasks is proposed by [4], who
introduces adaptive virtual fixtures. Some preliminary results of our group on computer
assistance concepts for teleoperation systems are reported in [130]; more results will follow
in the near future.

Especially in the field of collaborative teleoperation systems, many questions are still
unanswered and further research needs to be done. Some of the most promising research
directions should be highlighted: Stability and transparency of a collaborative teleopera-
tion system are expected to be improved by introducing new control schemes, which allow
transmission of position and force information between all master and slave robots, rather
than merely between corresponding units. Hereby, a variety of different interaction possi-
bilities have to be taken into account. Performance of these newly developed architectures
needs to be evaluated. New performance criteria for multi-user telepresence systems have
to be defined, including transparency and cooperation measures, see e.g. [68] for the defi-
nition of such criteria for a typical student-teacher teleoperation scenario. The extension
of such concepts to systems with non-ideal network conditions also represents a big chal-
lenge. A further improvement of collaborative teleoperation systems can be achieved by
extending the already mentioned computer generated assistance functions to support mul-
tiple operators in the execution of a collaborative task. Adequate algorithms can hereby
be derived from the analysis of the haptic information exchanged between two collaborat-
ing humans. Such an analysis may also lead to an interaction model, which can help to
artificially increase the feeling of co-presence.
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Table A.1: Specification of gears

Joint# Series-Version-Size-Ratio M1
R [Nm] M2

A [Nm] v3
max [rpm] slope [m/round]

1 THK KR45H10-D+840L 3.240 N - - 0.01
2 CSG-2UH-20-120 113 64 6500 -
3 HFUC-2UH-17-100 54 39 7300 -
4 CPU-M-14A-100 28 11 8500 -
5 HFUC-2A-R-11-100 11 8.9 8500 -
6 HFUC-2A-R-11-100 11 8.9 8500 -
7 HFUC-2A-R-8-100 4.8 3.3 8500 -

1 limit for repeated peak torque 2 limit for average torque 3 maximum input speed
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Table A.2: Specification of motors and encoders

Joint Motor Encoder Power amplifier
# Type M1

H [Nm] M2
c [Nm] v3

max [rpm] Type I4 Type

1 Maxon EC60 167132 11.8 0.747 5370 Scancon 7500 maxon DES70/10
2 Maxon RE40 148877 2.5 0.184 7580 MR-Enc. Typ L 1024 Copley 4122Z
3 Maxon RE35 273754 1.07 0.0977 7530 MR-Enc. Typ L 1024 Copley 4122Z
4 Maxon RE35 273754 1.07 0.0977 7530 MR-Enc. Typ L 1024 Copley 4122Z
5 Maxon RE30 310009 1.02 0.0882 8490 MR-Enc. Typ L 1024 Copley 4212Z
6 Maxon RE30 310009 1.02 0.0882 8490 MR-Enc. Typ L 1024 Copley 4212Z
7 Maxon RE-max29 0.268 0.0285 8660 MR-Enc. Typ ML 1024 Copley 4212Z

1 stall torque 2 maximum continuous torque 3 maximum input speed 4 impulses per turn
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B Dynamic Device Models

In the following sections the dynamic device models for ViSHaRD7, ViSHaRD10, and
the dual arm telemanipulator are reported. Autolev [63] is hereby used as programming
language.

B.1 ViSHaRD7 Right Arm

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Problem: ViSHaRD7 right

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Newtonian, bodies, frames, points

NEWTONIAN N

BODIES B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, BEE

FRAMES B4H, B5H, B6H, B6HH, BEEH

POINTS O, S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, SKMS, &

SEE, STCP %origins

FRAMES TCP %tool center point (HSI rotates around this point)

FRAMES KMS %coordinate system attached to middle of FT-sensor

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link lengths [m] (lengths from joint to joint)

CONSTANTS L_OX = 0.0 %distance from N to S0

CONSTANTS L_OY = 0.0

%z-direction is generalized coordinate (linear motion)

CONSTANTS L_B1X = 0.0 %distance from S0 to S1 in x-direction ...

CONSTANTS L_B1Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B1Z = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B2X = 0.350

CONSTANTS L_B2Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B2Z = 0.001

CONSTANTS L_B3X = 0.350

CONSTANTS L_B3Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B3Z = 0.0053

CONSTANTS L_B4X = 0.2025

CONSTANTS L_B4Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B4Z = 0.2828
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B Dynamic Device Models

CONSTANTS L_B5X = 0.106

CONSTANTS L_B5Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B5Z =-0.2025

CONSTANTS L_B6X = 0.0654

CONSTANTS L_B6Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B6Z =-0.106

VARIABLES LEEX %distance between middle of FT-sensor and

%EE coordinate system

VARIABLES LEEY

VARIABLES LEEZ

VARIABLES LTCPX %distance between middle of FT-sensor and

%TCP coordinate system

VARIABLES LTCPY

VARIABLES LTCPZ

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Lengths from joint to center of mass of link

CONSTANTS Off_B1X = -0.04018

CONSTANTS Off_B1Y = -0.05622

CONSTANTS Off_B1Z = -0.05499

CONSTANTS Off_B2X = 0.15264

CONSTANTS Off_B2Y = 0.01116

CONSTANTS Off_B2Z =-0.05121

CONSTANTS Off_B3X = 0.24082

CONSTANTS Off_B3Y = 0.01094

CONSTANTS Off_B3Z =-0.04732

CONSTANTS Off_B4X = 0.20749

CONSTANTS Off_B4Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B4Z = 0.16518

CONSTANTS Off_B5X = 0.12819

CONSTANTS Off_B5Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B5Z =-0.12391

CONSTANTS Off_B6X = 0.11016

CONSTANTS Off_B6Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B6Z =-0.07183

CONSTANTS Off_B7X = -0.0061372

CONSTANTS Off_B7Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B7Z = 0
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B.1 ViSHaRD7 Right Arm

VARIABLES Off_BEEX

VARIABLES Off_BEEY

VARIABLES Off_BEEZ

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Inertia of wavegenerator and motor [kg * m^2]

CONSTANTS J_Ballscrew = 0.0000291 %incl. coupling

CONSTANTS Ballscrew_Radius = 0.01/(2*PI) %[m]

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD20 = 0.0000193

CONSTANTS HD20_Ratio = 120

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD17 = 0.0000079

CONSTANTS HD17_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD14 = 0.0000033

CONSTANTS HD14_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD11 = 0.0000012

CONSTANTS HD11_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD8 = 0.0000003

CONSTANTS HD8_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_EC60 = 0.0000831

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_RE40 = 0.0000134

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_RE35 = 0.00000696

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_RE30 = 0.00000345

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_REMAX29 = 0.00000119

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link inertia [kg * m^2]

CONSTANTS IB1_11 = 0.00461350154

CONSTANTS IB1_22 = 0.00439990124

CONSTANTS IB1_33 = 0.00271007630

CONSTANTS IB1_12 = 0.00062578871

CONSTANTS IB1_23 = -0.00005991654

CONSTANTS IB1_31 = -0.00013915799

CONSTANTS IB2_11 = 0.00859838026

CONSTANTS IB2_22 = 0.11011053644

CONSTANTS IB2_33 = 0.10861197902

CONSTANTS IB2_12 = 0.00118366636

CONSTANTS IB2_23 = -0.00053676727

CONSTANTS IB2_31 = 0.00030491157
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CONSTANTS IB3_11 = 0.00459554931

CONSTANTS IB3_22 = 0.04630447801

CONSTANTS IB3_33 = 0.04545162467

CONSTANTS IB3_12 = -0.00346086212

CONSTANTS IB3_23 = -0.00014907434

CONSTANTS IB3_31 = -0.00144417918

CONSTANTS IB4_11 = 0.02408388538

CONSTANTS IB4_22 = 0.03793209591

CONSTANTS IB4_33 = 0.01480841047

CONSTANTS IB4_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB4_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB4_31 = -0.01170709664

CONSTANTS IB5_11 = 0.00984346200

CONSTANTS IB5_22 = 0.01249259708

CONSTANTS IB5_33 = 0.00304319425

CONSTANTS IB5_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB5_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB5_31 = 0.00348378980

CONSTANTS IB6_11 = 0.00156323252

CONSTANTS IB6_22 = 0.00295963420

CONSTANTS IB6_33 = 0.00166375930

CONSTANTS IB6_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB6_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB6_31 = 0.00095308184

CONSTANTS IB7_11= 0.00010884

CONSTANTS IB7_22= 0.00008217

CONSTANTS IB7_33= 0.00008217

CONSTANTS IB7_12= 0

CONSTANTS IB7_23= 0

CONSTANTS IB7_31= 0

VARIABLES IBEE_11

VARIABLES IBEE_22

VARIABLES IBEE_33

VARIABLES IBEE_12

VARIABLES IBEE_23

VARIABLES IBEE_31

% Syntax: I11, I22, I33, I12, I23, I31

INERTIA B1, IB1_11, IB1_22, IB1_33, IB1_12, IB1_23, IB1_31

INERTIA B2, IB2_11, IB2_22, IB2_33, IB2_12, IB2_23, IB2_31

INERTIA B3, IB3_11, IB3_22, IB3_33, IB3_12, IB3_23, IB3_31
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B.1 ViSHaRD7 Right Arm

INERTIA B4, IB4_11, IB4_22, IB4_33, IB4_12, IB4_23, IB4_31

INERTIA B5, IB5_11, IB5_22, IB5_33, IB5_12, IB5_23, IB5_31

INERTIA B6, IB6_11, IB6_22, IB6_33, IB6_12, IB6_23, IB6_31

INERTIA B7, IB7_11, IB7_22, IB7_33, IB7_12, IB7_23, IB7_31

INERTIA BEE, IBEE_11,IBEE_22,IBEE_33,IBEE_12,IBEE_23,IBEE_31

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link masses [kg]

CONSTANTS M_B1 = 1.738

CONSTANTS M_B2 = 4.185

CONSTANTS M_B3 = 2.497

CONSTANTS M_B4 = 1.632

CONSTANTS M_B5 = 1.154

CONSTANTS M_B6 = 0.807

CONSTANTS M_B7 = 0.249 %Mass of last link inkl. FT-sensor mass,

%without end-effector mass

VARIABLES M_EE %Mass inkl. mass of screws and FT-electronics

MASS B1=M_B1, B2=M_B2, B3=M_B3, B4=M_B4, B5=M_B5, B6=M_B6, &

B7=M_B7, BEE=M_EE

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Rotation between the coordinate systems starting at Newtonian frame

% CAUTION: The index of the bodydeclaration (Bi) has an offset of +1

% with respect to the declaration of the origins (Si).

SIMPROT(N , B1 , 1, 0)

SIMPROT(B1 , B2 , 3, Q2)

SIMPROT(B2 , B3 , 3, Q3)

SIMPROT(B3 , B4 , 3, Q4)

SIMPROT(B4 , B4H , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(B4H , B5 , 3, Q5)

SIMPROT(B5 , B5H , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(B5H , B6 , 3, Q6)

SIMPROT(B6 , B6H , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(B6H , B6HH, 1, PI)

SIMPROT(B6HH, B7 , 3, Q7)

%Sensor COS added

SIMPROT(B7 , KMS, 1, 0)

%EE COS

SIMPROT(B7, BEEH , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(BEEH, BEE , 3, PI)
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%TCP COS

SIMPROT(BEE, TCP, 1, 0)

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Position vectors (from origin "n-1" to origin "n")

P_O_S0> = L_Ox * N1> + L_Oy * N2> + Q1 * N3>

%linear motion with Q1

P_S0_S1> = L_B1x * B11> + L_B1y * B12> + L_B1z * B13>

P_S1_S2> = L_B2x * B21> + L_B2y * B22> + L_B2z * B23>

P_S2_S3> = L_B3x * B31> + L_B3y * B32> + L_B3z * B33>

P_S3_S4> = L_B4x * B41> + L_B4y * B42> + L_B4z * B43>

P_S4_S5> = L_B5x * B51> + L_B5y * B52> + L_B5z * B53>

P_S5_S6> = L_B6x * B61> + L_B6y * B62> + L_B6z * B63>

P_S6_S7> = 0 * B71> + 0 * B72> + 0 * B73>

P_S6_SKMS> = 0 * KMS1> + 0 * KMS2> + 0 * KMS3>

P_SKMS_SEE> = LEEX*KMS1> + LEEY*KMS2> + LEEZ*KMS3>

P_SKMS_STCP> = LTCPX*KMS1> + LTCPY*KMS2> + LTCPZ*KMS3>

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Position vectors (from origin "n-1" to center of mass of "n")

P_S0_B1o> = Off_B1x * B11> + Off_B1y * B12> + Off_B1z * B13>

P_S1_B2o> = Off_B2x * B21> + Off_B2y * B22> + Off_B2z * B23>

P_S2_B3o> = Off_B3x * B31> + Off_B3y * B32> + Off_B3z * B33>

P_S3_B4o> = Off_B4x * B41> + Off_B4y * B42> + Off_B4z * B43>

P_S4_B5o> = Off_B5x * B51> + Off_B5y * B52> + Off_B5z * B53>

P_S5_B6o> = Off_B6x * B61> + Off_B6y * B62> + Off_B6z * B63>

P_S6_B7o> = Off_B7x * B71> + Off_B7y * B72> + Off_B7z * B73>

% Position vector from point SEE to center of gravity of EE

P_SEE_BEEo> = Off_BEEx*BEE1> + Off_BEEy*BEE2> + Off_BEEz*BEE3>

%--------------------------------------------------------------------
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B.2 ViSHaRD7 Left Arm

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Problem: ViSHaRD7 left

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Newtonian, bodies, frames, points

NEWTONIAN N

BODIES B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, BEE

FRAMES B4H, B5H, B6H, B6HH, BEEH

POINTS O, S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, SKMS, &

SEE, STCP %origins

FRAMES TCP %tool center point (HSI rotates around this point)

FRAMES KMS %coordinate system attached to middle of FT-sensor

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link lengths [m] (lengths from joint to joint)

CONSTANTS L_OX = 0.0 %distance from N to S0

CONSTANTS L_OY = 0.0

%z-direction is generalized coordinate (linear motion)

CONSTANTS L_B1X = 0.0 %distance from S0 to S1 in x-direction ...

CONSTANTS L_B1Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B1Z = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B2X = 0.350

CONSTANTS L_B2Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B2Z = 0.001

CONSTANTS L_B3X = 0.350

CONSTANTS L_B3Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B3Z = 0.0053

CONSTANTS L_B4X = 0.2025

CONSTANTS L_B4Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B4Z = 0.2828

CONSTANTS L_B5X = 0.106

CONSTANTS L_B5Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B5Z =-0.2025

CONSTANTS L_B6X = 0.0654

CONSTANTS L_B6Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B6Z =-0.106

VARIABLES LEEX %distance between middle of FT-sensor and

%EE coordinate system

VARIABLES LEEY
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VARIABLES LEEZ

VARIABLES LTCPX %distance between middle of FT-sensor and

%TCP coordinate system

VARIABLES LTCPY

VARIABLES LTCPZ

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Lengths from joint to center of mass of link

CONSTANTS Off_B1X = -0.04018

CONSTANTS Off_B1Y = 0.05622

CONSTANTS Off_B1Z = -0.05499

CONSTANTS Off_B2X = 0.15264

CONSTANTS Off_B2Y = -0.0128

CONSTANTS Off_B2Z =-0.05082

CONSTANTS Off_B3X = 0.23981

CONSTANTS Off_B3Y =-0.01094

CONSTANTS Off_B3Z =-0.04481

CONSTANTS Off_B4X = 0.20749

CONSTANTS Off_B4Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B4Z = 0.16518

CONSTANTS Off_B5X = 0.12819

CONSTANTS Off_B5Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B5Z =-0.12391

CONSTANTS Off_B6X = 0.11016

CONSTANTS Off_B6Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B6Z =-0.07183

CONSTANTS Off_B7X = -0.0061372

CONSTANTS Off_B7Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B7Z = 0

VARIABLES Off_BEEX

VARIABLES Off_BEEY

VARIABLES Off_BEEZ

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Inertia of wavegenerator and motor [kg * m^2]

CONSTANTS J_Ballscrew = 0.0000291 %incl. coupling

CONSTANTS Ballscrew_Radius = 0.01/(2*PI) %[m]
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CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD20 = 0.0000193

CONSTANTS HD20_Ratio = 120

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD17 = 0.0000079

CONSTANTS HD17_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD14 = 0.0000033

CONSTANTS HD14_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD11 = 0.0000012

CONSTANTS HD11_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD8 = 0.0000003

CONSTANTS HD8_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_EC60 = 0.0000831

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_RE40 = 0.0000134

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_RE35 = 0.00000696

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_RE30 = 0.00000345

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_REMAX29 = 0.00000119

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link inertia [kg * m^2]

CONSTANTS IB1_11 = 0.00461350154

CONSTANTS IB1_22 = 0.00439990124

CONSTANTS IB1_33 = 0.00271007630

CONSTANTS IB1_12 = 0.00062578871

CONSTANTS IB1_23 = -0.00005991654

CONSTANTS IB1_31 = -0.00013915799

CONSTANTS IB2_11 = 0.00859838026

CONSTANTS IB2_22 = 0.11011054

CONSTANTS IB2_33 = 0.10861198

CONSTANTS IB2_12 = 0.00118367

CONSTANTS IB2_23 = -0.00053677

CONSTANTS IB2_31 = 0.00030491

CONSTANTS IB3_11 = 0.00459555

CONSTANTS IB3_22 = 0.04630448

CONSTANTS IB3_33 = 0.04545162

CONSTANTS IB3_12 = -0.00346086

CONSTANTS IB3_23 = -0.00014907

CONSTANTS IB3_31 = -0.00144418

CONSTANTS IB4_11 = 0.02408388538

CONSTANTS IB4_22 = 0.03793209591
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CONSTANTS IB4_33 = 0.01480841047

CONSTANTS IB4_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB4_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB4_31 = -0.01170709664

CONSTANTS IB5_11 = 0.00984346200

CONSTANTS IB5_22 = 0.01249259708

CONSTANTS IB5_33 = 0.00304319425

CONSTANTS IB5_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB5_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB5_31 = 0.00348378980

CONSTANTS IB6_11 = 0.00156323252

CONSTANTS IB6_22 = 0.00295963420

CONSTANTS IB6_33 = 0.00166375930

CONSTANTS IB6_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB6_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB6_31 = 0.00095308184

CONSTANTS IB7_11= 0.00010884

CONSTANTS IB7_22= 0.00008217

CONSTANTS IB7_33= 0.00008217

CONSTANTS IB7_12= 0

CONSTANTS IB7_23= 0

CONSTANTS IB7_31= 0

VARIABLES IBEE_11

VARIABLES IBEE_22

VARIABLES IBEE_33

VARIABLES IBEE_12

VARIABLES IBEE_23

VARIABLES IBEE_31

% Syntax: I11, I22, I33, I12, I23, I31

INERTIA B1, IB1_11, IB1_22, IB1_33, IB1_12, IB1_23, IB1_31

INERTIA B2, IB2_11, IB2_22, IB2_33, IB2_12, IB2_23, IB2_31

INERTIA B3, IB3_11, IB3_22, IB3_33, IB3_12, IB3_23, IB3_31

INERTIA B4, IB4_11, IB4_22, IB4_33, IB4_12, IB4_23, IB4_31

INERTIA B5, IB5_11, IB5_22, IB5_33, IB5_12, IB5_23, IB5_31

INERTIA B6, IB6_11, IB6_22, IB6_33, IB6_12, IB6_23, IB6_31

INERTIA B7, IB7_11, IB7_22, IB7_33, IB7_12, IB7_23, IB7_31

INERTIA BEE, IBEE_11,IBEE_22,IBEE_33,IBEE_12,IBEE_23,IBEE_31

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link masses [kg]

CONSTANTS M_B1 = 1.738

CONSTANTS M_B2 = 4.185
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CONSTANTS M_B3 = 2.497

CONSTANTS M_B4 = 1.632

CONSTANTS M_B5 = 1.154

CONSTANTS M_B6 = 0.807

CONSTANTS M_B7 = 0.249 %Mass of last link inkl. FT-sensor mass,

%without end-effector mass

VARIABLES M_EE %Mass inkl. mass of screws and FT-electronics

MASS B1=M_B1, B2=M_B2, B3=M_B3, B4=M_B4, B5=M_B5, B6=M_B6, &

B7=M_B7, BEE=M_EE

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Rotation between the coordinate systems starting at Newtonian frame

% CAUTION: The index of the bodydeclaration (Bi) has an offset of +1

% with respect to the declaration of the origins (Si).

SIMPROT(N , B1 , 1, 0)

SIMPROT(B1 , B2 , 3, Q2)

SIMPROT(B2 , B3 , 3, Q3)

SIMPROT(B3 , B4 , 3, Q4)

SIMPROT(B4 , B4H , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(B4H , B5 , 3, Q5)

SIMPROT(B5 , B5H , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(B5H , B6 , 3, Q6)

SIMPROT(B6 , B6H , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(B6H , B6HH, 1, PI)

SIMPROT(B6HH, B7 , 3, Q7)

% Sensor COS added

SIMPROT(B7 , KMS, 1, 0)

% EE COS

SIMPROT(B7, BEEH , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(BEEH, BEE , 3, PI)

% TCP COS

SIMPROT(BEE, TCP, 1, 0)

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Position vectors (from origin "n-1" to origin "n")

P_O_S0> = L_Ox * N1> + L_Oy * N2> + Q1 * N3>

%linear motion with Q1

P_S0_S1> = L_B1x * B11> + L_B1y * B12> + L_B1z * B13>

P_S1_S2> = L_B2x * B21> + L_B2y * B22> + L_B2z * B23>
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P_S2_S3> = L_B3x * B31> + L_B3y * B32> + L_B3z * B33>

P_S3_S4> = L_B4x * B41> + L_B4y * B42> + L_B4z * B43>

P_S4_S5> = L_B5x * B51> + L_B5y * B52> + L_B5z * B53>

P_S5_S6> = L_B6x * B61> + L_B6y * B62> + L_B6z * B63>

P_S6_S7> = 0 * B71> + 0 * B72> + 0 * B73>

P_S6_SKMS> = 0 * KMS1> + 0 * KMS2> + 0 * KMS3>

P_SKMS_SEE> = LEEX*KMS1> + LEEY*KMS2> + LEEZ*KMS3>

P_SKMS_STCP> = LTCPX*KMS1> + LTCPY*KMS2> + LTCPZ*KMS3>

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Position vectors (from origin "n-1" to center of mass of "n")

P_S0_B1o> = Off_B1x * B11> + Off_B1y * B12> + Off_B1z * B13>

P_S1_B2o> = Off_B2x * B21> + Off_B2y * B22> + Off_B2z * B23>

P_S2_B3o> = Off_B3x * B31> + Off_B3y * B32> + Off_B3z * B33>

P_S3_B4o> = Off_B4x * B41> + Off_B4y * B42> + Off_B4z * B43>

P_S4_B5o> = Off_B5x * B51> + Off_B5y * B52> + Off_B5z * B53>

P_S5_B6o> = Off_B6x * B61> + Off_B6y * B62> + Off_B6z * B63>

P_S6_B7o> = Off_B7x * B71> + Off_B7y * B72> + Off_B7z * B73>

% Position vector from point SEE to center of gravity of EE

P_SEE_BEEo> = Off_BEEx*BEE1> + Off_BEEy*BEE2> + Off_BEEz*BEE3>

%--------------------------------------------------------------------
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B.3 ViSHaRD10

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Problem: ViSHaRD7 left

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Newtonian, bodies, frames, points

NEWTONIAN N

BODIES B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, BEE

FRAMES B4H, B5H, B6H, B6HH, BEEH

POINTS O, S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, SKMS, &

SEE, STCP %origins

FRAMES TCP %tool center point (HSI rotates around this point)

FRAMES KMS %coordinate system attached to middle of FT-sensor

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link lengths [m] (lengths from joint to joint)

CONSTANTS L_OX = 0.0 %distance from N to S0

CONSTANTS L_OY = 0.0

%z-direction is generalized coordinate (linear motion)

CONSTANTS L_B1X = 0.0 %distance from S0 to S1 in x-direction ...

CONSTANTS L_B1Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B1Z = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B2X = 0.350

CONSTANTS L_B2Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B2Z = 0.001

CONSTANTS L_B3X = 0.350

CONSTANTS L_B3Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B3Z = 0.0053

CONSTANTS L_B4X = 0.2025

CONSTANTS L_B4Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B4Z = 0.2828

CONSTANTS L_B5X = 0.106

CONSTANTS L_B5Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B5Z =-0.2025

CONSTANTS L_B6X = 0.0654

CONSTANTS L_B6Y = 0.0

CONSTANTS L_B6Z =-0.106

VARIABLES LEEX %distance between middle of FT-sensor and

%EE coordinate system

VARIABLES LEEY
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VARIABLES LEEZ

VARIABLES LTCPX %distance between middle of FT-sensor and

%TCP coordinate system

VARIABLES LTCPY

VARIABLES LTCPZ

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Lengths from joint to center of mass of link

CONSTANTS Off_B1X = -0.04018

CONSTANTS Off_B1Y = 0.05622

CONSTANTS Off_B1Z = -0.05499

CONSTANTS Off_B2X = 0.15264

CONSTANTS Off_B2Y = -0.0128

CONSTANTS Off_B2Z =-0.05082

CONSTANTS Off_B3X = 0.23981

CONSTANTS Off_B3Y =-0.01094

CONSTANTS Off_B3Z =-0.04481

CONSTANTS Off_B4X = 0.20749

CONSTANTS Off_B4Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B4Z = 0.16518

CONSTANTS Off_B5X = 0.12819

CONSTANTS Off_B5Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B5Z =-0.12391

CONSTANTS Off_B6X = 0.11016

CONSTANTS Off_B6Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B6Z =-0.07183

CONSTANTS Off_B7X = -0.0061372

CONSTANTS Off_B7Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B7Z = 0

VARIABLES Off_BEEX

VARIABLES Off_BEEY

VARIABLES Off_BEEZ

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Inertia of wavegenerator and motor [kg * m^2]

CONSTANTS J_Ballscrew = 0.0000291 %incl. coupling

CONSTANTS Ballscrew_Radius = 0.01/(2*PI) %[m]
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CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD20 = 0.0000193

CONSTANTS HD20_Ratio = 120

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD17 = 0.0000079

CONSTANTS HD17_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD14 = 0.0000033

CONSTANTS HD14_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD11 = 0.0000012

CONSTANTS HD11_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Wave_HD8 = 0.0000003

CONSTANTS HD8_Ratio = 100

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_EC60 = 0.0000831

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_RE40 = 0.0000134

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_RE35 = 0.00000696

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_RE30 = 0.00000345

CONSTANTS J_Rotor_REMAX29 = 0.00000119

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link inertia [kg * m^2]

CONSTANTS IB1_11 = 0.00461350154

CONSTANTS IB1_22 = 0.00439990124

CONSTANTS IB1_33 = 0.00271007630

CONSTANTS IB1_12 = 0.00062578871

CONSTANTS IB1_23 = -0.00005991654

CONSTANTS IB1_31 = -0.00013915799

CONSTANTS IB2_11 = 0.00859838026

CONSTANTS IB2_22 = 0.11011054

CONSTANTS IB2_33 = 0.10861198

CONSTANTS IB2_12 = 0.00118367

CONSTANTS IB2_23 = -0.00053677

CONSTANTS IB2_31 = 0.00030491

CONSTANTS IB3_11 = 0.00459555

CONSTANTS IB3_22 = 0.04630448

CONSTANTS IB3_33 = 0.04545162

CONSTANTS IB3_12 = -0.00346086

CONSTANTS IB3_23 = -0.00014907

CONSTANTS IB3_31 = -0.00144418

CONSTANTS IB4_11 = 0.02408388538

CONSTANTS IB4_22 = 0.03793209591
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CONSTANTS IB4_33 = 0.01480841047

CONSTANTS IB4_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB4_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB4_31 = -0.01170709664

CONSTANTS IB5_11 = 0.00984346200

CONSTANTS IB5_22 = 0.01249259708

CONSTANTS IB5_33 = 0.00304319425

CONSTANTS IB5_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB5_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB5_31 = 0.00348378980

CONSTANTS IB6_11 = 0.00156323252

CONSTANTS IB6_22 = 0.00295963420

CONSTANTS IB6_33 = 0.00166375930

CONSTANTS IB6_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB6_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB6_31 = 0.00095308184

CONSTANTS IB7_11= 0.00010884

CONSTANTS IB7_22= 0.00008217

CONSTANTS IB7_33= 0.00008217

CONSTANTS IB7_12= 0

CONSTANTS IB7_23= 0

CONSTANTS IB7_31= 0

VARIABLES IBEE_11

VARIABLES IBEE_22

VARIABLES IBEE_33

VARIABLES IBEE_12

VARIABLES IBEE_23

VARIABLES IBEE_31

% Syntax: I11, I22, I33, I12, I23, I31

INERTIA B1, IB1_11, IB1_22, IB1_33, IB1_12, IB1_23, IB1_31

INERTIA B2, IB2_11, IB2_22, IB2_33, IB2_12, IB2_23, IB2_31

INERTIA B3, IB3_11, IB3_22, IB3_33, IB3_12, IB3_23, IB3_31

INERTIA B4, IB4_11, IB4_22, IB4_33, IB4_12, IB4_23, IB4_31

INERTIA B5, IB5_11, IB5_22, IB5_33, IB5_12, IB5_23, IB5_31

INERTIA B6, IB6_11, IB6_22, IB6_33, IB6_12, IB6_23, IB6_31

INERTIA B7, IB7_11, IB7_22, IB7_33, IB7_12, IB7_23, IB7_31

INERTIA BEE, IBEE_11,IBEE_22,IBEE_33,IBEE_12,IBEE_23,IBEE_31

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link masses [kg]

CONSTANTS M_B1 = 1.738

CONSTANTS M_B2 = 4.185
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CONSTANTS M_B3 = 2.497

CONSTANTS M_B4 = 1.632

CONSTANTS M_B5 = 1.154

CONSTANTS M_B6 = 0.807

CONSTANTS M_B7 = 0.249 %Mass of last link inkl. FT-sensor mass,

%without end-effector mass

VARIABLES M_EE %Mass inkl. mass of screws and FT-electronics

MASS B1=M_B1, B2=M_B2, B3=M_B3, B4=M_B4, B5=M_B5, B6=M_B6, &

B7=M_B7, BEE=M_EE

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Rotation between the coordinate systems starting at Newtonian frame

% CAUTION: The index of the bodydeclaration (Bi) has an offset of +1

% with respect to the declaration of the origins (Si).

SIMPROT(N , B1 , 1, 0)

SIMPROT(B1 , B2 , 3, Q2)

SIMPROT(B2 , B3 , 3, Q3)

SIMPROT(B3 , B4 , 3, Q4)

SIMPROT(B4 , B4H , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(B4H , B5 , 3, Q5)

SIMPROT(B5 , B5H , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(B5H , B6 , 3, Q6)

SIMPROT(B6 , B6H , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(B6H , B6HH, 1, PI)

SIMPROT(B6HH, B7 , 3, Q7)

% Sensor COS added

SIMPROT(B7 , KMS, 1, 0)

% EE COS

SIMPROT(B7, BEEH , 2, PI/2)

SIMPROT(BEEH, BEE , 3, PI)

% TCP COS

SIMPROT(BEE, TCP, 1, 0)

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Position vectors (from origin "n-1" to origin "n")

P_O_S0> = L_Ox * N1> + L_Oy * N2> + Q1 * N3>

%linear motion with Q1

P_S0_S1> = L_B1x * B11> + L_B1y * B12> + L_B1z * B13>

P_S1_S2> = L_B2x * B21> + L_B2y * B22> + L_B2z * B23>
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P_S2_S3> = L_B3x * B31> + L_B3y * B32> + L_B3z * B33>

P_S3_S4> = L_B4x * B41> + L_B4y * B42> + L_B4z * B43>

P_S4_S5> = L_B5x * B51> + L_B5y * B52> + L_B5z * B53>

P_S5_S6> = L_B6x * B61> + L_B6y * B62> + L_B6z * B63>

P_S6_S7> = 0 * B71> + 0 * B72> + 0 * B73>

P_S6_SKMS> = 0 * KMS1> + 0 * KMS2> + 0 * KMS3>

P_SKMS_SEE> = LEEX*KMS1> + LEEY*KMS2> + LEEZ*KMS3>

P_SKMS_STCP> = LTCPX*KMS1> + LTCPY*KMS2> + LTCPZ*KMS3>

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Position vectors (from origin "n-1" to center of mass of "n")

P_S0_B1o> = Off_B1x * B11> + Off_B1y * B12> + Off_B1z * B13>

P_S1_B2o> = Off_B2x * B21> + Off_B2y * B22> + Off_B2z * B23>

P_S2_B3o> = Off_B3x * B31> + Off_B3y * B32> + Off_B3z * B33>

P_S3_B4o> = Off_B4x * B41> + Off_B4y * B42> + Off_B4z * B43>

P_S4_B5o> = Off_B5x * B51> + Off_B5y * B52> + Off_B5z * B53>

P_S5_B6o> = Off_B6x * B61> + Off_B6y * B62> + Off_B6z * B63>

P_S6_B7o> = Off_B7x * B71> + Off_B7y * B72> + Off_B7z * B73>

% Position vector from point SEE to center of gravity of EE

P_SEE_BEEo> = Off_BEEx*BEE1> + Off_BEEy*BEE2> + Off_BEEz*BEE3>

%--------------------------------------------------------------------
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B.4 Dual Arm Telemanipulator

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Problem: Dual arm telemanipulator

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Newtonian, bodies, frames, points

NEWTONIAN N

BODIES B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, BEE

POINTS O, S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, SKMS, &

SEE, STCP %=origins

FRAMES TMP %temporary frame,

FRAMES TCP %tool center point (EE-frames of HSI and TOP are

%aligned when the devices are in their starting

%positions)

FRAMES KMS %coordinate system attached to middle of FT-sensor

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Gear ratios

CONSTANTS GR1=160, GR2=160, GR3=160, GR4=160, GR5=100, GR6=100, &

GR7=100

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link lengths [m] (lengths from joint to joint)

CONSTANTS L1=0.2325 %distance from N to S0

CONSTANTS L2=0.103 %distance from S0 to S1 in x-direction ...

CONSTANTS L3=0.209

CONSTANTS L4=0.103

CONSTANTS L5=0.209

CONSTANTS L6=0.065+0.1695

VARIABLES LEEX %distance between middle of FT-sensor and

%EE coordinate system

CONSTANTS LEEY

CONSTANTS LEEZ

VARIABLES LTCPX %distance between middle of FT-sensor and

%TCP coordinate system

CONSTANTS LTCPY

CONSTANTS LTCPZ

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Lengths from joint to center of mass of link

CONSTANTS Off_B1X = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B1Y = 0.00023010

CONSTANTS Off_B1Z = 0.21362435

CONSTANTS Off_B2X = 0.05767568
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CONSTANTS Off_B2Y = 0.03592568

CONSTANTS Off_B2Z = 0.00050000

CONSTANTS Off_B3X = 0.12636277

CONSTANTS Off_B3Y = 0.00021867

CONSTANTS Off_B3Z =-0.00004087

CONSTANTS Off_B4X = 0.05790828

CONSTANTS Off_B4Y = 0.03590828

CONSTANTS Off_B4Z = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B5X = 0.12642271

CONSTANTS Off_B5Y =-0.00334474

CONSTANTS Off_B5Z = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B6X = 0.03263961

CONSTANTS Off_B6Y = 0.03540350

CONSTANTS Off_B6Z = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B7X = -0.08510251

CONSTANTS Off_B7Y = 0

CONSTANTS Off_B7Z = 0

CONSTANTS Off_BEEX

CONSTANTS Off_BEEY

CONSTANTS Off_BEEZ

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Inertia of wavegenerator and motor [kg * m^2]

CONSTANTS Jwave25=0.413e-4, Jwave20=0.193e-4, Jwave17=0.079e-4

CONSTANTS Jmot=0.0000134

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link inertia [kg * m^2]

CONSTANTS IB1_11 = 0.00525519

CONSTANTS IB1_22 = 0.00408890

CONSTANTS IB1_33 = 0.00341754 + (Jmot+Jwave25)*GR1^2

CONSTANTS IB1_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB1_23 = -0.00001397

CONSTANTS IB1_31 = 0

CONSTANTS IB2_11 = 0.00074811

CONSTANTS IB2_22 = 0.00155721 + (Jmot+Jwave20)*GR2^2

CONSTANTS IB2_33 = 0.00172566

CONSTANTS IB2_12 = 0.00043074

CONSTANTS IB2_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB2_31 = 0
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CONSTANTS IB3_11 = 0.00484618 + (Jmot+Jwave20)*GR3^2

CONSTANTS IB3_22 = 0.02985632

CONSTANTS IB3_33 = 0.03101847

CONSTANTS IB3_12 = -0.00008079

CONSTANTS IB3_23 = 0.00000302

CONSTANTS IB3_31 = 0.00001456

CONSTANTS IB4_11 = 0.00070685

CONSTANTS IB4_22 = 0.00145263 + (Jmot+Jwave20)*GR4^2

CONSTANTS IB4_33 = 0.00160267

CONSTANTS IB4_12 = 0.00040082

CONSTANTS IB4_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB4_31 = 0

CONSTANTS IB5_11 = 0.00308813 + (Jmot+Jwave17)*GR5^2

CONSTANTS IB5_22 = 0.02019369

CONSTANTS IB5_33 = 0.02142974

CONSTANTS IB5_12 = 0.00084897

CONSTANTS IB5_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB5_31 = 0

CONSTANTS IB6_11 = 0.00017641

CONSTANTS IB6_22 = 0.00020389 + (Jmot+Jwave17)*GR6^2

CONSTANTS IB6_33 = 0.00030587

CONSTANTS IB6_12 = 0.00008539

CONSTANTS IB6_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB6_31 = 0

CONSTANTS IB7_11 = 0.00129910 + (Jmot+Jwave17)*GR7^2

CONSTANTS IB7_22 = 0.00751257

CONSTANTS IB7_33 = 0.00751257

CONSTANTS IB7_12 = 0

CONSTANTS IB7_23 = 0

CONSTANTS IB7_31 = 0

CONSTANTS IBEE_11

CONSTANTS IBEE_22

CONSTANTS IBEE_33

CONSTANTS IBEE_12

CONSTANTS IBEE_23

CONSTANTS IBEE_31

% Syntax: I11, I22, I33, I12, I23, I31

INERTIA B1, IB1_11, IB1_22, IB1_33, IB1_12, IB1_23, IB1_31

INERTIA B2, IB2_11, IB2_22, IB2_33, IB2_12, IB2_23, IB2_31

INERTIA B3, IB3_11, IB3_22, IB3_33, IB3_12, IB3_23, IB3_31
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INERTIA B4, IB4_11, IB4_22, IB4_33, IB4_12, IB4_23, IB4_31

INERTIA B5, IB5_11, IB5_22, IB5_33, IB5_12, IB5_23, IB5_31

INERTIA B6, IB6_11, IB6_22, IB6_33, IB6_12, IB6_23, IB6_31

INERTIA B7, IB7_11, IB7_22, IB7_33, IB7_12, IB7_23, IB7_31

INERTIA BEE, IBEE_11,IBEE_22,IBEE_33,IBEE_12,IBEE_23,IBEE_31

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Link masses [kg]

CONSTANTS M_B1 =2.56318979

CONSTANTS M_B2 =0.741

CONSTANTS M_B3 =4.3437

CONSTANTS M_B4 =0.718

CONSTANTS M_B5 =6.65078

CONSTANTS M_B6 =3.19

CONSTANTS M_B7 =2.187 %Mass of last link inkl. FT-sensor mass,

%without end-effector mass

CONSTANTS M_EE %Mass inkl. mass of screws and FT-electronics

MASS B1=M_B1, B2=M_B2, B3=M_B3, B4=M_B4, B5=M_B5, B6=M_B6, &

B7=M_B7, BEE=M_EE

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Rotation between the coordinate systems starting at Newtonian frame

% CAUTION: The index of the bodydeclaration (Bi) has an offset of +1

% with respect to the declaration of the origins (Si).

SIMPROT(N,B1,3,Q1)

SIMPROT(B1,B2,-2,(Q2-pi/2))

SIMPROT(B2,B3,1,Q3)

SIMPROT(B3,B4,-2,Q4)

SIMPROT(B4,B5,1,Q5)

SIMPROT(B5,B6,2,Q6)

SIMPROT(B6,B7,1,Q7)

% Sensor COS added

SIMPROT(B7, KMS, 1, 0)

% Rotation of TCP, such that HSI and TOP end-effector coordinate

% systems are aligned when the robots are in their working position

SIMPROT(KMS,TMP,1,pi)

SIMPROT(TMP,TCP,2,pi/2)

% EE COS

SIMPROT(KMS, BEE, 1, 0)

%--------------------------------------------------------------------
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% Position vectors (from origin "n-1" to origin "n")

P_O_S0> = 0>

%P_S0_S1> = L1 * B13> % Right Arm

P_O_S1> = -L1*B13> % Left Arm

P_S1_S2> = L2 * B21>

P_S2_S3> = L3 * B31>

P_S3_S4> = L4 * B41>

P_S4_S5> = L5 * B51>

P_S5_S6> = L6 * B61>

P_S6_SKMS> = 0*KMS1> + 0*KMS2> + 0*KMS3>

P_SKMS_SEE> = LEEX*KMS1> + LEEY*KMS2> + LEEZ*KMS3>

P_SKMS_STCP> = LTCPX*KMS1> + LTCPY*KMS2> + LTCPZ*KMS3>

%--------------------------------------------------------------------

% Position vectors (from origin "n-1" to center of mass of "n")

P_S0_B1o> = Off_B1x * B11> + Off_B1y * B12> + Off_B1z * B13>

P_S1_B2o> = Off_B2x * B21> + Off_B2y * B22> + Off_B2z * B23>

P_S2_B3o> = Off_B3x * B31> + Off_B3y * B32> + Off_B3z * B33>

P_S3_B4o> = Off_B4x * B41> + Off_B4y * B42> + Off_B4z * B43>

P_S4_B5o> = Off_B5x * B51> + Off_B5y * B52> + Off_B5z * B53>

P_S5_B6o> = Off_B6x * B61> + Off_B6y * B62> + Off_B6z * B63>

P_S6_B7o> = Off_B7x * B71> + Off_B7y * B72> + Off_B7z * B73>

% Positions vector from point SEE to COG of the EE

P_SEE_BEEo> = Off_BEEx*BEE1> + Off_BEEy*BEE2> + Off_BEEz*BEE3>

%--------------------------------------------------------------------
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C Parameters of Simulation Models

C.1 Haptic Interface ViSHaRD7

Table C.1: Rigid model

parameter value

mm 13 kg
bm 20 Ns/m

mem 0.334 kg
Tf 0.0015 s
Ta 0.003 s

Kxm 250
Dxm 13,000
Kxs 250
Dxs 13,000

Table C.2: Compliant model

parameter value

mm1 6.5 kg
mm2 6.5 kg
bm1 20 Ns/m
bm2 30 Ns/m
cm 3,0000 N/m

mem 0.334 kg
Tf 0.0015 s
Ta 0.003 s

Kxm 250
Dxm 13,000
Kxs 250
Dxs 13,000

C.2 Linear one DOF Teleoperation System

Table C.3: Parameters of linear one DOF teleoperation system

parameter value

mm 2.386 kg
bm 20 Ns/m

mem 0.112 kg
ms 2.386 kg
bs 20 Ns/m

mes 0.112 kg
Tf 0.0032 s
Ta 0.00065 s

Kxm 132
Dxm 530
Kxs 132
Dxs 530
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C.3 Teleoperation System Vishard10 - Dual Arm Telemanipulator

C.3 Teleoperation System Vishard10 - Dual Arm

Telemanipulator

Table C.4: Parameters of teleoperation system formed by ViSHaRD10 and dual arm tele-
manipulator

parameter value

mm 23 kg
bm 20 Ns/m

mem 0.334 kg
ms 13.5 kg
bs 20 Ns/m

mes 1.9 kg
Ta 0.0003 s

Kxm 250
Dxm 23,000
Kxs 250
Dxs 13,500

C.4 Human Operator Model

Table C.5: Human operator model

parameter value

bh 6 Ns/m
mh 5 kg
ch 40 N/m
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D Descriptive Statistics and Results of the
Analysis of Variance

In the following sections the descriptive statistics and the results of the analysis of variance
of the experimental evaluation, presented in chapter 5, are reported.

D.1 Descriptive Statistics

D.1.1 Efficiency Measures

Table D.1: Means of efficiency measures for each independent variable

factor level efficiency measures
mean force max force distance time quality rating

[N] [N] [m] [s]

task phase 1 2.19 9.63 0.84 53.36 7.7
2 2.19 8.21 0.62 44.83

number of 3 2.73 9.63 0.75 45.25 7.67
freed DOF 4 2.19 8.57 0.71 49.53 7.83
during exp. phase 6 1.93 8.48 0.73 52.52 7.60

repetition 1 2.20 8.84 0.77 55.34 7.41
2 2.38 9.00 0.69 42.85 8.00

hand right 2.34 9.15 0.96 49.1 7.70
left 2.23 8.68 0.50

number of 3 2.71 9.54 0.74 50.54 7.88
freed DOF 4 2.09 8.76 0.73 49.29 7.19
during training 6 2.07 8.46 0.71 47.46 8.04

visual proj. wall 2.75 10.30 0.83 50.16 7.09
feedback HMD 1.83 7.53 0.63 48.04 8.32
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D.1.2 Rotation Measures

Table D.2: Means of rotation measures for each independent variable

factor level rotation measures
mean torque max torque angle axis

[Nm] [Nm] [rad] [rad]

task phase 1 0.46 1.36 0.11 0.02
2 0.47 1.16 0.16 0.05

number of 3 0.56 1.3 0.01 0.00
freed DOF 4 0.58 1.53 0.18 0.04
during exp. phase 6 0.26 0.95 0.22 0.05

repetition 1 0.46 1.28 0.14 0.03
2 0.47 1.24 0.13 0.03

hand right 0.62 1.62 0.18 0.05
left 0.32 0.89 0.08 0.02

number of 3 0.48 1.16 0.12 0.02
freed DOF 4 0.47 1.32 0.14 0.03
during training 6 0.45 1.30 0.15 0.04

visual projection wall 0.44 1.34 0.15 0.04
feedback HMD 0.49 1.18 0.12 0.03

D.1.3 Telepresence Measures

Table D.3: Means of telepresence measures for each independent variable

factor level transparency measures
rating 1 rating 2 rating 3

task phase 1 4.39 4.36 4.93
2

number of 3 3.85 3.93 4.60
freed DOF 4 4.54 4.53 5.1
during exp. phase 6 4.78 4.61 5.1

repetition 1 4.25 4.19 4.89
2 4.53 4.52 4.97

hand right 4.39 4.36 4.93
left

number of 3 5.06 4.64 5.39
freed DOF 4 4.36 4.56 5.44
during training 6 3.75 3.88 3.96

visual projection wall 4.49 4.50 5.11
feedback HMD 4.29 4.21 4.75
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D.2 Results of the Analysis of Variance

D.2.1 Factor freed DOF during Experimental Session

Table D.4: Main effects of the factor freed DOF during the experimental session (3, 4 vs. 6)

factor source df F η2 p

within subjects
number of task performance mean force 2.2 10.01* 0.500 0.001
freed DOF measures max force 2.2 3.29 0.248 0.058
during distance 2.2 0.14 0.013 0.875
exp. session time 2.2 0.79 0.073 0.467

quality rating 2.2 0.58 0.055 0.568
rotation measures mean torque 2.2 45.00* 0.818 <0.000

max torque 2.2 28.26* 0.739 <0.000
angle 2.2 117.39* 0.921 <0.000
axis 2.2 43.52* 0.813 <0.000

telepresence measures rating 1 2.2 3.90* 0.281 0.037
rating 2 2.2 2.00 0.167 0.161
rating 3 2.2 3.65* 0.267 0.045

strategy strategy 2.2 18.46* 0.649 0.001

*significant (α=5%)

D.2.2 Factor Visual Feedback

Table D.5: Main effects of the factor visual feedback (projection wall vs. HMD)

factor source df F η2 p

between subjects
visual task performance mean force 1.1 5.86* 0.37 0.036
feedback measures max force 1.1 9.3* 0.482 0.012

distance 1.1 10.89* 0.521 0.008
time 1.1 0.07 0.007 0.795
quality rating 1.1 7.56* 0.430 0.021

rotation measures mean torque 1.1 1.86 0.156 0.203
max torque 1.1 2.89 0.224 0.120
angle 1.1 2.27 0.185 0.163
axis 1.1 1.00 0.091 0.342

telepresence measures rating 1 1.1 0.20* 0.020 0.065
rating 2 1.1 0.57 0.054 0.467
rating 3 1.1 0.42 0.040 0.531

strategy strategy 1.1 4.82 0.325 0.053

*significant (α=5%)
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D.2.3 Factor Task Phase

Table D.6: Main effects of the factor task phase (phase 1 vs. phase 2)

factor source df F η2 p

within subjects
task task performance mean force 1.1 0.94 0.086 0.356
phase measures max force 1.1 8.37* 0.456 0.016

distance 1.1 9.93* 0.498 0.010
time 1.1 1.32 0.116 0.278

rotation measures mean torque 1.1 0.22 0.021 0.650
max torque 1.1 11.74* 0.540 0.006
angle 1.1 2.49 0.199 0.146
axis 1.1 11.92* 0.544 0.006

strategy strategy 1.1 1.54 0.133 0.244

*significant (α=5%)

D.2.4 Factor Hand

Table D.7: Main effects of the factor hand (left vs. right)

factor source df F η2 p

within subjects
hand task performance mean force 1.1 0.10 0.010 0.757

measures max force 1.1 1.27 0.286 0.113
distance 1.1 257.43* 0.963 <0.000

rotation measures mean torque 1.1 39.46* 0.798 <0.000
max torque 1.1 80.30* 0.889 <0.000
angle 1.1 21.49* 0.682 0.001
axis 1.1 14.13* 0.586 0.004

*significant (α=5%)
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D.2.5 Factor Number of Freed DOF during Training

Table D.8: Main effects of the factor number of freed DOF during training (3, 4 vs. 6)

factor source df F η2 p

between subjects
number of task performance mean force 2.1 1.33 0.210 0.308
freed DOF measures max force 2.1 0.52 0.094 0.610
during training distance 2.1 0.07 0.014 0.933

time 2.1 0.05 0.009 0.954
quality rating 2.1 1.42 0.221 0.287

rotation measures mean torque 2.1 0.17 0.033 0.846
max torque 2.1 1.31 0.208 0.312
angle 2.1 1.07 0.176 0.380
axis 2.1 1.58 0.240 0.253

telepresence measures rating 1 2.1 2.62 0.344 0.122
rating 2 2.1 1.43 0.222 0.285
rating 3 2.1 2.68 0.349 0.117

strategy strategy 2.1 0.08 0.015 0.927

*significant (α=5%)

D.2.6 Factor Repetition

Table D.9: Main effects of the factor repetition (2 levels)

factor source df F η2 p

within subjects
repetition task performance mean force 1.1 2.36 0.191 0.156

measures max force 1.1 0.12 0.012 0.735
distance 1.1 3.28 0.247 0.100
time 1.1 10.61* 0.515 0.009
quality rating 1.1 12.89* 0.563 0.005

rotation measures mean torque 1.1 1.36 0.119 0.271
max torque 1.1 0.47 0.045 0.507
angle 1.1 0.43 0.041 0.526
axis 1.1 0.36 0.035 0.561

telepresence measures rating 1 1.1 1.06 0.096 0.327
rating 2 1.1 1.69 0.144 0.223
rating 3 1.1 0.21 0.020 0.659

strategy strategy 1.1 0.88 0.081 0.371

*significant (α=5%)
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E Presence and Immersive Tendence
Questionnaire
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